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Resum
Avui dia, s'estima que el mercat de la geomatica mou pels volts de 30 bilions
d'euros. Al darrera del creixement d'aquest mercat hi trobem noves tecnologies,
projectes i aplicacions, com per exemple, \Global Positioning System"(GPS),
Galileo, \Global Monitoring for Environment and Security"(GMES), Google
Earth, etc. Actualment, la demanda i el consum de geoinformacio esta incremen-
tant i, a mes a mes, aquesta ha de ser precisa, exacta, actualitzada i assequible.
Amb l'objectiu d'acomplir aquests requisits tecnics i, en general, la demanda
del mercat, la industria i l'ambit academic estan introduint un darrera l'altre
sistemes d'imatgeria, plataformes aeries i plataformes satel.litals. Pero alhora,
aquests sistemes d'adquisicio introdueixen nous problemes com el calibratge i
l'orientacio de sensors, la navegacio de les plataformes (de manera precisa i e-
xacta segons el seu rendiment), la combinacio de diferents tipus de sensors, la
integracio de dades auxiliars que provenen de diverses fonts, aspectes temporals
com la gravacio \contnua"en el temps dels sensors, la feble geometria d'alguns
d'ells, etc. Alguns d'aquests problemes es poden resoldre amb els metodes i
estrategies actuals, sovint afegint pegats, pero la majoria no es poden resoldre
amb els metodes vigents o no es poden resoldre amb els metodes vigents amb
abilitat i robustesa. Aquesta tesi presenta les abstraccions i generalitzacions
necessaries que permeten desenvolupar la propera generacio d'ajustos de xarxes
i metodes d'estimacio amb l'objectiu de resoldre aquests problemes. A mes,
basada en aquestes idees, s'ha desenvolupat la principal eina d'aquesta recerca:
la plataforma de software \Generic Extensible Network Approach"(GENA).
L'objectiu d'aquesta recerca es establir les bases metodiques d'un concepte
sistematic per l'orientacio i el calibratge de sensors aeris i provar la seva validesa
amb nous models i aplicacions. Aix, en primer lloc, prenent distancia sobre el
que s'ha fet tradicionalment i tenint en compte tot el que ens ofereix la tecnologia
INS/GNSS, aquesta tesi genera un metode per l'explotacio dels sistemes INS/
GNSS en l'orientacio i el calibratge de sensors aeris. I, en segon lloc, s'han
proposat i testejat amb dades reals alguns models que conformen aquest concepte,
com per exemple, l'us de temps, posicio i actitud donats pel sistema INS/GNSS
en mode relatiu (eliminant la necessitat dels parametres d'absorcio d'errors
INS/GNSS o la matriu d'orientacio relativa IMU-sensor), l'us de temps, posicio,
velocitat i actitud pel calibratge de temps (utilitzant aix la solucio completa
que donen els sistemes INS/GNSS per lligar les dimensions espacial i temporal)
o reduir el nombre de mesures de l'orientacio integrada de sensors tradicional,
duent a terme la proposta \fast aerotriangulation", Fast AT. Aquesta recerca
esta presentada a la tesi com un compendi d'articles.
Aix doncs, els resultats de la tesi no son nomes el document de la tesi
en si mateix i les publicacions, hi ha tambe un software comercial i models i
aplicacions que validen el metode proposat i representen un nou panorama per
l'orientacio i el calibratge de sensors aeris.
Paraules clau: abstraccio, modelatge, orientacio, calibratge, aerotriangu-
lacio, xarxa, ajust, fotogrametria, INS/GNSS, software.

Resumen
En la actualidad, el mercado de la geomatica esta valorado en unos 30 billones
de euros. Tras el crecimiento de dicho mercado, se hallan nuevas tecnologas,
proyectos y aplicaciones, como por ejemplo, \Global Positioning System"(GPS),
Galileo, \Global Monitoring for Environment and Security"(GMES), Google
Earth, etc. Hoy en da, la demanda y el consumo de geoinformacion esta incre-
mentandose y, ademas, dicha informacion debe ser precisa, exacta, actualizada y
asequible. Intentando cumplir estos requisitos tecnicos y, en general, la demanda
del mercado, la industria y el ambito academico estan introduciendo uno tras
otro sistemas de imagen, plataformas aereas y plataformas satelitales. Pero
a su vez, estos sistemas de adquisicion introducen nuevos problemas como la
calibracion y la orientacion de sensores, la navegacion de las plataformas (debe
ser precisa y exacta teniendo en cuenta su rendimiento particular), la com-
binacion de diferentes tipos de sensor, la integracion de datos auxiliares que
proceden de diversas fuentes, aspectos temporales como la grabacion \continua"
en el tiempo de los sensores, la debil geometra de algunos de ellos, etc. Algunos
de estos problemas pueden resolverse con los metodos y estrategias actuales,
generalmente aplicando parches, pero la mayora no se pueden resolver con los
metodos vigentes o no se pueden resolver con los metodos vigentes con abilidad
y robustez. Esta tesis presenta las abstracciones y generalizaciones necesarias
que permiten desarrollar la proxima generacion de ajustes de redes y metodos
de estimacion con el objetivo de resolver estos problemas. Es mas, basada en
estas ideas, se ha desarrollado la herramienta principal de esta investigacion: la
plataforma de software \Generic Extensible Network Approach"(GENA).
El objetivo de esta investigacion es establecer las bases metodicas de un
concepto sistematico para la orientacion y la calibracion de sensores aereos, y
probar su validez con nuevos modelos y aplicaciones. As pues, en primer lugar,
distanciandonos de lo que tradicionalmente se ha realizado y considerando lo que
la tecnologa INS/GNSS nos ofrece, esta tesis crea un metodo para la explotacion
de los sistemas INS/GNSS en la orientacion y la calibracion de sensores aereos.
Y, en segundo lugar, se proponen y testean con datos reales algunos modelos que
constituyen este concepto, como por ejemplo, el uso de tiempo, posicion y actitud
dados por el sistema INS/GNSS en modo relativo (eliminando la necesidad de los
parametros de absorcion de errores INS/GNSS o la matriz de orientacion relativa
IMU-sensor), el uso de tiempo, posicion, velocidad y actitud para la calibracion
temporal (utilizando as la solucion completa que dan los sistemas INS/GNSS
para enlazar las dimensiones espacial y temporal) o reducir el numero de medidas
de la orientacion integrada de sensores tradicional, llevando a cabo la propuesta
\fast aerotriangulation", Fast AT. Esta investigacion esta presentada en la tesis
como un compendio de artculos.
Resumiendo, los resultados de la tesis no son solo el documento de la tesis
en s mismo y las publicaciones, existe tambien un software comercial y modelos
y aplicaciones que validan el metodo propuesto y presentan un nuevo panorama
para la orientacion y la calibracion de sensores aereos.
Palabras clave: abstraccion, modelado, orientacion, calibracion, aerotrian-
gulacion, red, ajuste, fotogrametra, INS/GNSS, software.

Abstract
The geomatic market has an estimated value of some 30 trillion euros. Behind
this growing market, there are new technologies, projects and applications like
Global Positioning System (GPS), Galileo, Global Monitoring for Environment
and Security (GMES), Google Earth, etc. Modern society is increasingly de-
manding and consuming geoinformation that must be precise, accurate, up-to-
date and aordable. In an attempt to meet these technical requirements and
general market demand, industry and academia are introducing one imaging
system, airborne platform and satellite platform after another. These acqui-
sitions are introducing new problems such as calibration and orientation of
the sensors, navigation of the platforms (with an accurate and precise process-
ing of their individual performances), combination of dierent types of sensors,
integration of auxiliary data provided from various sources, temporal issues of
the \continuously" recording sensors, weak geometry of some sensors, etc. Some
of the previous problems can be solved with current methods and strategies,
oftentimes with a dose of patchwork. However, the vast majority of these
problems cannot be solved with the current methods, or at least not with a
like degree of robustness and reliability. This thesis presents the abstractions
and generalizations needed to facilitate the development of the next generation
of network adjustment and estimation methods that will make it possible to
solve these problems. Moreover, the main tool of this research is a commercial
software platform, \Generic Extensible Network Approach" (GENA), based on
the proposed network approach.
The goal of this research is to establish a methodical basis of a systematic
approach to airborne sensor orientation and calibration and to prove its validity
with newly-developed models and applications. On one hand, viewing the
traditional DiSO and ISO from a distance and considering the possibilities
that the INS/GNSS technology oers, this thesis generates a method to exploit
the INS/GNSS systems for airborne sensor orientation and calibration. On
the other hand, several models that constitute this method are proposed and
tested with independent actual data sets; for example, the use of INS/GNSS-
derived time, position and attitude in relative mode (avoiding the need for
GNSS linear shift parameters, that absorb the INS/GNSS errors, or the relative
orientation IMU-to-sensor, boresight, matrix), the use of INS/GNSS-derived
time, position, velocity and attitude for time calibration (exploiting the full
solution of the INS/GNSS systems to link the space and time dimensions) or
the measurement reduction of the traditional integrated sensor orientation to
perform the proposed \fast aerotriangulation", or Fast AT. This research is
presented in the thesis as compiled papers.
Therefore, the results of this thesis are not only the thesis document itself
and a number of publications, but also a commercial software platform and
models and applications that validate the proposed method and present a new
panorama for airborne sensor orientation and calibration.
Keywords: abstraction, modeling, orientation, calibration, aerotriangula-
tion, network, adjustment, photogrammetry, INS/GNSS, software.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The geomatic market has an estimated value of some 30 trillion euros. Behind
this growing market, there are new technologies, projects and applications like
Global Positioning System (GPS), Galileo, Global Monitoring for Environment
and Security (GMES), Google Earth, etc.
Modern society is increasingly demanding and consuming geoinformation
that must be precise, accurate, up-to-date and aordable. In an attempt to
meet these technical requirements and general market demand, industry and
academia are introducing one imaging system, airborne platform and satellite
platform after another.
These acquisitions are introducing new problems such as calibration and
orientation of the sensors, navigation of the platforms (with an accurate and
precise processing of their individual performances), combination of dierent
types of sensors, integration of auxiliary data provided from various sources,
temporal issues of the \continuously" recording sensors, weak geometry of some
sensors, etc.
Some of the previous problems can be solved with current methods and
strategies, oftentimes with a dose of patchwork. However, the vast majority of
these problems cannot be solved with the current methods, or at least not with
a like degree of robustness and reliability.
The proposed network approach can solve part of these problems, but not
all of them.
This thesis presents the abstractions and generalizations needed to facilitate
the development of the next generation of network adjustment and estimation
methods ([Colomina et al., 2012], reprinted in appendix 1).
The \Generic Extensible Network Approach" (GENA) platform software,
which I largely developed for GeoNumerics (Barcelona, Spain), is not only the
main tool of this research, it is also the materialization of the proposed network
approach.
Beyond the conceptual and practical contributions of the software in the
work conducted, the goal of this research is twofold: to establish the methodical
basis of a systematic approach to airborne sensor orientation and calibration,
and to prove its validity with newly-developed models and applications.
1
1.1 Method
The least-squares estimation technique is nothing new. The German mathema-
tician, geodesist, astronomer and physicist Carl Friedrich Gau (1777 - 1855)
developed a proof of least-squares adjustment in 1809.
In 1810 he used this technique to adjust the rst geodetic network of the
state of Hannover.
The rst network adjustments performed with digital computers date back
to the nineteen-fties where continent-wide geodetic networks were globally
adjusted, mainly in the US and Western Europe.
[Ackermann et al., 1970], [Brown, 1971] and [Schmid, 1974] established the
fundamentals of sensor orientation and calibration concepts in the late nineteen-
sixties and early nineteen-seventies. But they did not only introduce these ideas,
they also translated these ideas into software that went into the production lines
of almost every photogrammetric production organization worldwide.
The self-calibrating bundle adjustment (SCBA) approach matured, and ro-
bust estimators ([Krarup et al., 1980] and [Klein and Forstner, 1984]) were in-
troduced in the nineteen-eighties. Soon, bundle adjustment was exported to
remote sensing ([Kratky, 1989]) and the GPS was imported to bundle adjustment
([Lucas, 1987] and [Frie, 1991]).
By 1991, digital aerial triangulation was in the pipeline ([Tsingas, 1991]).
The use of INS/GPS technology for Direct Sensor Orientation (DiSO) of frame
cameras had already been proposed in 1993 ([Schwarz et al., 1993]). In parallel,
INS/GNSS time-position-velocity-attitude determination became the basis for
the DiSO of airborne digital line cameras, hyperspectral cameras, airborne laser
scanning (ALS) and airborne Interferometric SAR (InSAR). Between 1995 and
2000, INS/GNSS technology penetrated the large-format metric aerial camera
segment and became standard photogrammetric equipment ([Scherzinger, 1997]).
The theoretically higher mechanical stability of digital cameras created high
expectations for DiSO. However, practical experience ([Alamus et al., 2007] and
[Cramer, 2007]) has demonstrated that even the high-end large-format digital
cameras require SCBA. The same applies to medium-format digital cameras
which, in the meantime, have created a market of their own. The last develop-
ment wave is ALS block adjustment for orientation and calibration ([Frie, 2006],
[Kager, 2004], [Skaloud and Lichti, 2006] and [Angelats et al., 2012]).
In the realm of navigation, since 2004, the least-squares techniques have
been explored to solve dynamic geomatic problems such as the modeling of
trajectories for airborne and spaceborne imaging linear arrays, the calibration
of inertial instruments (angular rate sensors and accelerometers) with \cross-
over" types of observation equations and the estimation of geodetic networks
for monitoring and prediction purposes ([Colomina and Blazquez, 2004] and
[Colomina and Blazquez, 2005]). A parallel research eort is being conducted by
A. Termens ([Termens and Colomina, 2004]) for inertial strapdown kinematic
airborne gravimetry.
Furthermore, in the eld of radiative transfer modeling and radiometric
calibration, the radiometric block adjustment approach ([Honkavaara, 2008],
[Martnez and Arbiol, 2008] and [Chandelier and Martinoty, 2009]) is progress-
ing.
This evolution demonstrates that airborne sensor orientation and calibration
is a fundamental capacity of current mapping systems and a fundamental re-
search topic. Neither digital remote sensing acquisition systems nor direct
orientation have made network adjustment method obsolete. On the contrary,
the continuous ow of new sensors, platforms and applications points to the
relevance of a general systematic approach.
This thesis proposes a method which can be understood as a general frame-
work and systematic approach to airborne sensor orientation and calibration,
in which the well-established Direct Sensor Orientation (DiSO) and Integrated
Sensor Orientation (ISO) procedures are particular cases. The proposed method
is the result of taking into account all the possibilities that the INS/GNSS
technology oers for the airborne sensor orientation and calibration problem.
If viewed from a distance, the three axes depicted in Figure 1.1 illustrate the
method:
{ the \aerial control" axis represents how the INS/GNSS-derived data is
used to orient and to calibrate the airborne sensor;
{ the \procedure" axis represents the measurements used to orient and to
calibrate the airborne sensor, in addition to the INS/GNSS-derived data;
and,
{ the \time" axis represents whether the time dimension of the airborne
sensor orientation and calibration problem is, or is not taken into account
when the INS/GNSS systems are involved.
aerial control
procedure
time
Figure 1.1: Method for a systematic approach.
1.2 Models
Since the thesis is not only a theoretical research project, the development of
new models and applications for the systematic approach to airborne sensor
orientation and calibration is at least as important as the theory behind the
technology. The compiled papers that make up this thesis are the materialization
of this theoretical and applied goal.
The next chapters reprint the papers with the models and applications that
are built on the proposed method. They are the natural result of thinking in
generic and abstract terms to identify applications such as:
{ traditional geomatic applications that can be solved in the sense of ro-
bustness and reliability, such as the critical use of the boresight matrix in
the ISO procedure;
{ undeveloped geomatic applications such as the calibration of the temporal
dimension in multi-sensor systems; and
{ geomatic applications that need low-cost procedures without losing relia-
bility.
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Figure 1.2: Systematic approach: method and models.
Figure 1.2 depicts the proposed models for a systematic approach to airborne
sensor orientation and calibration in the dimensions of:
{ \aerial control": traditional INS/GNSS absolute aerial control versus new
proposed INS/GNSS relative aerial control (Chapters 2 and 3);
{ \procedure": traditional DiSO and ISO procedures versus new \fast aero-
triangulation", Fast AT (Chapter 5); and
{ \time": traditional spatial aerial control versus new proposed spatio-
temporal aerial control (Chapters 2 and 4).
Therefore, Figure 1.2 includes the traditional DiSO and ISO procedures,
which are based on the use of INS/GNSS-derived data in absolute mode, and
extends the traditional panorama with new airborne sensor orientation and
calibration models. It shows how the new panorama provides more possibilities
like Fast AT, time calibration using available INS/GNSS-derived velocity or the
use of the INS/GNSS-derived data in relative mode.
Chapter 2
Spatio-temporal calibration
This chapter is the rst paper of a paper series that demonstrating the potential
of the proposed method with two new models for airborne sensor orientation
and calibration: relative aerial control and temporal calibration.
The relative aerial control is a new and rigorous approach to use INS/GNSS-
derived position and attitude in relative mode. It is based on transferring
the relative orientation of an INS/GNSS system between two epochs to the
relative orientation of a rigidly attached sensor between the same two epochs.
The relative aerial control eliminates the INS/GNSS linear shift parameters (to
absorb INS/GNSS errors) and IMU-to-sensor relative orientation (boresight)
matrix. The temporal calibration model is a new model that uses the INS/GNSS-
derived linear and angular velocities to handle the sensor-system synchronization
problem at the SW level. The INS/GNSS velocities allow the calibration of a
constant time shift parameter and decorrelate time errors from space errors.
Figure 2.1 shows how the full exploitation of INS/GNSS-derived control data
takes us from the traditional 3D spatial to the 4D spatio-temporal orientation
and calibration of multi-sensor systems. In this paper, the spatial absolute and
relative and the spatio-temporal absolute aerial control models are validated
with one actual data set and one simulated-perturbed data set, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: Relative and spatio-temporal aerial control models.
Although I am the only author of this paper, Dr. Ismael Colomina promoted
and supervised the research.
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ABSTRACT:
The purpose of this paper is to propose new, rigorous, more robust and reliable models and methods for the calibration
and orientation of multi-sensor systems with INS/GPS data. On the one hand, the classical spatial sensor orientation
and calibration problem is reformulated as a relative control problem by transferring the relative orientation of an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) between two epochs to the relative orientation of a rigidly attached sensor between the same two
epochs. This approach eliminates the need for the IMU-to-sensor relative orientation [boresight] calibration parameter. On
the other hand, a rigorous 4D —spatio-temporal— model, based on the full exploitation of the INS/GPS-derived control
data, is introduced. The paper discusses the key ideas behind both proposed approaches, presents the corresponding
mathematical models, identifies some of their advantages, and demonstrates their potential through real data.
1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the use of INS/GPS time, position and attitude
(tPA) derived information as aerial control to support sen-
sor orientation and calibration is a well-established proce-
dure (Lucas, 1987, Schwarz et al., 1993). For some sensor
designs, the use of tPA aerial control is a must. For others,
it is just an option; be it for the purpose of better geometric
accuracy, for more flexible mission design or just to match
competitors’ equipment. Whatever the reason is, INS/GPS
instrumentation has become a “de facto” standard compan-
ion to the mapping sensors. This situation, in turn, has
consolidated two well-defined calibration and orientation
procedures: Direct Sensor Orientation (DSO) and the so-
called Integrated Sensor Orientation (ISO). In DSO, sensor
position and attitude literally depend on INS/GPS-derived
tPA control information. ISO does not depend from it, it
just benefits from it.
DSO is the procedure that directly provides the orienta-
tion parameters of the sensor (Schwarz et al., 1993). ISO
is the procedure that combines measurements on the map-
ping sensors’ data with whatever other available control
data in order to compute the sensor orientation parame-
ters in a block adjustment (Ackermann and Schade, 1993,
Frieß, 1991). In practice, most times, the ISO procedure
is nothing else than a traditional aerial triangulation ad-
justment with tPA aerial control and a few ground control
points. With this combination, the ISO procedure inher-
its the advantages of traditional block adjustment, reduces
ground control and relaxes mission geometric constraints.
ISO is both an orientation and calibration procedure; i.e.,
the calibration and orientation parameters are estimated si-
multaneously in the block adjustment. On the other side —
although this depends on the project and on the precision
and accuracy requirements— DSO requires a previous ISO
step to calibrate the sensors and the sensor-system (Colom-
ina, 1999).
The paper proposes new 3D models for the traditional ISO
procedure. The proposed models, more robust and reliable,
are based on the fact that the relative attitude of the sen-
sor between two epochs coincides with the relative orien-
tation of the IMU between the same two epochs (assuming
that the sensor and IMU are rigidly attached). This ratio-
nale brings us to the equations which model the orienta-
tion of the sensor in terms of the tPA aerial control without
the need of the boresight calibration matrix (Bla´zquez and
Colomina, 2008). Actual data are used to show the first
results and demonstrate the potential of this approach.
The classical ISO models, algorithms, methods and proce-
dures just tackle the spatial calibration aspects. However,
experience tells that incorrect or just inaccurate time syn-
chronization between sensors is a big troublemaker. While
spatial calibration is dealt both at the HW and SW levels,
temporal calibration —time synchronization— is left to the
HW. This results in reasonable robust and resilient systems
as for geometry and weak systems as for time. In other
words, current models for sensor and sensor-system cali-
bration are 3D —restricted to geometry— while the prob-
lem is a genuine 4D, spatio-temporal one (Bla´zquez and
Colomina, 2008).
The paper also proposes models and methods to solve the
above 4D problem. In this sense, the contribution of the pa-
per is twofold: firstly, genuine spatio-temporal orientation
and calibration models are derived and, secondly, appro-
priate observational control data (for example, INS/GPS
velocity) are identified for the precise estimation of the 4D
model parameters.
In a multi-sensor system there are two types of time er-
rors: individual sensor internal errors and system synchro-
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nization ones. In the case of individual sensor errors, the
calibration method must be based on particular mathemat-
ical models of the sensor. In the other case, even if all the
sensor oscillators are “perfect,” inaccurate time synchro-
nization between the various system sensors can spoil the
system performance and the sensor-system inconsistencies
must be modeled. It is often the case, that individual sen-
sor time drifts are dominated by external GPS receiver-
generated precise [ambiguous] time pulses and that, for
various technical and commercial reasons, inter-sensor con-
stant temporal shifts occur. The paper focuses on the mod-
eling of the sensor-system time synchronization problem.
For the estimation of the temporal calibration parameters,
the use of the full INS/GPS-derived control data is pro-
posed. In fact, INS/GPS delivers not only time, position
and attitude (tPA) but also velocity (tPVA). These veloci-
ties can be used for calibrating the time errors and for de-
correlating them from the space errors. This general prin-
ciple is valid for any multi-sensor system and, in the paper,
is formulated for the frame camera sensors.
The paper concludes by reporting on preliminary results
of actual data tests performed for concept validation pur-
poses. The results indicate that the new models make sense,
behave as expected and deliver good results.
2 AERIAL CONTROL MODELS
2.1 Classical Aerial Control Models Extensions
The classical ISO procedure optimally estimates multi-sen-
sor system parameters (unknowns) in the sense of least-
squares relating observations (measurements) with these
parameters through models. These models can be sensor
models or aerial control models. The first ones are com-
posed by the equations that model the own sensor behav-
ior (sensor observations and its own orientation and cali-
bration parameters). One example of sensor model is the
collinearity equations. The second ones are composed by
the equations which model the relation between the sen-
sor, the GPS antenna receiver, and the IMU. The improve-
ment of the classical aerial control mathematical functional
models is the focus of this research.
The classical aerial control model relates tPA aerial control
with the sensor orientation parameters, sensor-to-GPS an-
tenna receiver parameters and sensor-to-IMU parameters
for each epoch. In this paper, this model is referred to as
spatial absolute aerial control model. Based on the follow-
ing two obvious facts the classical aerial control models
can be extended:
1. The sensor calibration and orientation problem is not a
3D spatial problem, it is a 4D spatio-temporal one. More-
over, the INS/GPS-derived data contain not only positions
and attitudes, they also contain velocities.
2. If a sensor and an IMU are rigidly attached, the sensor
relative attitude between any two epochs is the same as the
IMU relative attitude between the same two epochs.
The extended model which takes into account the temporal
dimension of the sensor orientation and calibration prob-
lem is referred to as spatio-temporal absolute aerial control
model. This proposed model relates tPVA aerial control
with the sensor orientation parameters, sensor-to-GPS an-
tenna receiver parameters, sensor-to-IMU parameters, and
multi-sensor time synchronization parameter for each ep-
och.
The extended model which takes into account the orien-
tation and calibration problem for two epochs is referred
to as spatial relative aerial control model. This proposed
model relates tPA aerial control with the sensor orienta-
tion parameters, sensor-to-GPS antenna receiver parame-
ters and sensor-to-IMU parameters for two epochs.
For the sake of completeness, the extended model which
takes into account the temporal dimension of sensor orien-
tation and calibration problem for two epochs is referred
to as spatio-temporal relative aerial control model. This
proposed model relates tPVA aerial control with the sen-
sor orientation parameters, sensor-to-GPS antenna receiver
parameters, sensor-to-IMU parameters, and multi-sensor
time synchronization parameter for two epochs.
2.2 Naming and notation conventions
In the presented mathematical functional models, the in-
volved reference frames and coordinate systems are listed
in table 1.
l Cartesian local terrestrial frame (east-north-up)
b IMU instrumental frame (forward-left-up)
c camera instrumental frame
l′ Cartesian local terrestrial frame (north-east-down)
b′ IMU instrumental frame (forward-right-down)
i inertial reference frame
Table 1: Reference frames and coordinate systems.
If a variable x involves just one reference frame a, it is
written xa. If a variable involves two reference frames, the
subscript symbol defines the “from” or “origin” (f ) refer-
ence frame and the superscript symbol defines the “to” or
“destination” (t) one like in xtf .
The observations and their residuals are denoted by low-
ercase symbols, a; the parameters are denoted by upper-
case symbols, A; and the constant values (instrumental
constant, observational auxiliary values, and constant ro-
tation matrices) are denoted by the italic typestyle, a . The
vector accent above a variable, ~a, indicates that this vari-
able is a 3-dimensional vector. For the sake of simplicity,
~Xf = (x, y, z)f is used instead of the rigorous mathemat-
ical formulation ~Xf = [(x, y, z)f ]T . The observational
residuals are denoted by the symbol v with the observation
symbol as a subscript, for example, va denotes the residual
of the observation a.
The eccentricity vector ~Ac=(ax, ay, az)c from the camera
projection centre to the GPS receiver antenna parameter;
the ~N c = (0 , 0 ,n)c constant vector, where n is the cam-
era nodal distance; and the Rl
l′
rotation constant matrix are
involved in all the mathematical functional models.
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2.3 Absolute Aerial Control Models
Absolute aerial control functional models (spatial absolute
aerial control models (2.3.1) and spatio-temporal absolute
aerial control models (2.3.2)) involve the following obser-
vations and their residuals: the GPS- or INS/GPS-derived
position, ~xl = (x, y, z)l and the traditional [heading, pitch,
roll] Euler angles, χ = (ψ, ϑ, γ), that parameterize the Rl′b′
rotation matrix. In both absolute aerial control models, the
involved parameters are: the camera projection centre, ~Xl
= (X,Y,Z)l; the traditional Euler angles, Γ = (ω, ϕ, κ),
that parameterize the Rlc rotation matrix; the GPS position-
ing errors, ~Sl = (sx, sy, sz)l; and the Rbc (Υ) IMU-to-cam-
era relative orientation [boresight] calibration parameter1.
Rb
′
b
is a constant rotation matrix.
2.3.1 Spatial Absolute Aerial Control: The functional
models for the spatial absolute aerial control are
~xl + ~vlx =
~Xl +Rlc (Γ) · (
~Ac + ~N c) + ~Sl, (1)
Rlc (Γ) = R
l
l′ · R
l′
b′ (χ+ ~vχ) · R
b
′
b · R
b
c (Υ) (2)
for position and attitude respectively. Note, that in the
above equation 2 for attitude control, in contrast to other
formulations, the original INS/GPS-derived ψ, ϑ, γ IMU
attitude angles can be directly used with no intermediate
reparameterization steps.
2.3.2 Spatio-temporal Absolute Aerial Control: The
functional models for the spatio-temporal absolute aerial
control are:
~xl + ~vlx = (3)
~Xl +Rlc (Γ) · (
~Ac + ~N c) + ~Sl −
(
~vl + ~vl
v
)
·∆t,
Rlc (Γ) = (4)
Rll′ ·[R
l′
b′ (χ+ ~vχ) + R˙
l′
b′ (χ+ ~vχ)·∆t]·R
b
′
b ·R
b
c (Υ) .
In equation 3, the observables are the usual GPS or INS/GPS
positions ~xl and the INS/GPS linear velocities ~vl2.
In equation 4, note the time derivative rotation matrix R˙l′b′
that can be computed after the relationship
R˙l
′
b′ (χ+ ~vχ) = R
l′
b′ (χ+ ~vχ) · (Ω
b
′
ib′ − Ω
b
′
il′),
where Ωb′
ib′
and Ωb′
il′
are observational auxiliary matrices.
Ωb
′
ib′
= Ωb
′
ib′
(ωx, ωy, ωz) is an angular velocity matrix where
(ωx, ωy, ωz) are the calibrated IMU angular velocities. Ωb
′
il′
= Ωb
′
il′
(λ, φ, λ˙, φ˙, ωe) is an angular velocity matrix which
depends on the known sensor position and on the Earth an-
gular rate3. ∆t is the multi-sensor time synchronization
parameter which is used in both absolute control models
(here) and in the spatio-temporal relative control models
(section 2.4.2).
1The boresight matrix can be parameterized in different ways. No
parameterization is specified because it is not relevant to this research.
2Note that the symbol v which denotes velocity is different from the
symbol v which denotes residuals.
3The Ωb′
ib′
matrix and the Ωb′
il′
matrix are well-known and can be
found in any inertial navigation book as for example (Jekeli, 2001).
2.4 Relative Aerial Control Models
Relative aerial control functional models (spatial relative
aerial control models (2.4.1) and spatio-temporal relative
aerial control models (2.4.2)) involve the following obser-
vations and their residuals: the GPS- or INS/GPS-derived
positions at epoch t2, ~xl2 = (x2, y2, z2)l and the Euler an-
gles that parameterize the Rl′b′ rotation matrix at epoch t2,
χ2 = (ψ2, ϑ2, γ2). The involved parameters are: the cam-
era projection centre at epoch t1, ~Xl1 = (X1,Y1,Z1)l; the
Euler angles that parameterize the Rlc rotation matrix at
epoch t1, Γ1 = (ω1, ϕ1, κ1); the camera projection cen-
tre at epoch t2, ~Xl2 = (X2,Y2,Z2)l; and the Euler an-
gles that parameterize the Rlc rotation matrix at epoch t2,
Γ2 = (ω2, ϕ2, κ2). The models of this section involve the
following observational auxiliary values: the GPS- or INS-
/GPS-derived positions at epoch t1, ~x l1 = (x1 , y1 , z1 )l and
the Euler angles that parameterize the Rl′
b′
rotation matrix
at epoch t1, χ1 = (ψ1 , ϑ1 , γ1 ).
In the relative aerial control models, tPA (or tPVA in the
case of spatio-temporal models) aerial control are intro-
duced as observational auxiliary data (constant informa-
tion) at epoch t1 for numerical related issues.
2.4.1 Spatial Relative Aerial Control: The functional
models for the spatial relative aerial control are:
~x l1 −
(
~xl2 + ~v
l
x2
)
= (5)
~Xl1 − ~X
l
2 +
[
Rlc (Γ1)− R
l
c (Γ2)
]
· (~Ac + ~N c),
Rlc (Γ1) · R
c
l (Γ2) = (6)
Rll′ · R
l
′
b′ (χ1 ) · R
b′
l′ (χ2 + ~vχ2) · R
l
′
l .
Equations 5 and 6 are obtained from equations 1 and 2 re-
spectively by straightforward algebraic operations. Note,
that in equation 5 the positioning calibration parameter ~Sl
has vanished and that in equation 6 the IMU-to-sensor bore-
sight rotation matrix Rbc (Υ) has vanished as well.
2.4.2 Spatio-temporal Relative Aerial Control: The
functional models for the spatio-temporal relative aerial
control are:
~x l1 −
(
~xl2 + ~v
l
x2
)
= (7)
~Xl1 − ~X
l
2 +
[
Rlc (Γ1)− R
l
c (Γ2)
]
· (~Ac + ~N c)−
[
~v l1 −
(
~vl2 + ~v
l
v2
)]
·∆t
Rlc (Γ1) · R
c
l (Γ2) = (8)
Rll′ · [R
l
′
b′ (χ1 ) + R˙
l
′
b′ (χ1 ) ·∆t]·
[Rl
′
b′ (χ2 + ~vχ2) + R˙
l′
b′ (χ2 + ~vχ2) ·∆t]
T
· Rl
′
l
In equation 7, the observables are the GPS or INS/GPS po-
sitions ~x2l and the INS/GPS linear velocities ~v2l at epoch
t2. The INS/GPS linear velocities at epoch t1, ~v l1 , are ob-
servational auxiliary values.
In equation 8, note the time derivative rotation matrices
R˙l
′
b′ that can be computed after the relationship
R˙l
′
b′ (χ1 ) = R
l
′
b′ (χ1 ) · (Ω1
b
′
ib′ − Ω1
b
′
il′),
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R˙l
′
b′ (χ2 + ~vχ2)=R
l′
b′ (χ2 + ~vχ2)·(Ω2
b
′
ib′ − Ω2
b
′
il′),
where Ω1 b
′
ib′ , Ω2
b
′
ib′ , Ω1
b
′
il′ , and Ω2 b
′
il′ are auxiliary matri-
ces. Ω1
b
′
ib′ = Ω
b
′
ib′
(ωx1 , ωy1 , ωz1) is an angular velocity
matrix where (ωx1 , ωy1 , ωz1) are the calibrated IMU an-
gular velocities at epoch t1. Ω2 b
′
ib′ = Ω
b
′
ib′
(ωx2 , ωy2 , ωz2)
is an angular velocity matrix where (ωx2 , ωy2 , ωz2) are the
calibrated IMU angular velocities at epoch t2. Ω1 b
′
il′ =
Ωb
′
il′
(λ1 , φ1 , λ˙1 , φ˙1 , ωe) is an angular velocity matrix which
depends on the known sensor position and on the Earth an-
gular rate at epoch t1. Ω2 b
′
il′ = Ω
b
′
il′
(λ2 , φ2 , λ˙2 , φ˙2 , ωe)
is an angular velocity matrix which depends on the known
sensor position and on the Earth angular rate at epoch t2.
3 CONCEPT VALIDATION RESULTS
In order to analyse the overall feasibility and, somewhat,
validate the concepts introduced in the previous sections,
some of the newly formulated models were implemented
and tested with actual data against the classical spatial ab-
solute control models whose results played the reference
role. More precisely, the functional model of equation 3
was tested against the model of equation 1 (section 3.1,
“Spatial Absolute vs Spatio-temporal Absolute”) and the
functional models of equations 5, 6 were tested against
the reference models of equations 1, 2 respectively (sec-
tion 3.2, “Spatial Absolute vs Spatial Relative”). For this
purpose the “Pavia block” (provided to the Institute of Ge-
omatics by Prof. Vittorio Casella, Facolta` di Ingegneria,
Universita` di Pavia, Italy) was used. The configuration
characteristics of the block are summarized in table 2 and
its layout can be seen in figure 1. The Pavia block pro-
vided all necessary data for the validation purposes men-
tioned with the exception of the INS/GPS-derived linear
velocities and calibrated angular velocities that were not
available to the author at the moment of setting up the ex-
periments. To overcome this, the correct INS/GPS-derived
velocities were approximated by numerically differentiat-
ing the INS/GPS-derived positions at the image exposure
time epochs with the three-point stencil method.
Scale 1:8000
Flying height 1200 m
No. of strips 11 (7+4)
No. of images per strip ≈ 10
No. of photo-observations per image ≈ 30
No. of Ground Control Points (GCP) 8
No. of Ground Check Points (CP) 24
No. of images 131
No. of photo-observations 4167
No. of tie-points 477
Overlap ≈ 60% × 60%
Table 2: Pavia block configuration characteristics.
3.1 Spatial Absolute vs Spatio-temporal Absolute
The goal of this section is to validate whether the multi-
sensor time synchronization parameter ∆t can be signifi-
cantly estimated with a sufficient precision and to provide
Figure 1: Pavia block layout.
Test Model Shift Velocity
A Spatial 1 per strip (11) -
B Spatial 1 per block -
C Spatio-temporal 1 per strip (11) ct-actual
D Spatio-temporal 1 per block ct-actual
E Spatio-temporal 1 per strip (11) non-ct
Table 3: Absolute spatial and spatio-temporal block con-
figurations.
some insight on the corresponding required block config-
urations and, eventually, mission configurations. The vali-
dation consists on the controlled determination of a signif-
icant and precise ∆t that preserves or improves the quality
of the block which is measured by the point determination
accuracy at the ground check points (CPs).
As it is to be expected (equation 3), for approximately con-
stant velocities, the GPS positioning error calibration pa-
rameters ~Sl —the popular GPS “shift” parameters— and
the time synchronization parameter ∆t are highly corre-
lated if the classical block configurations of one “shift” per
strip are used. This is due to the constant-computed ve-
locities. Therefore, to a large extent, the concept valida-
tion problem reduces to the analysis of the conditions un-
der which, the ∆t and the various ~Sl can be de-correlated.
For this purpose, the data were perturbed with time syn-
chronization errors and five block/mission configurations
were analyzed as described in table 3. In the table, ct-
actual refers to the more or less constant actual velocities
and non-ct refers to the perturbed linear velocities where
the strips’ ends are flown at a different speed while taking
the first and last images. For all these configurations or
tests, the observables’ precisions at the 1-σ level are listed
in table 4 where IC denotes photogrammeric image coor-
dinates observations, P position, A attitude and V velocity.
Note that for the PA control the sequence of observations
is (X,Y, Z, ψ, ϑ, γ).
The tests results are shown in table 5. The first column
Observable σ Units
IC (5, 5) um
GCP (5, 5, 7) cm
INS/GPS PA (5, 5, 7, 8, 5, 5) cm, mdeg
INS/GPS V (5, 5, 5) mm/s
Table 4: Observables’ precisions.
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contains the test identifier, the second one the Root-Mean-
Square (RMS) of the ground coordinate differences with
respect the check points (CP); the third one the estimated
standard deviations of the images’ exterior orientation (EO)
parameters; the fourth one the estimated standard devia-
tions of the object points (TP); and the last one the esti-
mated standard deviation of the time synchronization pa-
rameter.
CP (mm) EO (mm) TP (mm) ∆T (ms)
Test RMS σ σ σ
A (36, 27, 25) (35, 36, 32) (29, 30, 47) −
B (35, 25, 28) (35, 35, 32) (29, 30, 47) −
C (36, 27, 25) (35, 36, 32) (29, 30, 46) 2.2
D (34, 24, 27) (35, 35, 32) (29, 30, 47) 0.1
E (35, 26, 25) (35, 36, 32) (28, 30, 46) 0.2
Table 5: Absolute spatial and spatio-temporal test results.
The analysis of table 5 reveals that the systematic GPS
aerial control errors can be absorbed with just one shift
parameter (compare rows A and B) which corresponds, for
instance, to situations where the GPS reference receiver is
close to the block area. This has allowed to significantly
estimate (test D, functional model of equation 3) the ∆t
parameter with just one shift parameter for the entire block
with a precision of 0.1 ms which translates to less than 1
cm in the object space. Moreover, the estimated ∆t main-
tains the block quality level as proven by the correct results
at the check points. If one shift parameter per strip is in-
troduced, then the time synchronization parameter cannot
be estimated at the required precision level —2.2 ms or 18
cm in the object space— and, although the CP, EO and TP
columns show correct values, the configuration is labelled
as “non acceptable.” However, experience tells that enforc-
ing the use of just one single shift parameter per block does
not make sense in many —if not most— of cases. In or-
der to circumvent this problem, the block data were “ma-
nipulated” to simulate the case of strips flown at different
velocities at their ends while taking the first and last im-
ages (test E). In this case, the ∆t parameter and 11 shift
parameters, one per strip, could be significantly and pre-
cisely estimated (σ∆T = 0.2 ms).
The presented preliminary results are encouraging and in-
dicate that if, as a result of windy weather or of simple
aircraft velocity “maneuvers,” the constant velocity limita-
tion is broken, multi-sensor time calibration as presented
in this paper is feasible. Last, note that the used velocities
were not obtained from INS/GPS data and that the obser-
vation equation 4 was not used. In other words, there is
room for further improvement.
3.2 Spatial Absolute vs Spatial Relative
The main goal of this section is to validate the aerial rel-
ative control models of equations 5 and 6. The valida-
tion consists on the comparative analysis of a standard ISO
block configuration with absolute spatial aerial control and
a new one with relative control via the RMS of coordinate
differences at check points. For this purpose, the Pavia
block was used again. The observations’ precisions are de-
scribed in table 6 which is largely self-explanatory.
Observable σ Units
IC (5, 5) um
GCP (8, 8, 10) cm
INS/GPS Abs PA (7, 7, 11, 8, 5, 5) cm, mdeg
INS/GPS Rel PA (4, 4, 8, 2.7, 2.7, 2.7) cm, mdeg
Table 6: Observables’ precisions.
CP (mm) EO (mm,mdeg) TP (mm)
Test RMS σ σ
Abs (35, 27, 26) (39, 40, 35, 1.3, 1.3, 0.8) (32, 33, 49)
Rel (33, 26, 27) (39, 42, 46, 1.4, 1.2, 0.8) (35, 36, 58)
Table 7: Absolute vs relative aerial control test results.
One of the advantages of the INS/GPS relative control is
its high short term precision. Accordingly, the INS/GPS
relative control precisions have been [conservatively] set
to values consistent with the photogrammetric base and the
IMU used in the Pavia block (row ’INS/GPS Rel PA’ of
table 6).
The results are shown in table 7. The first column con-
tains the test configuration (Abs and Rel refer to the spatial
aerial absolute and relative control models respectively);
the rest of the columns are similar to those in table 5. On
the one hand, the results confirm that ISO can be performed
without shift and boresight calibration parameters at the
price of larger estimated standard deviations in the height
components of ground points (20% worse) and projection
centers (30% worse). This is thought to be due to the less
favorable error propagation —a somewhat weaker geom-
etry or block Bierbauch effect— of relative control. The
predicted errors notwithstanding, the results at the ground
check points are even [insignificantly] better with relative
aerial control. In the author’s opinion, these are remark-
able results. Indeed, for everyday practical use, the relative
control formulation is simpler and less error prone than the
absolute one.
Another potential expected advantage of the relative aerial
control models is the mitigation of undetected GPS cycle
slips effects. For this purpose, the INS/GPS-derived posi-
tions of half a central strip were largely perturbed with 50
cm shifts. Figures 2 and 3 show the coordinate differences
at check points with the absolute and relative aerial control
models respectively. As it can be seen, the relative aerial
control models are less sensitive than the absolute aerial
control models.
Moreover, the performance of the absolute aerial control
models and the relative aerial control models after removed
the gross-errors (detected with automated data-snooping)
is shown in the table 8. The columns of this table are the
same as the columns of the table 7. Again, the RMS of the
coordinate differences at check points indicate that the rel-
ative control models behave better than the absolute ones.
CP (mm) EO (mm,mdeg) TP (mm)
Test RMS σ σ
Abs (41, 42, 29) (40, 41, 36, 1.3, 1.3, 0.8) (33, 34, 50)
Rel (33, 26, 27) (39, 42, 46, 1.4, 1.3, 0.8) (35, 36, 58)
Table 8: Absolute vs Relative aerial control test results.
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Figure 2: Absolute-estimated coordinate differences at
check points of perturbed data test.
Figure 3: Relative-estimated coordinate differences at
check points of perturbed data test.
These preliminary results suggest that the relative control
models are more robust and reliable than the absolute aerial
control model in front of undetected GPS cycle slips even
if the gross-errors are removed from the data.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This paper has introduced new mathematical functional mo-
dels (equations 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) for the spatial and
spatio-temporal modeling of the GPS- and INS/GPS-der-
ived aerial control data. Using actual data and perturbed
actual data, the essential subset of the new functional mod-
els (equations 3, 4, 5 and 6) have undergone a succesful
preliminary, proof-of-the-concept testing.
In the case of spatial relative aerial control models (equa-
tions 5 and 6), the expected advantages have been demon-
strated with the first results using actual data. The spatial
relative aerial control models eliminates the IMU-to-sensor
relative orientation matrix and the GPS positioning error
parameters without loss of accuracy and with a moderate
loss of precision. Moreover, this model seems to mitigate
the effects of undetected GPS cycle slips “better” —in the
sense of reliability and robustness— than the spatial abso-
lute aerial control models.
In the case of spatio-temporal absolute aerial control mod-
els (equations 3 and 4), the expected advantages are being
tested with actual and perturbed data. The first results in-
dicate that the time synchronization parameter can be es-
timated at the tenth of a milisecond precision level. New
block configurations have been identified in order to esti-
mate the multi-sensor time synchronization and the GPS
positioning error parameters simultaneously.
The spatio-temporal relative aerial control models are not
yet implemented. But, the results of the spatio-temporal
absolute aerial control models and spatial relative aerial
control models indicate that this approach could be even
more reliable and robust, if a few consecutive images could
be taken at different velocities. This implementation is
planned together with the use of actual data to demonstrate
the potential of the temporal calibration models.
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Chapter 3
Relative INS/GNSS aerial
control
This chapter features the second paper that forms part of the proposed models
for a systematic approach to airborne sensor orientation and calibration. There
are three essential contributions: relative aerial control models, rigorous mathe-
matical models in a global compound mapping-geodetic coordinate system and
constraint observation equations for a dual-head camera system.
The main goal of this paper is the full development and discussion of the
funtional relative aerial control model for local cartesian (l) and global compound
mapping-geodetic (m) coordinate systems (Figure 3.1). Its performance is
evaluated with three actual independent data sets. But the paper also presents a
rigorous model formulation for photogrammetric observations in m frame that,
as compared with current practices, eliminates the need for the projection center
\height correction" and for the \azimuth correction". Finally, the paper details
the constraint observation equations for multi-head camera systems that x a
constant oset and a constant relative orientation matrix between the cameras.
aerial control
procedure
time
Absolute
ISO
Absolute
Relative
b
b
Relative
ISO
Figure 3.1: Relative aerial control models.
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In this paper we present the models and discuss the performance of relative position and attitude INS/
GNSS aerial control observations in integrated sensor orientation. In relative aerial control, we use the
relative position and attitude of the IMU at the exposure times of successive images instead of the usual
absolute position and attitude for each image. With relative aerial control, the GNSS shift correction
parameters and the IMU-to-camera boresight matrix vanish from the functional models and so does
the problem of their selection. The presented models are formulated with the usual original INS/GNSS
attitude parameterisation (heading, pitch and roll) to avoid unnecessary and error-prone intermediate
re-parameterisation steps. Furthermore, we present a rigorous model formulation, for both aerial control
and photogrammetric observations, in local mapping coordinate systems that eliminate the need of the
so-called height and azimuth corrections and that guarantee geodetic correctness and consistency. The
overall resulting modelling scheme allows for a direct incorporation of INS/GNSS aerial control observa-
tions into the integrated sensor orientation processing chain in a simple and robust way. The perfor-
mance of the new models is evaluated with three independent data sets and the results show a
comparable to better performance.
Ó 2011 International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Inc. (ISPRS). Published by Elsevier
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In a series of preceding papers (Martínez et al., 2007; Blázquez
and Colomina, 2008, 2010; Blázquez, 2008) we reviewed estab-
lished procedures for INS/GNSS-based orientation and calibration
of airborne sensors in the light of some well known but often for-
gotten INS, GNSS and geodetic properties and facts. In the men-
tioned papers we proposed a number of new concepts for
integrated sensor orientation (ISO) and calibration including the
use of time-position-attitude (tPA) INS/GNSS-derived aerial (in
general, kinematic) control in relative mode, the use of full time-
position-velocity-attitude (tPVA) INS/GNSS-derived aerial control
in absolute and relative mode for 4D spatio-temporal orientation
and calibration, a time-dependent relative stochastic model of
tPA INS/GNSS-derived control, and an alternative use of self-cali-
bration parameters in ISO when both static ground and kinematic
aerial control are available.
In this paperwedescribe in detail themodels andperformance of
tPA INS/GNSS-derived aerial control in relative mode – as intro-
duced and initially analysed in Blázquez (2008) –with consideration
of local geodetic cartesian coordinate systems and of global com-
pound mapping – geodetic/gravimetric ones.
The couple INS/GNSS is to be found in practically all kinematic,
aerial and terrestrial, image acquisition systems and it is there to
stay. INS stands for inertial navigation system and encompasses
the use of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) in the image acqui-
sition system. GNSS stands for global navigation satellite system. It
includes the US GPS and the Russian GLONASS and will include the
coming European Galileo and Chinese Compass systems. INS/GNSS
can be used for navigation, for orientation and mapping, or both.
INS/GNSS belongs to the very design-based principle of imaging
sensors of weak geometry (for example, line sensors) and to the
very pragmatic reality of other sensors, be it for the purpose of bet-
ter geometric accuracy, for more flexible mission design or, simply,
to match competitors’ equipment. INS/GNSS, in a wide range of
quality grades, can be found in high-end and low-cost mapping
systems ranging from large-format photogrammetric cameras to
small-format mass-market ones. Last, INS/GNSS is flown in all
types of aerial platforms, from large high-altitude pressurized
airplanes to small unmanned aerial systems (UAS).
Because of the large variety of instrument grades, user back-
grounds, user communities, applications, etc., INS/GNSS-based
ISO shall yield interoperability, flexibility, simplicity, accuracy and
robustness. Interoperability, the ability to exchange and use
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information between different systems, refers, in our context, to
the exchange and use of INS/GNSS-based ISO results. Flexibility,
the quality of being adaptable or variable, mainly refers to the
geometry of the data acquisition mission that should be con-
strained as little as possible by the INS/GNSS characteristics. Sim-
plicity refers to uncomplicated ISO computational procedures.
Accuracy, a measure of the absence of systematic errors, in our per-
formance analysis, will include the actual accuracy as well as pre-
cision. Robustness refers here to the capacity to withstand errors,
not only in the observations but also in the procedures. One neces-
sary condition for these requirements to be met is that ISO math-
ematical models be functionally rigorous and properly capture the
sensor stochastic properties. The main purpose of the paper is to
describe in detail new ISO models that meet the above
requirements.
Strictly speaking, integrated sensor orientation and calibration
is the method and process of using a set of heterogeneous observa-
tions in a grand bundle block adjustment to estimate image orien-
tation, camera calibration and object point parameters. Colloquial,
unless otherwise stated, ISO refers to the use of photogrammetric,
ground control and INS/GNSS-derived tPA aerial control observa-
tions. In the following, INS/GNSS-derived tPA aerial control obser-
vations will be referred to as aerial control observations or simply
as aerial control.
The ideas behind ISO are relatively simple. They originated in
the nineteen eighties with GPS aerial triangulation (Lucas, 1987)
and evolved over the next decade with the extension to INS/GPS
(Schwarz et al., 1993). In the context of the topic of this paper,
we highlight the contributions of (Friess, 1991) (kinematic GPS
processing, the concept of GPS shift parameters and the use of
cross-strips), (Blázquez, 2008) (spatio-temporal relative and abso-
lute approaches), some major testing exercises (Heipke et al., 2000;
Cramer, 2010) and the extension to airborne laser scanning (Kager,
2004; Friess, 2006; Skaloud and Lichti, 2006).
This paper addresses four main contributions that bring sim-
plicity, flexibility, interoperability, accuracy and robustness to ISO:
– elimination of system calibration parameters;
– stationary time dependent stochastic model for relative aerial
control;
– new photogrammetric observation models for horizontal
map-projected coordinates;
– new attitude aerial control observation models to avoid
re-parameterisations steps.
The first paper contribution extends our previous work on the
use of aerial control observations in relative mode; i.e., relative
position and attitude of the IMU at the exposure times of two suc-
cessive images. With this approach, the GNSS linear shift and the
IMU-to-camera relative orientation matrix – the so-called bore-
sight – parameters vanish from the aerial control model. And so
does the problem of their selection, a frequent source of mistakes,
particularly under time pressure conditions or with inexperienced
operators. Relative aerial control observations bring simplicity to
ISO.
The second contribution is a consequence of the first one. In the
usual ISO formulation the absolute aerial control observations
error is modelled as a time series of independent random variables.
This assumption is a rather crude approximation of the actual
behaviour of INS/GNSS positioning where, depending on the
trajectory dynamics and on the GNSS update rates, the tPVA errors
are more or less time correlated and, roughly speaking, grow larger
with time. For relative aerial control we propose a stationary time
dependent stochastic model. Thanks to this model, images at the
end/start of successive survey segments can be related by a relative
aerial control observation thus adding strength to the ISO
adjustment – i.e., contributing flexibility to the mission design
geometry and accuracy to the results.
The third contribution fixes a problem that dates back to the
early days of GPS aerial triangulation. In fact, the use of aerial con-
trol observations has uncovered a known fact of classical aerial
photogrammetry, that had been either forgotten or simply ignored
[or absorbed by the GNSS shift parameters], namely, that in com-
pound mapping (E,N)-geodetic (h) coordinate systems, the height
component is affected by the scale factor of the map projection
making inconsistent the correct heights of the GNSS- and INS/
GNSS-derived positions. Up to now, the common practice has been
to rescale the aerial control heights. In the paper we propose new
photogrammetric observation models that take into account this
fact and allow use of original aerial control observations while
delivering correct and consistent horizontal and vertical results.
This contribution serves the interoperability, simplicity and accu-
racy requirements.
The fourth and last key contribution of the paper is related to a
combined coordinate system and aerial control observations
parameterisation issue. The common practice is to re-parameterise
the attitude Euler angles in the aerial control observations from the
INS/GNSS convention into the photogrammetric one and then to
correct (sic) the third angle j so the sensor attitude is given with
respect to the mapping coordinate system. It goes without saying
and experience confirms that, in addition to being troublesome,
these transformation steps are unnecessary if, as we show, the
appropriate models are used. This approach adds robustness and
simplicity to the overall ISO procedure.
The paper is organized in two main sections: mathematical
models and performance analysis. They correspond to the main
tasks of the research. In the mathematical section, the functional
and the stochastic models are presented. In the performance anal-
ysis section, before presenting and discussing the results, the data
and analysis methods are described. Finally, after the conclusions,
an appendix with the mathematical models and results of a multi-
head camera system with inter-head relative orientation con-
straints is included.
2. Mathematical models
From a modelling point of view, the paper’s contributions can
be summarized in the derivation of functional and stochastic mod-
els for the relative aerial control observations and in the derivation
of functional models appropriate for the compound mapping-geo-
detic coordinate systems. In all cases, the observations, photo-
grammetric or aerial control, are the original ones as delivered
by photogrammetric measuring systems and by INS/GNSS post-
processing programmes.
This modelling approach is, in turn, derived from one obvious
fact (item 1 below) and one simple modelling principle (item 2).
1. If a sensor and an IMU are rigidly attached, the sensor relative atti-
tude between any two epochs is the same as the IMU relative atti-
tude between the same two epochs (Blázquez, 2008).
2. The ‘‘do not touch the observations’’ principle; i.e., rather than
modifying the actual observations with ‘‘corrections’’ so they
fit into coarse models, we write models closer to reality so that
observations better fit in them.
From a mathematical point of view, this translates into func-
tional estimation models for sensor orientation, sensor calibration
and point determination that use the original INS/GNSS-derived
aerial control observations and that do not include the usual GNSS
linear shift and IMU-to-camera relative orientation matrix param-
eters (Sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.3). It also translates into a simple and
natural way to stochastically model the time correlated errors of
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INS/GNSS-derived trajectories (Section 2.4). Last, we do not only
use the original aerial control observations but also the original
photogrammetric ones thus concentrating the modelling effort in
the models and neither in additional preprocessing software nor
in users.
All in all, in the rest of this section, we will identify, and where
appropriate, develop in detail one stochastic model and six func-
tional models: the photogrammetric collinearity observation equa-
tions, the absolute aerial control observation equations and the
relative aerial ones; both for local cartesian coordinate systems
and for global compound mapping-geodetic ones.
2.1. Reference frames, notation and naming conventions
For the sake of clarity and correctness, the type of reference
frames and coordinate systems – i.e., of coordinate reference
frames (CRF) or, simply, frames – used in the models is described
next. As already mentioned, we will develop our functional models
for two frame types, l and m. A frame of the l-type is a local level
geodetic [terrestrial] reference frame together with local cartesian
coordinates in some right-handed system. Two frames of the l-type
will be used, l and l0, with coordinate sequences east-north-up
(e, n, u) and north-east-down (n, e, d), respectively. A frame of the
m-type is a global terrestrial reference frame together with hori-
zontal map-projected coordinates E, N (easting and northing) and
vertical ellipsoidal or gravimetric heights h. Just one frame of the
m-type will be used and called m as well. In addition to the frames
l, l0 and m, three instrumental frames are required: c for the cam-
era; b (forward-left-up) and b0 (forward-right-down) for the IMU.
In the observation equations we will use superscripts to indicate
the frame of vectors like in Pm; superscripts and subscripts to indi-
cate the ‘‘to’’ and ‘‘from’’ frames, respectively, of rotation matrices
and scale factors like in Rbc and s
m
l ; the superscript T to transpose vec-
tors like in [(E, N, h)m]T and vector subscripts to distinguish two dif-
ferent vectors like Pm and Pmo . For the sake of clarity, if X
m is a vector,
we will write Xm = (x, y, z)m instead of the formally correct notation
Xm = [(x, y, z)m]T andwhen rotationmatrices are explicitely parame-
terised by, say, vlb we will use R
l
bðvÞ instead of RðvlbÞ.
2.2. Functional models for the l frame
2.2.1. Collinearity
The model for image measurements whose object space is rep-
resented in the l frame is the set of traditional collinearity equa-
tions. They are well known and not reproduced in this paper
(Mugnier et al., 2004).
2.2.2. Absolute spatial aerial control
The absolute aerial control observation equations in the l frame
are described in (Blázquez, 2008). We reproduce them here for the
sake of completeness. They consist of a positional and an attitude
part (Eqs. (1) and (2) below, respectively). The positional part is
Xl þ V lX ¼ Pl þ RlcðCÞ  ðAc þ NcÞ þ Sl ð1Þ
where Pl is the camera projection centre, RlcðCÞ is the camera atti-
tude matrix (usually parameterised by Euler angles C = (x, u, j)),
Ac is the camera-to-IMU lever arm, Nc = (0,0,n) is the camera nodal
vector, n is the nodal distance, and Sl is the GNSS shift correction
vector. Xl and V lX are the vectors of aerial position observations
and residuals, respectively.
The attitude part is
RlcðCÞ ¼ Rlbðvþ VvÞ  Rbc ð2Þ
where Rlbðvþ VvÞ is the IMU attitude matrix and Rbc the
IMU-to-camera relative attitude (boresight) matrix. v = (w,h,c) are
the aerial attitude angular observations heading (w), pitch (h) and
roll (c) and Vv is the angular residuals vector.
Note that, in the INS field, it is customary that the angles in v, as
obtained from INS and INS/GNSS programmes, be used to para-
meterise the matrix Rl
0
b0 ðvÞ which is related to RlbðvÞ as
RlbðvÞ ¼ Rll0  Rl
0
b0 ðvÞ  Rb
0
b
where Rll0 and R
b0
b are constant matrices.
2.2.3. Relative spatial aerial control
Relative aerial control observation equations relate the orienta-
tion parameters of two [consecutive] images through their corre-
sponding absolute aerial control observations (Blázquez, 2008).
In the l frame they are
Xl1 ÿ X l2 þ V lDX ¼ Pl1 ÿ Pl2 þ RlcðC1Þ ÿ RlcðC2Þ
 
 ðAc þ NcÞ ð3Þ
and
RlcðC1Þ  Rcl ðC2Þ ¼ Rlbðv1Þ  Rbl ðv2 þ VDvÞ ð4Þ
where the subscripts 1 and 2 distinguish the orientation elements
ðPl;ClcÞ of the two involved images and the INS/GNSS-derived posi-
tion Xl and attitude vlb at the respective image acquisition time
epochs.
Note, that parameters Sl (GNSS shifts) and Rbc (boresight matrix)
have vanished in Eqs. (3) and (4), as compared to Eqs. (1) and (2),
respectively. As discussed in (Blázquez, 2008), this is one of the
advantages of using relative control, namely that the ISO software
user does not need to care about GNSS shifts and IMU-to-camera
relative attitude issues.
It also bears mentioning that relative aerial control can be ap-
plied to the last and first images of two consecutive strips, regard-
less of whether the aerial control applied to images of the same
strip is absolute or relative aerial control. This means that, in an
ISO procedure, the INS/GNSS-derived information of each image
can be modelled with absolute aerial control (Eqs. (1) and (2)) or
with relative aerial control (Eqs. (3) and (4)), but the INS/GNSS-de-
rived information of the last image of each strip and the first image
of the next strip can always be modelled with relative aerial con-
trol (Eqs. (3) and (4)) adding more control information to the ISO
procedure.
In Eq. (3) above we have written the explicit position
Xl1 ÿ Xl2 þ V lDX difference by using the absolute position X l1, Xl2
observations instead of already differentiated ones DX l þ V lDX . Sim-
ilarly, in Eq. (4) for the relative attitude aerial control we have writ-
ten Rlbðv1Þ  Rbl ðv2 þ VDvÞ instead of RllðDvþ VDvÞ. This is done on
purpose in order to facilitate the use of the INS/GNSS trajectory
output. Note, however, that in both Eqs. (3) and (4) the residual po-
sition and attitude vectors V lDX , V
l
Dvb
refer to actual relative residu-
als to apply a correct stochastic model to actual relative
observations. We claim (Section 2.4) that the stochastic model
for relative aerial control observations is more natural than the sto-
chastic model for the absolute ones.
2.3. Functional models for the m frame
In the next three sections we introduce the functional models
for image, absolute aerial and relative aerial observations in the
m frame. The combined use of the models offers a simple interface
to the ISO software user as no corrections need to be applied to the
measurements and, analogously to the l frame case, there is no
need to deal with GNSS shift and boresight parameters if relative
aerial control is used. In contrast to other approaches, the horizon-
tal scale factor of map projections is modelled on the collinearity
equations and neither on the aerial control observations nor on
the camera calibration constants (the so-called height and focal
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length corrections). We claim that this is the natural way of mod-
elling since the horizontal-vertical scale inconsistency affects the
collinearity models and not the aerial control ones, see also the
independent approaches of Alamús et al. (2002) and Skaloud and
Legat (2008).
2.3.1. Collinearity
For the m frame, we provide a modified version of the tradi-
tional collinearity equations where the scale factor sml between
the horizontal and the vertical coordinates is taken into account
ðxÿ x0Þ þ dxþ vx
¼ ÿf m11ðEo ÿ EÞ þm12ðNo ÿ NÞ þm13s
m
l ðho ÿ hÞ
m31ðEo ÿ EÞ þm32ðNo ÿ NÞ þm33sml ðho ÿ hÞ
ðyÿ y0Þ þ dyþ vy
¼ ÿf m21ðEo ÿ EÞ þm22ðNo ÿ NÞ þm23s
m
l ðho ÿ hÞ
m31ðEo ÿ EÞ þm32ðNo ÿ NÞ þm33sml ðho ÿ hÞ
ð5Þ
where Pmo ¼ ðEo;No;hoÞm is the object point, Pm = (E, N, h)m is the
camera projection centre, ðmijÞ16i;j63 ¼ RcmðCÞ is the camera attitude
matrix, sml is the scale factor of conformal map projections that de-
pends on Pm, (x0, y0)
c is the camera principal point, fc the camera
constant and (dx, dy)c the total effect of atmospheric refraction
and Earth curvature modelling. (x,y)c and (vx,vy)
c are the image
observations and their residuals, respectively (for the sake of sim-
plicity and clarity, the frames are only specified in the description
of the terms of Eq. (5), but not in the explicit equations.).
The actual final model further extends Eq. (5) with self-calibra-
tion functions (for example, Ebner or Gruen self-calibration
functions).
We note that modelling of refraction and Earth curvature effects
is included in (dx, dy)c and, therefore, the typical image ‘‘correc-
tions’’ for refraction and Earth curvature need not to be applied
to the original observations before the adjustment. Therefore, the
ISO software user avoids the problem of ‘‘what corrections have
to be or have been applied.’’
2.3.2. Absolute spatial aerial control
Since sml in Eq. (5) already accounts for the scale ratio between
the horizontal and vertical coordinates in an m frame, there is no
need to modify the altitude provided by the aerial control observa-
tions. Therefore, simple observation equations can also be written
for the positional part of the absolute aerial control in them frame:
Xm þ VmX ¼ Pm þ Rmc ðCÞ  ðAc þ NcÞ þ Sm; ð6Þ
where Xm is the aerial control position observation, VmX its residual
vector, and Sm is the GNSS shift parameter in the m frame.
The attitude part is
Rmc ðCÞ ¼ Rml ðgÞ  Rlbðvþ VvÞ  Rbc ð7Þ
where gml is the meridian convergence angle of conformal map pro-
jections at Pm, and Rml ðgÞ is the three dimensional rotation matrix –
rotation around the normal line to the ellipsoid through Pm – that
brings the local frame l to the mapping frame m.
Note that the inclusion of Rml ðgÞ in the model allows use of the
original aerial control attitude observation vector v with no exter-
nal ‘‘heading correction.’’
2.3.3. Relative spatial aerial control
From Eqs. (6) and (7) for absolute position and attitude aerial
control respectively, new observation Eqs. (8) and (9) for relative
aerial control can be easily deduced. The equation for the posi-
tional part is
Xm1 ÿ Xm2 þ VmDX ¼ Pm1 ÿ Pm2 þ Rmc ðC1Þ ÿ Rmc ðC2Þ
ÿ   ðAc þ NcÞ ð8Þ
where the subscripts 1 and 2 distinguish the orientation elements
ðPm;Cmc Þ of two [consecutive] images and their associated aerial
control positions.
Analogously, the observation equation for the attitude part is
Rmc ðC1Þ  RcmðC2Þ ¼ Rml ðg1Þ  Rlbðv1Þ  Rbl ðv2 þ VDvÞ  Rlmðg2Þ ð9Þ
where the subscripts 1 and 2 distinguish, as well, the meridian con-
vergence angles (g = g(Pm)) of conformal map projections at projec-
tion centres Pm and their corresponding aerial control angles vbl .
As for the l frame, one of the advantages of using relative con-
trol, is that the parameters Sm (GNSS shifts) and Rbc (boresight ma-
trix) have vanished in Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively. Also note, that
the use of the original v = (w, h, c) INS/GNSS angular parameterisa-
tion together with the Rml ðgÞ rotations, both in the absolute and rel-
ative aerial control approaches, allow the use of the original
angular aerial control observations with no need to re-paramete-
rise to the conventional photogrammetric angular sequences.
2.4. Stochastic model
Since the IMU calibration is not perfect and since inertial error
measurements propagate in a cumulative way – even in the pres-
ence of GNSS and filtering – the INS/GNSS-derived position, veloc-
ity and attitude errors are time correlated. Similarly, albeit of lesser
impact, GNSS delivers time correlated errors. Absolute GNSS-de-
rived positions are affected by remaining unmodelled tropo-
spheric, ionospheric, satellite orbit, satellite clock and other GNSS
system errors. Locally generated GNSS errors, at the receiver, like
incorrectly estimated carrier phase ambiguities or multipath ef-
fects also generate time correlated errors. Differential GNSS tech-
niques remove the former to a large extent but cannot deal with
the latter. Thus, from a stochastic point of view, as it is well known,
the strict absolute aerial control models are incorrect because they
are based on the assumption that aerial control observations at dif-
ferent epochs are stochastically independent. Traditionally this has
been mitigated by extending the models with shift parameters (al-
most invariably for the position models and less frequently for the
attitude ones). On the contrary, the proposed relative approach
correctly translates the INS/GNSS error characteristics into the rel-
ative aerial control stochastic model.
Next, we describe the criteria to establish the relative aerial
control stochastic models. For pragmatical reasons we derive them
from the usually available error estimates provided by the INS/
GNSS system vendors (Applanix, 2011): absolute and relative pre-
cision and accuracy figures to describe the quality of attitude and
absolute figures for position. Since INS/GNSS position errors are
dominated by the GNSS errors, we model the relative aerial control
position errors according to the GNSS error information. Relative
aerial control attitude errors are modelled according to the INS/
GNSS error information.
The precision of relative attitude aerial control (r2aðDtÞ) is com-
puted in terms of a random walk process (precision) and [remain-
ing uncalibrated] drift (accuracy) as
r2aðDtÞ ¼ x 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dt
p 2
þ b  Dtð Þ2 ð10Þ
where x and b are the angular driving white noise and the angular
drift, respectively, as specified by the manufacturers up to a maxi-
mum value defined by the absolute precision figures. Typical value
intervals for x and b are
½0:005;0:1deg =
ﬃﬃﬃ
h
p
and ½0:01;0:5 deg=h
respectively (Applanix, 2011). From our experience in processing
INS/GNSS trajectories we claim that, while x is usually the same
for the three attitude parameters, b may have to be assigned two
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different values, one for heading and one for pitch and roll (see next
section).
Fig. 1 illustrates the contribution of the x and b terms of Eq.
(10) for x ¼ 0:02 deg=
ﬃﬃﬃ
h
p
and b = 0.1 deg/h corresponding to the
heading angular component.
The precision of relative position aerial control (r2pðDtÞ) is a sub-
tle issue because, in the practice of airborne photogrammetry and
remote sensing, it depends on the GNSS features as well as on the
processing strategies, for instance, on the approach to solve the
double differenced ambiguities. Thus, GNSS trajectory processing
strategies may treat the various flight lines or strips as indepen-
dent data sets; i.e., may try to use the same satellites within a flight
line but not necessarily for two different though consecutive ones
(note that this level of freedom is not available in INS trajectory
Fig. 1. Contribution of x and b to relative attitude control precision (x ¼ 0:02 deg=
ﬃﬃﬃ
h
p
, b = 0.1 deg/h).
Table 2
Test blocks: geometric configuration.
Test block Pavia (P) Salou (S) Vaihingen/Enz (V)
Equipment Leica RC30 Z/I DMC IGI Dual-DigiCAM-H/39
Roll Angle Left H/39 ÿ14.8°
Roll Angle Right H/39 +14.8°
Applanix POS AV 510 Applanix POS AV 510 AEROControl II-D
Image size 23  23 cm 9  17 cm 2  5  4 cm
16329  16329 px 7680  13824 px 2  7216  5412 px
Image size (along flight direction) 23 cm 9 cm 4 cm
Image size (across flight direction) 23 cm 17 cm 2  5 cm
Pixel size 14 lm 12 lm 6.8 lm
Camera constant 153 mm 120 mm 82 mm
Flying height above ground () 1200 m 1000 m 1150 m
Scale () 1:8000 1:8800 1:14000
Ground sampling distance (GSD) () 11 cm 11 cm 10 cm
No. of strips 11 (7 + 4) 7 (5 + 2) 6 (3 + 3)
No. of images 131 112 2  120
No. of images per strip () 10 15 2  20
No. of photo-observations 4167  2 6049  2 7910  2
No. of photo-observations per image () 30  2 50  2 30  2
No. of ground control points (GCP) 8 10 8
No. of ground check points (ChP) 25 38 14
No. of tie-points (TP) 478 1151 1106
Overlap () 60  60% 60  30% 60  76%
Coordinate reference frame l m m
Table 1
P block: accuracy results for different k(Dt) values (r(e, n)p = 35 mm, r(u)p = 55 mm).
Within strip k(Dt) Between strips k(Dt) MEAN ChP (mm) RMS ChP (mm)
e n u e n u
1/16 64 2 ÿ7 10 34 26 33
1/4 – 1 ÿ9 8 33 26 31
1/4 64 0 ÿ9 6 32 25 30
1/4 4 ÿ1 ÿ8 6 33 24 30
1/4 3 ÿ1 ÿ7 6 33 23 30
1/4 1 ÿ1 ÿ7 6 33 22 30
1/2 2 ÿ2 ÿ7 2 32 22 29
1 1 ÿ4 ÿ9 ÿ2 32 22 30
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processing.). Therefore, we empirically investigated and found that
r2pðDtÞ can be expressed as a function of the precision of absolute
position control (r2p) as
r2pðDtÞ ¼ kðDtÞ  r2p : ð11Þ
where k(Dt) is almost constant. After analysing the GNSS shift
parameter (Sl and Sm) estimates in ISO blocks and testing their per-
formance, the recommended values for k(Dt) are in the following
ranges: k(Dt) 2 [1/4,1] for consecutive images of the same strip
and k(Dt) 2 [1,4] for consecutive images in different, consecutive
strips.
As an example, Table 1 shows the ground point accuracy results
of different relative ISO adjustments of the Pavia block (P) (see the
block characteristics in Section 3). Each row of the table corre-
sponds to one relative ISO adjustment of the P block where the rel-
ative position aerial control precision is computed with Eq. (11) for
a selected k(Dt) value for consecutive images of the same strip
(first column) and another k(Dt) value for consecutive images in
different, consecutive strips (second column). The ground point
accuracy is measured by the mean (third column) and Root-
Mean-Square (fourth column) of the coordinate differences with
respect to the Check Points (ChP).
In spite of the table results, with the everyday operational con-
ditions in mind, for the sake of robustness and even at the price of
slightly worsening our results we propose and have used k(Dt) = 4
for consecutive images of the same strip and k(Dt)  64 (instead of
any recommendable value k(Dt) 2 [1,4]) for consecutive images in
different, consecutive strips.
3. Performance analysis
In the following paragraphs, the properties and performance of
relative spatial aerial control are investigated for analogue, digital
large format and multiple-head medium format cameras. In the
computations, depending on the test block, the l or m frame and
models are used.
3.1. Test data
We selected three test blocks of similar flying altitude for each
one of the camera types mentioned above: a block captured with
an analogue Leica RC30 camera (the Pavia block), a block captured
with a digital large format Zeiss/Intergraph (Z/I) DMC (DMC1-
0026) camera (the Salou block), and a block captured with a digital
dual-head medium format, IGI Dual-DigiCAM-H/39, camera (the
Vaihingen/Enz block). The blocks are intended to represent the
main types of frame cameras currently in use and their control
configurations (ground control distribution and INS/GPS trajectory
processing). Details on the geometric configuration of the blocks,
Table 3
Test blocks: precision of observables.
Observables Block Units
P S V
Image coordinates
– rx,y 4.8 1.5 1.4 lm
0.34 0.13 0.21 px
Ground control points
– rE,N 8 5 2 cm
– rh 10 6 2 cm
Absolute aerial control
– rE,N 3.5 3.5 3.5 cm
– rh 5.5 5.5 5.5 cm
– rc,h 5 5 5 mdeg
– rw 8 8 8 mdeg
Relative aerial control
– rDE,DN (within strips) 1.75 1.75 1.75 cm
– rDh (within strips) 2.75 2.75 2.75 cm
– rDE,DN (between strips) 28 28 28 cm
– rDh (between strips) 44 44 44 cm
– x 0.02 0.02 0.010 deg =
ﬃﬃﬃ
h
p
– bc,h 0.01 0.01 0.005 deg/h
– bw 0.10 0.10 0.050 deg/h
Fig. 2. Test blocks: layouts.
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general layouts and the precision of their observations are given in
Table 2, Fig. 2 and Table 3, respectively.
The photogrammetric measurements, the ground control mea-
surements and distribution, the INS/GPS-derived trajectories and
lever arm values were used as given by the three block providers
in order to stick to actual ISO operational conditions.
Table 3, together with Eqs. (10) and (11), describe the precision
of the measurements of the P, S and V test blocks following the
Fig. 3. Precision of relative attitude control as derived from Eq. (10) thresholded by 1800 (c, h) and 28.800 (w) absolute precision values.
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rationale of Section 2.4. Fig. 3 further illustrates the precision of
relative attitude control for the three test blocks. Its values have
been computed from the angular driving white noise x, angular
drifts bc, bh, bw, time intervals between consecutive images Dt
and thresholded by the absolute precision values as proposed in
Section 2.4.
3.2. Analysis targets and selected block configurations
For all block configurations a self-calibrating ISO adjustment
has been computed. In the case of absolute aerial control, a linear
shift per strip and a boresight per block parameters have been esti-
mated. In all cases, the 12-parameter Ebner self-calibration func-
tion (4 sets in the case of the Z/I DMC) has been used (the Ebner
function has been selected because of its widespread use and its
proven acceptable performance. Admittedly, for some cameras
better results could be achieved using other self-calibration
functions).
3.2.1. Relative versus absolute configurations
The main analysis target is the point positioning and orientation
performance of the relative aerial control models, in l and m
frames, with respect to the absolute ones for the same ground con-
trol configurations.
In order to support the above analysis targets two sets of block
configurations were selected out of the many configurations ana-
lysed in our research. The first set (Table 4) will serve the main
analysis target; i.e., for given sparse ground control configurations
of the existing P, S and V blocks, we will compare the point posi-
tioning and orientation performance with absolute and relative
aerial control (A and R codes), with INS/GNSS-derived position
and attitude aerial control (pa code), with and without cross strips
(wcs and wocs codes) and with and without relative orientation
control between consecutive strips (wros and woros codes). Clearly,
this paper does not address every possible combination of the
above codes.
3.2.2. Relative optimal mission configuration
The second analysis target is the identification of optimal and/
or recommendable mission configurations – i.e., block geometries
– for relative aerial control. The latter target is relevant since the
INS/GNSS absolute aerial control contributions to ISO – as com-
pared, for instance, to GNSS absolute aerial control – go beyond
the reduction of ground control to the relaxation of block design
regularity and fixed flight pattern (cross strips) requirements.
The second set (Table 5) contains some key block configurations
that illustrate and support our recommendations for operational
block configurations. In this case, the scope of the analysis will in-
clude absolute and relative aerial control (A and R codes), INS/
GNSS-derived position and INS/GNSS-derived position and attitude
aerial control (p and pa codes), with and without cross strips (wcs
and wocs codes) and with and without relative orientation control
between consecutive strips (wros and woros codes). As for Table 4,
only a subset of the possible test combinations has been selected.
3.3. Performance indicators, results and discussion
The performance of the new models is analysed through a main
indicator, the empirical accuracy of ground point determination,
and through an auxiliary one, the predicted precision of both
ground point and orientation parameters determination. Ground
point accuracy is measured by the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) of
the coordinate differences with respect to the Check Points (ChP)
which is a measure of both random and systematic effects. The
mean of the coordinate differences with respect to the Check
Points is also provided to complement the RMS figures. Precision
is measured by the mean of the estimated standard deviations of
Table 6
Accuracy and precision results for Table 4 test blocks.
Block Test Accuracy Precision
MEAN ChP (mm) RMS ChP (mm) MEAN r TP (mm) MEAN r EO (mm/’’)
e/E n/N u/h e/E n/N u/h e/E n/N u/h e/E n/N u/h x / j
P Reference – – – – – – 26 27 42 31 32 26 4 4 3
A-pa-woros-wcs ÿ4 ÿ9 10 36 27 32 36 37 53 39 39 40 4 4 3
A-pa-woros-wocs ÿ7 ÿ19 14 39 28 41 42 45 54 43 46 42 5 4 3
R-pa-wros-wcs 0 ÿ9 6 32 25 30 38 39 57 38 39 44 4 3 2
R-pa-wros-wocs ÿ3 ÿ17 4 38 29 33 46 48 63 43 53 50 6 3 3
S Reference – – – – – – 13 14 29 26 25 17 4 5 2
A-pa-woros-wcs 12 ÿ1 ÿ4 32 29 54 20 21 36 30 29 26 5 5 2
A-pa-woros-wocs 15 2 6 36 31 53 22 23 42 33 37 29 6 5 3
R-pa-wros-wcs 16 1 ÿ1 33 28 52 22 23 39 28 31 31 4 4 2
R-pa-wros-wocs 20 3 15 37 30 50 24 25 47 31 43 35 7 4 3
V Reference – – – – – – 12 16 38 22 22 16 5 5 3
A-pa-woros-wcs 3 1 ÿ12 18 24 58 15 18 41 23 23 19 5 5 3
A-pa-woros-wocs 2 6 ÿ33 18 30 68 17 25 50 25 26 21 6 6 4
R-pa-wros-wcs ÿ5 6 ÿ4 17 23 57 15 18 42 20 21 21 4 3 2
R-pa-wros-wocs ÿ1 7 ÿ14 15 19 62 17 25 51 22 32 24 7 4 3
Table 4
Test block configurations for general positioning and orientation performance
analysis; P, S and V blocks.
Test INS/GNSS aerial control Control BS Cross strips
A-pa-woros-wcs Absolute tPA No Yes
A-pa-woros-wocs Absolute tPA No No
R-pa-wros-wcs Relative tPA Yes Yes
R-pa-wros-wocs Relative tPA Yes No
BS: between strips.
Table 5
Test block configurations for the illustration of recommendable mission
configurations.
Test INS/GNSS aerial control Control BS Cross strips
A-p-woros-wcs Absolute tP No Yes
A-p-woros-wocs Absolute tP No No
A-pa-wros-wocs Absolute tPA Yes No
R-p-wros-wcs Relative tP Yes Yes
R-p-wros-wocs Relative tP Yes No
R-pa-woros-wcs Relative tPA No Yes
R-pa-woros-wocs Relative tPA No No
BS: between strips.
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the object points (TP) and the mean of the estimated standard
deviations of the exterior orientation parameters (EO). In order to
facilitate the precision performance analysis, for each test block,
a reference solution has been computed by using all available
observations: photogrammetric, ground control (including all
GCP and ChP) and aerial control.
Table 6 contains the accuracy and precision indicators for the
selected test block configurations of Table 4. In general terms, all
configurations deliver excellent results. The same could be said
for the relative aerial control models as witnessed by the verti-
cal-error-to-flying-height ratios 0.28  10ÿ4, 0.52  10ÿ4 and
0.54  10ÿ4 or their equivalent vertical-error-to-GSD ratios 0.30,
0.47 and 0.62 for the P, S and V blocks, respectively.
In the table, in order to compare the performance of absolute and
relative aerial control under the same conditions, for each test block,
rows coded A-pa-woros-wcs are compared against rows
R-pa-wros-wcs and rows coded A-pa-woros-wocs against rows
R-pa-wros-wocs. The comparison is performed by computing the
ratios of homologous indicators. Thus, for instance, to compare
the overall accuracy performance of A-pa-woros-wocs and
R-pa-wros-wocs, the sum of the 18 RMS values of the A-pa-woros-
wocs rows for the three blocks is divided by the corresponding sum
of the R-pa-wros-wocs. Themore the ratio deviates from1, the better
the performance of one solution with respect to the other one.
If this is done to analyse the ground point accuracy of Table 6
configurations, the accuracy indicators (RMS of the ChPs) of overall
relative aerial control are slightly better (9%) than the absolute
ones, and the test block that best benefits from relative aerial con-
trol is the V block (17%) followed by the P block (8%) and the S
block (2%). If the comparison is restricted to blocks without cross
strips, ground point accuracy indicators of relative aerial control
are better than absolute ones (13%). Table 6 also contains the
means of the coordinate differences between ground estimated
and check points. If the absolute values of the means are compared,
relative aerial control performs better for the P (62%) and the V
(54%) blocks and worse for the S (30%) block. On average, relative
aerial control suffers less from systematic errors (21%) than abso-
lute control.
Analysing the estimated precision of the object points and exte-
rior orientation parameters of the Table 6 configurations, those for
Fig. 4. P block: absolute and relative tPA aerial control with cross strips.
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relative aerial control are slightly worse than absolute for point
precision (6%) and for exterior orientation position precision (4%).
On the contrary, the relative aerial control precision indicators
are slightly better (21%) for exterior orientation attitude precision,
particularly for the V block (35%).
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the accuracy and precision results of
Table 6 configurations for the Pavia block. Both figures plot the
coordinate differences of the check points (e/n components as a
vector and u component as a straight line) and the ellipse errors
of the exterior orientation parameters. Fig. 4 plots the accuracy
and precision results of the A-pa-woros-wcs and R-pa-wros-wcs
configurations and Fig. 5 plots the accuracy and precision results
of the A-pa-woros-wocs and R-pa-wros-wocs configurations. In both
cases, the figures illustrate similar results, with no significant dif-
ferences, between the absolute and relative aerial control.
From the results and discussion above, under the same
conditions, relative aerial control seems to perform comparably
(insignificant differences around 2%) to slightly better (significant
differences around 21%) than absolute control. From this, we
Fig. 5. P block: absolute and relative tPA aerial control with no cross strips.
Table 7
Exterior orientation elements precision losses (negative) and gains (positive) of
relative aerial control with respect to absolute in the absence of cross strips (in %).
e/E n/N u/h x / j
Largest 14 ÿ19 ÿ17 ÿ17 50 33
Average 7 ÿ15 ÿ15 ÿ15 36 11
Table 8
Precision results of the use of relative aerial control between strips combined with
absolute aerial control within strips.
Block Test MEAN r EO (mm/’’)
e/E n/N u/h x / j
P A-pa-woros-wocs 38 39 41 4 4 3
A-pa-wros-wocs 38 38 40 4 4 3
S A-pa-woros-wocs 33 37 29 6 5 3
A-pa-wros-wocs 26 27 25 4 4 2
V A-pa-woros-wocs 25 26 21 6 6 4
A-pa-wros-wocs 24 23 21 6 5 4
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conclude that the recommendations for block geometry design
with relative aerial control should be the same as for absolute aer-
ial control. In order to empirically confirm this statement, results in
Table 6 can be combined with those in Table 9 which contain the
accuracy and precision indicators for the selected additional test
block configurations of Table 5.
The contribution of cross strips for relative aerial control is, as
per the results in Table 6, limited. Deterioration of accuracy results
– there are also improvements – after removing cross strips reaches
up to 16% and 9% maximum values in the horizontal and vertical
components, respectively (rows R-pa-wros-wcs versus rows R-pa-
wros-wocs). On average, the contribution of cross strips yields a
modest 2% and 4% improvement. Similar analysis for absolute posi-
tion and attitude aerial control yields 20% and 22% maximum and
8% and 12% average accuracy worsening for the horizontal and ver-
tical components respectively (rows A-pa-wros-wcs versus rows
Table 9
Accuracy and precision results for Table 5 test blocks.
Block Test Accuracy Precision
MEAN ChP (mm) RMS ChP (mm) MEAN r TP (mm) MEAN r EO (mm/’’)
e/E n/N u/h e/E n/N u/h e/E n/N u/h e/E n/N u/h x / j
S A-p-woros-wcs 11 0 -5 33 30 54 21 22 38 31 32 28 5 5 2
A-p-woros-wocs 15 7 24 36 32 55 23 24 50 34 52 38 9 6 3
R-p-wros-wcs 11 1 4 33 31 50 23 24 45 36 39 37 6 6 3
R-p-wros-wocs 15 5 23 35 32 52 25 26 54 38 56 43 10 6 3
V R-pa-woros-wcs ÿ2 6 ÿ11 17 23 59 15 18 43 22 27 23 5 4 2
R-pa-woros-wocs ÿ1 5 ÿ7 16 19 70 17 25 54 23 52 27 12 4 3
R-pa-wros-wcs ÿ5 6 ÿ4 17 23 57 15 18 42 20 21 21 4 3 2
R-pa-wros-wocs ÿ1 7 ÿ14 15 19 62 17 25 51 22 32 24 7 4 3
Fig. 6. V block: accuracy and precision with relative INS/GNSS tPA aerial control; impact of relative observations between strips.
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A-pa-wros-wocs). Further to this, in the absence of cross strips, rel-
ative aerial control yields better accuracy results than absolute aer-
ial control: 13% average accuracy improvement in both the
horizontal and vertical components (rows A-pa-woros-wocs versus
rows R-pa-wros-wocs). According to this, relative position and atti-
tude aerial control is more resilient to the absence of cross strips
than absolute control. However, these results have to be interpreted
carefully as the number of photogrammetric observations contrib-
uting to the determination of ground check points differs from one
case to the other. If the contribution of cross strips is analysed
through the exterior orientation parameters indicators (rows A-
pa-woros-wocs versus rows R-pa-wros-wocs) component-depen-
dent gains and losses can be found as presented in Table 7 where
the horizontal flying direction, / and j components are more pre-
cisely estimated with relative aerial control and, the other three
components are more precisely estimated with absolute aerial con-
trol. This is the result of the combined contribution of block geom-
etry and relative orientation aerial control properties. While
absolute aerial control tends to ‘‘favour’’ overall block geometry –
i.e., across track directions and x angles – relative aerial control
does it locally – i.e., along track direction and /, j angles. Therefore,
the use of cross strips tends to compensate for the ‘‘weaknesses’’ of
each, absolute or relative, control approach. Equivalently, the
elimination of cross strips tends to uncover their ‘‘weaknesses.’’
Last, we recall that relative aerial control between strips can be
combined with the traditional absolute control to contribute to
block flexibility as illustrated through the precision estimates of
exterior orientation parameters in Table 8.
In all of our relative aerial control configurations we have linked
consecutive strips with relative aerial control. This is a natural
thing to do as the observations are available and it does not make
much sense not to use them. Rows R-pa-wros-wcs and R-pa-wros-
wocs in Table 6, rows R-pa-woros-wcs and R-pa-woros-wocs in
Table 9, and Fig. 6 illustrate their relevance, particularly in the
absence of cross strips.
Last, Table 9 and Fig. 7 illustrate the performance of relative
position aerial control. We leave the interpretation of these results
to the reader, as they are rather similar to those of relative position
and attitude relative control. As expected and as happens with
absolute position control, cross strips are advisable.
One further advantage of relative aerial control models is that
the detection of outliers in the aerial control observations becomes
easier. Examples thereof can be sudden position jumps which re-
sult from changes in the selected GNSS satellite configurations or
from incorrectly resolved carrier phase ambiguities. In order to
roughly validate this claim, we introduced errors in INS/GNSS
Fig. 7. S block: accuracy and precision with INS/GNSS tP aerial control.
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trajectories that resembled actual ones. In all cases, outlier detec-
tion for relative control observations performed better than for
absolute observations. This has been reported in Blázquez (2008)
with simulated data.
All in all, relative aerial control can be used as an alternative to
absolute control. To correctly do so, only two design principles
need to be followed: design the blocks as for absolute aerial control
and connect consecutive strips with relative aerial control observa-
tions. In other words, on the one hand, cross strips are only re-
quired – or at least recommendable – in the case of position
aerial control. On the other hand, relative aerial control observa-
tions should be applied to the last and first images of consecutive
strips.
4. Summary and conclusions
We have provided models and described in detail the relative
approach to the use of INS/GNSS-derived position and attitude
observations for aerial control in ISO. The approach has advantages
over the traditional, absolute, one: the stochastic model for the
INS/GNSS-derived relative aerial control better represents the ac-
tual INS/GNSS trajectory error features; the GNSS linear shift and
boresight unknown parameters vanish from the models and no
longer need to be estimated which, in turn, avoids the typical
errors associated with their selection and use. We have also intro-
duced new models, in the l and m frames, for the main ISO observ-
ables: photogrammetric; and INS/GNSS-derived aerial control,
both absolute and relative. The new models use original observa-
tions thus eliminating angular re-parameterisations, height and
azimuth ‘‘corrections’’ and guarantee geodetic correctness and
integration with other systems.
We have validated the newmodels with three independent data
sets from different manufacturers, with different mission patterns
and for various block configurations. The new relative models lead
from comparable to better ground point accuracy behaviour as
compared to the absolute ones under identical conditions. In par-
ticular, ISO blocks with INS/GNSS-derived relative aerial control
can be designed with no shape regularity and cross strip require-
ments. Therefore, ISO blocks with INS/GNSS-derived absolute and
relative aerial control can be designed in the same way.
The above contributions also show that it is possible to increase
the robustness and to reduce the complexity of INS/GNSS-based
integrated sensor orientation by concentrating the modelling effort
on the models and letting the user concentrate on their use.
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Appendix A. Mathematical model for dual-head cameras
‘‘The Dual-DigiCAM-H/39 consists of two DigiCAM-H/39 medium
format digital cameras rigidly connected to ensure a fixed relative ori-
entation inbetween the two cameras.’’ (Kremer and Cramer, 2008).
This is the common situation in multi-sensor acquisition systems
and it is, therefore, natural to model the constant [up to system
instabilities] relative orientation between each pair of instruments.
In the particular case of the V block, in the course of a mission, the
relative orientation (position and attitude) between the left
(instrumental frame c1) and the right (instrumental frame c2) cam-
eras is constant. To use this knowledge in the ISO adjustment, un-
known system interior orientation parameters ðAc112;Cc212c1 Þ are
introduced through the following observation equations for posi-
tion (Eq. (A.1)) and attitude (Eq. (A.2)), formulated in the m frame,
Pm2 ¼ Pm1 þ Rmc1 ðC1Þ  ðA
c1
12 þ ac112 þ vc1a Þ; ðA:1Þ
Rc2c1 ðC12Þ  R
c1
c1
ðc12 þ vcÞ ¼ Rc2m ðC2Þ  Rmc1 ðC1Þ ðA:2Þ
where the subscripts 1 and 2 distinguish the orientation elements
ðPm;Cmc Þ of the two images taken at the same time with the left
and the right DigiCAM-H/39 cameras, respectively. Ac112 and C
c2
12c1
are parameters to be estimated: Ac112 is the camera left to the camera
right lever arm in the c1 frame and R
c2
c1
ðC12Þ is the camera left to
camera right relative attitude matrix. Both Ac112 and C
c2
12c1
can be ini-
tialized with approximate values and/or related to previously mea-
sured or estimated values with simple observation equations. ac112
and cc212c1 are 3D vectors of spatial and angular observations both
set to (0,0,0) so that the stability of the system interior orientation
can be stochastically modelled (Tommaselli et al., 2009) through
their input covariance matrices. Their respective residuals, vc1a and
v
c2
c c1
, once adjusted, provide information on the camera system
vibrations at every exposure time. The estimated covariance of
ðAc112;Cc212c1 Þ describes the overall stability of the sensor system.
Our results for the dual-head camera system of block V pre-
sented in this paper were obtained by including the system orien-
tation constraints A.1 and A.2. Because of the high mechanical
stability (Kremer and Cramer, 2008) of the dual head assembly,
each of the observations (0,0,0) for ac112 and c
c2
12c1
was assigned diag-
onal covariance matrices of standard deviations ra12 ¼ 1 mm and
rc12 ¼ 1 mdeg, respectively. These values led to the best results.
To illustrate the impact of the inner geometric restrictions,
Table A.10 shows, for the V block, the precision performance
of indirect sensor orientation (InSO) – i.e., classical bundle block
adjustment with no aerial control and regular ground
control – and the precision and accuracy of ISO (configuration
A-pa-woros-wcs, Table 4) with (w-dh) and without (wo-dh) inte-
rior orientation constraints. Accuracy for InSO cannot be reliably
Table A.10
V block: performance indicators with (w-dh) and without (wo-dh) dual-head constraints.
Test Accuracy Precision
MEAN ChP (mm) RMS ChP (mm) MEAN r TP (mm) MEAN r EO (mm/’’)
E N h E N h E N h E N h x / j
InSO (w-dh) – – – – – – 14 19 47 60 52 27 12 13 5
InSO (wo-dh) – – – – – – 16 20 54 103 100 47 24 24 6
A-pa-woros-wcs (w-dh) 18 24 58 3 1 ÿ12 15 18 41 23 23 19 5 5 3
A-pa-woros-wcs (wo-dh) 18 28 60 1 ÿ2 ÿ15 16 20 42 32 32 25 7 7 4
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assessed as there are not enough GCPs to only keep some of them
as GCP and spare the rest as ChP.
Note, that in Table A.10, precision is presented in terms of the
average precision of tie points and exterior orientation parameters.
As can be seen, even when aerial control observations are available,
constraints Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) improve parameter estimation. As
was to be expected, in the case of the InSO adjustment and for
the estimation of the exterior orientation parameters, the precision
improvement is significantly higher. Last, we note that changing
the stochastic model (values ra12 and rc12 ) within reasonable limits
(ra12 2 ½1;10mm and rc12 2 ½1;10mdeg) – and even beyond, up
to ra12 ¼ 10 cm – does not significantly impact the results.
We believe that the convenience of modelling the system inte-
rior orientation parameters of multi-sensor systems is clear and
the models are straightforward. Therefore, the topic deserves no
further discussion other than to state that Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2), or
their equivalents, should be included into all InSO and ISO multi-
head adjustments.
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Chapter 4
INS/GNSS-based
synchronization
This paper is the third of this series and it contributes to the proposed systematic
approach to airborne sensor orientation and calibration with the review and
extension of the spatio-temporal absolute aerial control model for local cartesian
and global compound mapping-geodetic coordinate systems (Figure 4.1).
aerial control
procedure
time
DiSO
Absolute
ISO
Absolute b b
b
Spatio-temporal
Absolute
ISO
Figure 4.1: Spatio-temporal absolute aerial control model.
The spatio-temporal absolute aerial control model calibrates a constant time
shift parameter between the sensor and the INS/GNSS system through its
impact in the position. To do this, the proposal is to use the available INS/GNSS-
derived linear velocities in addition to the traditional INS/GNSS position and
attitude observations. This paper does not only provide the observation equa-
tions, it also discusses the decorrelation of time errors from space errors, proposes
appropriate geometries and presents the results for various actual data sets.
For this research I developed the models, programmed the GENA model
toolboxes, performed the calculations and analyzed the results. I wrote the
paper with Dr. Ismael Colomina who also promoted and supervised the research.
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sical aerial triangulation (Indirect Sensor Ori-
entation, InSO), and are harmless in Integra-
ted Sensor Orientation (ISO) because they are
absorbed by the INS/GNSS per strip shifts. In
the latter case they are recognizable through
the usual pattern showing their  ying sense
dependency (Fig. 3). In terrestrial kinematic
photogrammetry e.g., mobile mapping sys-
tems (GRAHAM 2010), the various sensors are
mutually and critically related by an overall
system clock, usually a subsystem of an INS/
GNSS-based time-Position-Velocity-Attitude
(tPVA) server.
1 Introduction
This paper is about the calibration of syn-
chronization errors among the instruments of
multi-sensor systems.
Synchronization errors are common in
multi-sensor systems. They originate in the
clocks that drive the instrumental temporal
reference frames and in the delays that hard-
ware and software introduce in the time trans-
fer interfaces. In aerial photogrammetry and
remote sensing, synchronization errors are
obviously harmful in Direct Sensor Orienta-
tion (DiSO), are simply non-existent in clas-
Summary: We propose a method to estimate time
calibration parameters in the frame of a space-time
integrated sensor orientation concept for the pur-
pose of correct instrumental synchronization or
synchronization veri"cation in multi-sensor photo-
grammetric and remote sensing systems. The new
method is based on the use of the INS/GNSS-de-
rived velocities in addition to the commonly used
INS/GNSS-derived positions and attitudes for aeri-
al control. We present the corresponding mathe-
matical models for local geodetic and global map-
projected coordinate systems, discuss the separa-
bility between spatial and temporal calibration pa-
rameters, deduce various appropriate block con"g-
urations, and assess their behaviour with actual
data. The results show that, for a number of block
con"gurations, it is possible to correctly estimate
synchronization calibration parameters with a pre-
cision of few tenths of a millisecond.
Zusammenfassung: Über INS/GNSS-basierte
Synchronisation von Multisensor-Systemen in der
Photogrammetrie und Fernerkundung. Im Beitrag
wird eine Methode zur Schätzung von zeitlichen
Kalibrierparametern vorgestellt, die bei Verfahren
zur gemeinsamen räumlichen und zeitlichen Sen-
sororientierung von Multisensor-Systemen eine
Rolle spielen, und die entweder der richtigen Gerä-
tesynchronisation oder deren Veri"kation dienen.
Der neue Ansatz berücksichtigt auch die aus den
INS/GNSS-Beobachtungen abgeleitete Geschwin-
digkeit und nicht nur die bislang meist verwendeten
Positionen und Neigungen. Der Beitrag entwickelt
die mathematischen Modelle für lokale dreidimen-
sionale kartesische und für globale projizierte Ko-
ordinatenreferenzsysteme, befasst sich mit der
Trennbarkeit von räumlichen und zeitlichen Para-
metern, leitet daraus eine Reihe geeigneter Block-
geometrien ab und zeigt deren Verhalten mit realen
Daten. Die Ergebnisse belegen, dass es bei be-
stimmten Blockgeometrien möglich ist, die zeitli-
chen Kalibrierparameter mit einer Genauigkeit von
fast einer Zehntel Millisekunde zu schätzen.
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The key idea behind our approach to spatio-
temporal orientation and calibration is based
on the observation that an INS/GNSS system
delivers aerial control of the tPVA type and
not just of the time-Position-Attitude (tPA)
type. The use of the INS/GNSS 3D velocity
estimates, in addition to those for position and
attitude, makes it possible to relate time and
space and consequently, allows for ∆t cali-
bration in the context of spatial observations.
More precisely, we will explore the combined
determination of the images’ orientation pa-
rameters and of the instruments’ calibration
parameters including the estimation of syn-
chronization errors in an ISO block adjust-
ment. Note that, when dealing with time, we
face both orientation and calibration tasks as
we have to estimate transformation parame-
ters between different time reference frames,
an orientation problem, and correction pa-
rameters – a calibration problem. Admittedly,
many times, there is no essential difference
between orientation and calibration.
Despite the relevance of synchronization in
multi-sensor systems, in our geomatic litera-
ture research we found no discussion related
to sensor synchronization calibration at the
ISO or comparable levels. In robotics, where
both machine vision grade and consumer
grade sensors are commonly used, the syn-
chronization problem seems to be more acute
and there is a wealth of publications on the
topic. However, their vast majority are unfea-
sible for our purposes since they require the
implementation of speci c communication
features between the sensors like in HARRISON
& NEWMAN (2011). A nice exception is the al-
gorithm proposed in OLSON (2010). However,
its context is rather different from ours where
we count on an INS/GNSS system and on mo-
tion. In our previous research (BLÁZQUEZ &
COLOMINA 2008) we introduced the use of INS/
GNSS-derived linear and angular velocities
for the estimation of constant ∆t in local geo-
detic (e, n, u) coordinate systems (l-type sys-
tems). In BLÁZQUEZ (2008) actual ISO data and
simulated linear velocities were combined to
validate the concept. In this paper we provide
detailed mathematical models for constant ∆t
calibration with INS/GNSS-derived linear ve-
locities in local geodetic l-type systems and in
global compound mapping-geodetic (E, N, h)
Synchronization issues are usually dealt
with at the hardware level by original equip-
ment manufacturers and by system integra-
tors. A system that is “internally well synchro-
nized” is one in which all relevant subsystems
have access to a common time reference frame
within a given time error threshold. Synchro-
nization of electrical devices and, in general,
timekeeping are vast and complex engineer-
ing disciplines. Today, using off-the-shelf
computer components, it is possible to design
and build systems that are internally well syn-
chronized down to 1 μs (microsecond) with a
resolution of 0.1 μs. However, the resources
required for correct time transfer and syn-
chronization are not always available. Further,
it is not always possible to synchronize inter-
nally well synchronized instruments to others.
These situations, and possibly others, lead to
what we call synchronization errors; i.e., to
different time coordinates – time tags – being
assigned to simultaneous events or to simply
incorrect time coordinates being assigned to
events. Here we assume that, contrary to the
dictates of modern physics, simultaneity is an
absolute concept and does not depend on the
observer’s reference frame.
As opposed to spatial errors, to the best of
our knowledge, synchronization errors are not
modelled as such and therefore can not be es-
timated in photogrammetric and remote sens-
ing orientation and calibration software. Even
if Integrated Sensor Orientation (ISO) can
deal with them implicitly it may be better to
model them explicitly. Consider, for instance,
an ideal airborne ISO block consisting of n
strips, affected by a constant synchronization
error, with a perfectly calibrated camera and
perfectly determined INS/GNSS aerial con-
trol. In this case 3 х n INS/GNSS shift un-
knowns could be replaced with just 1 calibra-
tion unknown; the temporal ∆t calibration one.
(Unfortunately, ideal blocks do not exist
and there are always, small or large, original
or remaining, camera calibration and INS/
GNSS aerial control errors that have an in-
'uence similar to synchronization errors. As
we shall see, the challenge of synchronization
calibration is to distinguish between the ∆t
calibration parameter or family of parameters
from the camera calibration ones and GNSS or
INS/GNSS shifts.)
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2 Mathematical Models
As mentioned, this paper introduces a new
mathematical model to calibrate synchroni-
zation errors in global compound mapping-
geodetic m-type coordinate systems and, for
the sake of completeness, reviews the mathe-
matical model in local geodetic l-type systems
(BLÁZQUEZ 2008). Both models are based on
the idea presented in BLÁZQUEZ (2008) “The
sensor calibration and orientation problem is
not a 3D spatial problem, it is a 4D spatio-tem-
poral one. Moreover, the INS/GNSS-derived
data contain not only positions and attitudes,
they also contain velocities.”
In l-type coordinate systems, the aerial
control observation equations that relate the ∆t
synchronization parameter to the position and
velocity aerial observations are
X v P R A N
S V v t
l
X
l l
c
l c c
l l
V
l
+ − + ⋅
( ) ( )
( ) δ (1)
The position control aerial equation above is
complemented with the usual equation for at-
titude aerial control
R R v R
c
l
b
l
c
b( ) ( )χ
χ
(2)
Inm-type coordinate systems, the above equa-
tions become
X v P R A N S
M s R V v t
X c
m c c m
l l
m l
V
l
− ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )η δ (3)
R R R v R
c l b
l
c
b( ) ( ) ( )η χ
χ
(4)
The coordinate reference frames and variables
involved in (1) to (4) are described in Tabs. 1
and 2.
coordinate systems (m-type systems) as well
as the  rst analyses and validation tests with
actual data. We concentrate on the determi-
nation of multi-sensor system time calibration
or, in other words, time orientation between
the various instruments of a multi-sensor sys-
tem for the case of GNSS receivers, inertial
measurement units (IMUs) and frame cam-
eras.
The paper does not tackle the exploitation
of INS/GNSS-derived rotational and angular
velocities for ∆t determination because of the
importance of properly understanding the lin-
ear velocity case. Further, the paper does not
cover the case of time dependent ∆t(t) synchro-
nization errors or the similar case of internal
temperature dependent or other instrumental
clock ∆t(t) instabilities because in many cases
instrumental clocks are slaved to the few ns
(nanosecond) precise output synchronization
signals of GNSS receivers, thus guaranteeing
stable internal time reference frames just af-
fected by a ∆t time offset inaccuracy. The esti-
mation of ∆t(t) would require its modelling as a
stochastic process and a dynamic observation
model in the form of a stochastic differential
equation or differential observation equation
involving ∆t(t).
Our research on time calibration in multi-
sensor systems is not directly motivated by
the improvement of point or orientation de-
termination accuracy, but rather by the gen-
eral progress in sensor calibration. The result
of accurate time calibration is more accurate
geometric calibration as geometric calibra-
tion parameters are no longer contaminated
by synchronization errors. Moreover, an in-
dependent method to check the correctness of
hardware instrument synchronization would
be of interest to original equipment manufac-
turers, equipment integrators and advanced
users.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2
presents the observation equations for the esti-
mation of ∆t, section 3 discusses the geometry
of space-time Integrated Sensor Orientation,
section 4 introduces the validation criteria for
the models and the overall space-time calibra-
tion concept, section 5 describes the valida-
tion data and the experiments conducted, and
section 6 presents and discusses the results.
Tab. 1: Coordinate Reference Frames.
m Compound mapping-geodetic
global terrestrial frame
(Easting-Northing-height)
l Cartesian local terrestrial frame
(east-north-up)
b IMU instrumental frame
(forward-left-up)
c Camera instrumental frame
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observations, of the models in use and of the
number and distribution of unknown param-
eters. A “strong” geometry makes it possible
to estimate more parameters than a “weak”
geometry, or to better estimate them. A net-
work’s geometry is largely in!uenced by the
block con"guration; i.e. the number, distribu-
tion, length and !ying sense of strips; the de-
gree of image overlap and the ground control
point distribution.
Understanding space-time network geom-
etries makes it possible to properly con"gure
blocks and select the models and observations
required for accurate ∆t determination. For
this purpose, we will now discuss the impact
of synchronization and other related system-
atic errors – like camera calibration and GNSS
or INS/GNSS aerial control position errors –
on some relevant parameters.
3 The geometry of space-time
Sensor Orientation and
Calibration Networks
The mathematical models introduced in the
previous section together with the usual ISO
models such as collinearity (photogrammetric
observations), ground control (point position
observations) and aerial control (tPA observa-
tions) as presented, for instance, in BLÁZQUEZ
& COLOMINA (2012) lead to a new type of pho-
togrammetric network in which both space
and time, orientation and calibration parame-
ters are estimated. As with previously existing
photogrammetric networks, like bundle self-
calibrating or ISO blocks, a space-time ISO
network exhibits a “geometry” that is a func-
tion of the number, quality and distribution of
Tab. 2: Variables.
X x y zm m( , , ) aerial position observation in m-frame
v v v v
X
m
x y z
m( , , ) aerial position observation residuals in m-frame
X x y zl l( , , ) aerial position observation in l-frame
v v v v
X
l
x y z
l( , , ) aerial position observation residuals in l-frame
R
b
l ( )χ INS/GNSS attitude matrix
χ ψ θ γ
b
l
b
l( , , ) aerial attitude observation (parameterized by the traditional Euler ψ heading, θ pitch
and Γ roll angles)
v v v v
χ ψ θ γ
( , , ) aerial attitude observation residuals
V v v vl
e n u
l( , , ) aerial velocity observation
v v v v
V
l
v v v
l
e n u
( , , ) aerial velocity observation residuals
P E N hm m( , , ) camera projection centre in m-frame
P e n ul l( , , ) camera projection centre in l-frame
R
c
m ( ) camera attitude matrix (parameterized by the Euler angles Γ c
m
c
m
= ( , , )ω ϕ κ )
R
c
l ( ) camera attitude matrix (parameterized by the traditional Euler angles Γ c
l
c
l
= ( , , )ω ϕ κ )
A a a a
x y z
c( , , ) camera-to-IMU lever arm
N nc c( , , ) camera nodal vector (n is the camera nodal distance)
S s s s
E N h
m( , , ) GNSS shift correction vector in m-frame
S s s sl
e n u
l( , , ) GNSS shift correction vector in l-frame
∆t multi-sensor synchronization calibration parameter
R
c
b camera-to-IMU relative attitude (boresight) matrix (parameterized by the Euler
angles ϒ
c
b
x y z c
b
= ( , , )v v v )
s
l
m scale factor of conformal map projections that depends on Pm with
M s diag s s l
l l l
( ) ( , , )
η η
l
m
l
, ( )mR meridian convergence angle of conformal map projections at Pm and its three-dimen-
sional rotation matrix – rotation around the normal line to the ellipsoid through Pm
– that aligns the local frame l to the mapping frame m
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 ying strip sense-dependent and height-inde-
pendent, effects. These errors are in the order
of up to a few centimetres.
Last, the systematic errors in the GNSS
or INS/GNSS aerial control observations are
highly dependent on the navigation instru-
ment quality and the observation and process-
ing strategies. When the satellites’ measure-
ments are processed consistently, either in
the differential GNSS or Precise Point Posi-
tioning (PPP) modes, the positional systemat-
ic errors are almost constant within strips or
within blocks. Velocity errors can be ignored
in our application because their impact is at
the 10−5 m level. INS/GNSS systematic angu-
lar errors, contrary to what is sometimes as-
sumed in photogrammetric modelling, are not
constant due to the nature of angular veloc-
ity error propagation (triple integration) and
the nature of INS/GNSS sensor fusion (errors
concentrating on poor signal-to-noise ratio
trajectory intervals).
Tab. 3 summarizes the identi"ed sources
of systematic errors in a space-time ISO net-
work.
With the exception of the INS/GNSS veloci-
ties and angles, each error, e.g. ∆e, discussed
above can be modelled by the corresponding
calibration parameter ∆e leading to a set of
physical error models that include the param-
eter ∆e. The physical error models extend the
collinearity, ground control and aerial control
A constant synchronization error ∆t causes
a 3D error ∆t ∙ V(t) in the aerial control posi-
tion coordinates at time t and, therefore, on
the ground point coordinates. In a typical
aerial photogrammetric mission and with-
in a strip, the velocity vector V(t), if V(t) =
(v
E
(t),v
N
(t),v
h
(t))T, is almost constant with v
h
(t)
≈ 0 and images are horizontally stabilized.
Thus, the impact of the ∆t error is a horizontal
shift ∆t∙(v
E
(t),v
N
(t))T where the velocity vector
(v
E
(t),v
N
(t))T describes the instantaneous direc-
tion and sense of the trajectory. We note that
the error ∆t∙(v
E
(t),v
N
(t))T is independent from
the  ying height and that the size of ∆t de-
pends on the instrument and system (a 1 ms
error at a  ying speed of 300 km/h results in a
spatial error of 8.3 cm).
It is also known that an error (∆x
0
,∆y
0
)T in
the coordinates of the camera principal point
(x
0
,y
0
)T results in an approximate horizontal
ground shift R
h
(к) ∙ m ∙ (∆x
0
,∆y
0
)T where m is
the image scale factor and R
h
(к) is a 2D hori-
zontal rotation of angle к . This error is  ying
height-dependent and, if the camera reference
frame is aligned to the forward-left-up direc-
tions of the aircraft, then the component of the
error R
h
(к) ∙ m ∙ (∆x
0
,0)T behaves similarly to
∆t ∙ (v
E
(t),v
N
(t))T.
Errors in the camera-to-IMU and IMU-to-
GNSS antenna relative positions (lever arms),
and even in the calibration of the GNSS re-
ceiver’s antenna phase centre, have similar,
Tab. 3: Main systematic error sources inHuencing orientation and calibration.
Error type Scale-
dependent
impact
Strip sense-
dependent
impact
Velocity-
dependent
impact
Typical
size
Synchronization no yes yes < 1 ms
principal point, camera constant yes yes no 1–2 px
other camera distortions yes - no **
GNSS antenna centre no yes no 1–5 cm
IMU-to-GNSS antenna no yes no 0.2–2 cm
camera-to-IMU vector no yes no 0.2–2 cm
camera-to-IMU rotation yes yes no 0.002 deg
INS/GNSS hor. position no no* no < 5 cm
INS/GNSS ver. position no no* no <15 cm
INS/GNSS velocity no no* yes <0.01 m/s
INS/GNSS θ, γ attitude yes yes no <0.01 deg
INS/GNSS ψ attitude yes yes no <0.02 deg
*: depends on GNSS processing strategy and satellite geometry
**: depends on camera quality
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bration parameters, i.e. Ebner or Grün models,
are always left as unknowns and estimated.
In all block con gurations we assume cor-
rectly measured lever-arms (camera-to-IMU
and IMU-to-GNSS antenna vectors), nodal
vectors Ac and correctly calibrated GNSS re-
ceiver antenna phase centres.
Block con guration (a) is considered for the
sake of completeness and to highlight the con-
tribution of velocity differences to decorre-
late scale-dependent and eventual INS/GNSS
strip-dependent systematic errors. This con-
 guration will not be analyzed in this paper
due to a lack of actual data conforming to its
requirements. Refer to BLÁZQUEZ (2008) for
the performance of the (a) con guration with
a combination of actual and simulated data.
Block con guration (b) corresponds to the
situation in which INS/GNSS positional errors
are similar for the whole block and where reli-
able camera calibration data are available. In
both (a) and (b) cases, we expect INS/GNSS
positional error corrections to be separable
from the ∆t parameter.
Block con guration (c) includes cross-
strips and considers the often-encountered
situation in which strips $own in different
senses exhibit different velocities. While INS/
ISO models with the ∆e’s and the appropriate
formulas. However, some of these calibration
parameters are strongly correlated and tend
to over-parameterize the estimation process
leading to numerical singularities or inaccu-
rate estimates. As is customary in these cases,
simpli ed estimation error models, i.e. a set
of observation equation models, are deduced
from the complex physical error model equa-
tions. The new estimation models are ade-
quate for the network geometries encountered
in real life situations.
At this point, based on the above discussion
and preliminary network adjustments, we pro-
pose a number of realistic block con gurations
(Tab. 4), and the corresponding calibration pa-
rameters to be estimated, or equivalently, the
simpli ed estimation models to be used.
With the exception of con guration (a) the
selected block con gurations are based on
typical “space ISO blocks”. By “space ISO
block” we understand a regular rectangular
block with or without cross strips, with stan-
dard (yet camera type-dependent) forward
and lateral overlaps, &own at a constant height
and speed, with sparse ground control concen-
trated at the block ends and tPVA aerial con-
trol. The boresight matrix angles and self-cali-
Tab. 4: Block conIgurations for the determination of the time calibration parameter ∆t.
Block strip
con guration
Block velocity
con guration
Camera
calibration
(∆x
0
,∆y
0
,∆ƒ)c
Time
calibration
∆t
INS/GNSS
correction
(s
E
, s
N
, s
h
)m
a alt. &ying sense velocity differences
within strips
no per
system
per strip
b alt. &ying sense approximate
constant velocity in
block
no per
system
per block
c alt. &ying sense and
cross-strips
velocity differences
among strips
only
∆x
0
, ∆y
0
per
system
per block
d alt. &ying sense
-----------------------
2 blocks
different altitudes
approximate
constant velocity
within blocks
only
∆x
0
, ∆y
0
per
block
or
system
per block
e alt. &ying sense
-----------------------
2 blocks
different altitudes
approximate
constant velocity
within blocks
yes per
block
or
system
1 shift for
the 2 blocks
alt.: alternating
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there are no suspicious (according to our expe-
rience) correlations greater than 0.75 with the
other estimated calibration parameters. In ad-
dition to this, with ∆t and σ(∆t) the routine sig-
ni cance testing can be performed.
Last, once the precision, accuracy and de-
terminability criteria are met, a  nal tPA space
ISO adjustment will be conducted with a free
INS/GNSS shift per strip and the rest of cali-
bration parameters  xed to the estimated val-
ues in the tPVA spatio-temporal adjustment.
If the estimated INS/GNSS shifts are not sto-
chastically signi cant and/or do not exhibit a
strip #ying sense dependency, we will declare
the block well calibrated, in space and time.
5 Test Data
As mentioned, datasets to test the perfor-
mance of the proposed space-time ISO meth-
od are not readily available. The Vaihingen/
Enz dataset described in KREMER & CRAMER
(2008), although not speci cally designed for
the purpose, has a number of interesting fea-
tures related to Tab. 4 con gurations (velocity
differences between strips – though moder-
ate – and two blocks #own at different alti-
tudes) that make it possible to derive conclu-
sions relevant to this research. We used three
blocks of the Vaihingen/Enz dataset: the Vai-
hingen/Enz-7 (V-7), the Vaihingen/Enz-20
(V-20) and their combination into a single
two-altitude block (V-7-20). The blocks were
#own in 2008, on the same day, one after the
other, with IGI’s Dual-DigiCAM-H/39 system
and are named respectively after the nominal
ground sample distance (GSD); V-7 for the
7 cm GSD block and V-20 for the 20 cm GSD
GNSS shift parameters cannot be estimated
per strip, the velocity differences make it pos-
sible to separate the (∆x
0
,∆y
0
)cT calibration pa-
rameters from ∆t.
Block con gurations (d) and (e) correspond
to the ideal situation of two blocks for the
same camera, #own at different altitudes for
the purpose of decorrelating the calibration
parameters that exhibit a scale-dependent im-
pact on the parameters of interest. In this way,
∆t only needs to be decorrelated from the INS/
GNSS shift parameters.
4 Concept Validation Criteria
A comprehensive validation of space-time
ISO network calibration and orientation ac-
cording to the previous network geometry
discussion requires datasets that are not read-
ily available. Fortunately (section 5), we had
access to a set that, although not speci cally
designed for ∆t calibration analysis, was close
enough to some of the identi ed Tab. 4 con g-
urations. Given these circumstances, we will
concentrate on the (b), (c), (d) and (e) block
con gurations since case (a) was already in-
vestigated in BLÁZQUEZ (2008). Further, the
validation of the space-time ISO block adjust-
ment concept is designed as follows. Space-
time ISO adjustments according to block con-
 gurations (b) to (e) will be performed. The
results of the adjustment will be inspected for
precision (through the standard deviations of
the exterior orientation parameters (EO) and
tie points (TP)), determinability (through the
covariance matrices of the estimated param-
eters) and accuracy (by comparison to ground
check point coordinates). The adjustment will
be accepted if precision and accuracy are
achieved and if the calibration parameters are
determinable. We consider that accuracy is
met if the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of
the ground check points (ChP) is comparable
to the RMSE of the ChPs obtained in a clas-
sical space tPA ISO adjustment. Analogously,
we consider that precision is met if the mean
of the standard deviations of the estimated ex-
terior orientation (EO) and tie point (TP) pa-
rameters is similar to the classical space tPA
ISO adjustment. Finally, we consider that the
∆t calibration parameter is well determined if
Tab. 5: Precision of observations.
Observables V-7 & V-20 blocks
Image coordinates σ
x
= σ
y
= 1.4 μm
Ground Control σ
E
= σ
N
= σ
h
= 2 cm
Aerial Control σ
E
= σ
N
= 3.5 cm
σ
h
= 5.5 cm
σ
ve
= σ
vn
= 5 mm/s
σ
vu
= 5 mm/s
σ
γ
= σ
θ
= 5 mdeg
σ
ψ
= 8 mdeg
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Reference tPA space ISO adjustment results
for precision and accuracy analysis are to be
found in BLÁZQUEZ & COLOMINA (2012) and
KREMER & CRAMER (2008). Thus, for the V-7
one. The precision of the observations and
block con gurations are described in Tabs. 5
and 6 respectively. General block layouts are
presented in Figs. 1 and 2.
Fig. 1: Vaihingen/Enz-7 block layout.
Tab. 6: Vaihingen/Enz-7 and Vaihingen/Enz-20 block conIgurations.
Test block Vaihingen/Enz-7 Vaihingen/Enz-20
Equipment IGI Dual-DigiCAM-H/39
Roll Angle Left H/39 -14:8
Roll Angle Right H/39 +14:8
AEROControl II-D
Image size 2 x 5 cm x 4 cm 2 x 5 cm x 4 cm
2 x 7216 x 5412 px 2 x 7216 x 5412 px
Image size (along "ight direction) 4 cm 4 cm
Image size (across "ight direction) 2 x 5 cm 2 x 5 cm
Pixel size 6.8 μm 6.8 μm
Camera constant 82 mm 82 mm
Exposure time 1/800 s 1/350 s
Flying height above ground (≈) 1150 m 2750 m
Horizontal speed range (≈) 60-80 m/s 53-68 m/s
Scale (≈) 1:14000 1:33500
Ground sample distance (GSD) (≈) 10 cm 23 cm
No. of strips 6 (3+3) 3 (3+0)
No. of images 2 x 120 2 x 60
No. of images per strip (≈) 2 x 20 2 x 20
No. of photo-observations 7910 x 2 11781 x 2
No. of photo-observations per image (≈) 30 x 2 100 x 2
No. of ground control points (GCP) 8 8
No. of ground check points (ChP) 14 85
No. of tie-points (TP) 1106 2258
Overlap (≈) 60% x 76% 60% x 64%
Coordinate reference frame m-type m-type
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6 Results
Tabs. 7 to 9 contain the main results of our
research. All block con gurations have been
tested: (b) and (c) for the two blocks resulting
in four test cases numbered 1 to 4; (d) and (e)
for the combined V-7-20 block with a single
∆t parameter corresponding to test cases 5, 6
and (d) and (e) for the combined V-7-20 block
with two ∆t parameters, for the images of the
V-7 and V-20 blocks resulting in two more test
cases 7, 8. For the test cases 3 to 5 and 7, the
camera constants have been set and kept  xed
to their nominal values; in test cases 1 and
2, the cameras’ interior orientation elements
have been set and kept  xed to known calibra-
tion values.
Tab. 7 describes the mean accuracy of the
ground check points (ChP columns), the mean
precision of the exterior orientation parame-
ters (EO columns), the mean precision of the
ground tie points (TP columns) and the preci-
sion of the camera-to-IMU [boresight] angles
(ϒ column). Note that in test cases 5 to 8, the
accuracy estimates are given separately for the
V-7 ChPs (!rst row) and the V-20 ones (second
row). All values are well within the acceptable
ranges provided in section 5 and therefore all
test cases pass the accuracy and precision vali-
dation criteria with the exception of the North-
ing component of the V-20 ChPs of test cases
6 and 8 (due to the global common INS/GNSS
shift). As we will conclude later on, the two
block ChPs, accuracy (RMSE) is at the 2, 4
and 7 cm level for the two horizontal and ver-
tical components and precision is slightly bet-
ter. For the V-20 block, the RMSE of ChPs is
at the 4, 7 and 17 cm level and precision is also
slightly better. Precision of the images’ exteri-
or orientation parameters, also from tPA space
ISO adjustments, is at the 3, 2 cm (horizontal
and vertical) and 5, 3 arc sec (ω, φ and κ) level
for V-7 and at the 6, 4 cm (horizontal and ver-
tical) and 5, 3 arc sec (ω, φ and κ) level for
V-20. More details on the reference precision
and accuracy values are not necessary as the
obtained results (section 6) are not affected by
accuracy and precision problems.
Last, when dealing with synchronization of
multi-head systems, there is always the ques-
tion of how many ∆t shall be estimated: one per
head or one per the combined multi-head sys-
tem. In principle, both approaches are correct
as long as the network geometries are strong
enough and the choice is consistent with the
system design. In our case, we decided to es-
timate one common ∆t for the two cameras
because the dual head-system was designed
for simultaneous shutter opening leaving any
synchronization uncertainty as a common
synchronization error (KREMER 2011).
Fig. 2: Vaihingen/Enz-20 block layout.
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different from 0 are boldfaced (In Tab. 9, the
standard deviation of each estimated param-
eter is indicated following the value of the cal-
ibrated parameter with a ± symbol.). The test
case 4 will not be discussed as it did not pass
the ∆t determinability criteria. In the table, for
the test cases 3 to 8, double rows within cells
of the ∆ƒ, ∆x
0
and ∆y
0
columns correspond to
the two cameras. Double rows within cells of
the s
E
, s
N
and s
h
columns correspond to the two
INS/GNSS shifts (one per each V-7 and V-20
blocks, in the test cases 5 and 7) whereas a
single row corresponds to a common shift (test
cases 1 to 4, 6 and 8). A similar convention is
used for the double rows within cells of the ∆t
column for the test cases 7 and 8 where two
∆t calibration parameters were used (one per
each V-7 and V-20 blocks).
INS/GNSS shift parameters are not signi -
cantly different from 0. This is an independent
con rmation of the quality of the GNSS aerial
control that, after the calibration in space and
time, does not exhibit signi cant systematic
errors.
Test cases 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 show a remarkable
consistency in the determination of a block
dependent ∆t. If we now analyze the interior
orientation elements, ∆ƒ, ∆x
0
and ∆y
0
, of the 3,
cameras of the IGI Dual-DigiCAM-H/39 are
already well synchronized and therefore no
signi cant differences between the various
test con gurations are to be expected in the
ground check point results when the ∆t cali-
bration parameter is estimated.
Tab. 7 also contains the precision estimates
for the camera-to-IMU, ϒ
c
b, angles which are
all well determined at the arc sec level and
with correlations with the camera interior ori-
entation elements of less than 0.7 and excep-
tionally between 0.7 and 0.8.
Tab. 8 provides bounding information on
the correlation of ∆t with the rest of the cali-
bration parameters. With the exception of test
case 4, all test cases lead to determinable ∆t
estimates according to the criteria set in sec-
tion 4. Total correlation values b(∆t) are pro-
vided for the sake of completeness. At this
point of time, the interpretation of b(∆t) is not
clear; however, the b(∆t) correlations seem to
indicate a stronger V-7 than V-20 geometry.
This is thought to be a consequence of V-7
being a larger dataset and having cross-strips,
or because of its slightly larger velocity dif-
ferences.
The actual calibration results are present-
ed in Tab. 9 where parameters signi cantly
Tab. 7: Accuracy and precision results for the block conIgurations (b) to (e).
No. Con g.
&
Block
ChP
RMSE
(cm)
EO
MEAN σ
(cm, arc sec)
TP
MEAN σ
(cm)
ϒ*
σ
(arc sec)
E N h E
0
N
0
h
0
ω
φ
κ E N h υ
x
υ
y
υ
z
1 b V-7 1.9 2.4 5.7 2.2 2.1 1.8 5 3 1.5 1.8 4.1 3 2
2 b V-20 3.8 7.1 12.3 3.9 3.0 4.8 3 3 3.1 5.3 14.1 3 3
3 c V-7 1.8 2.4 5.6 2.3 2.1 1.9 5 3 1.5 1.8 4.0 3 2
4 c V-20 3.8 7.2 12.7 6.0 3.0 4.9 4 3 3.1 5.4 14.1 4 3
5 d V-7-20 2.0
3.3
2.5
6.3
6.0
11.3
2.5 2.4 2.7 4 3 2.6 4.2 10.8 2 2
6 e V-7-20 2.0
3.3
2.9
9.5
6.0
11.6
2.3 2.1 3.0 4 3 2.5 4.1 10.8 3 2
7 d V-7-20 1.9
3.4
2.5
6.2
6.0
11.1
2.9 2.4 2.7 4 3 2.6 4.2 10.7 2 2
8 e V-7-20 1.9
3.3
2.9
9.4
6.0
11.3
2.7 2.1 3.0 4 3 2.5 4.1 10.8 3 2
*: ϒ
c
b
x y z c
bT
= ( , , ) is the vector of boresight (camera-to-IMU) angles.
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the tagging convention assumed in the paper
(at the mid exposure time). According to this
and to Tab. 6, a correctly synchronized Dual-
DigiCAM-H/39 head with the manufacturer’s
convention should lead (test cases 1, 2, 3, 7
and 8) to half of 1/800 s (∆t = 0.625 ms) and
half of 1/350 s (∆t = 1.43 ms) for the V-7 and
V-20 blocks respectively. These !gures are
consistent with and not signi!cantly different
from the results of test cases 2, 7 and 8. They
explain the differences with test cases 5, 6 and
empirically con!rm that block con!gurations
(b), (d) and (e) are appropriate for tPVA space
and time ISO orientation and calibration. The
result is remarkable if one considers that the
datasets used were not originally designed for
∆t calibration (A further consequence of this
7 and 8 test cases we will see that the results of
the test cases 7, 8 are consistent with each oth-
er and inconsistent with test case 3, particular-
ly for the second camera. This may be an in-
dication that the velocity differences between
strips of the dataset used are not large enough
to accurately separate ∆ƒ, ∆x
0
and ∆y
0
from ∆t.
In principle, because of the larger number
of observations and the two different block
altitudes, test cases 5, 6, 7 and 8 should lead
to the best results, and those most consistent
among themselves. On the contrary, Tab. 9
shows that the ∆t and ∆x
0
estimates are incon-
sistent between the test cases 5, 6 and 7, 8.
The reason for this (KREMER 2011) is the Dual-
DigiCAM-H/39 time tagging convention (at
the time of shutter opening) that differs from
Tab. 8: ∆t correlation bounds with the rest of calibration parameters (ρ(∆t, –)) and total correlation
(b(∆t)).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ρ(∆t, –) ≤ 0.7 yes yes yes no
ρ(∆t, ∆x
0
) = 0.8
yes yes yes Yes
b(∆t) 0.934 0.984 0.961 0.996 0.956 0.945 0.950
0.986
0.943
0.986
Tab. 9: Precision and determinability results for the block conIgurations (b) to (e).
No. Con!g.
&
Block
Interior orientation:
(μm)
INS/GNSS shifts
(cm)
Time
(ms)
∆ƒ ∆x
0
∆y
0
s
E
s
N
s
h
∆t
1 b V-7 - - - -0.1 ±1.0 -2.5 ±1.0 2.7 ±1.5 -0.1 ±0.1
2 b V-20 - - - 0.5 ±1.8 3.5 ±2.1 -3.1 ±4.4 1.4 ±0.4
3 c V-7 - -2 ±1
5 ±2
14 ±1
-10 ±1
0.0 ±1.0 -2.5 ±1.0 4.5 ±1.5 0.0 ±0.2
4* c V-20 - -3 ±2
-2 ±2
15 ±2
4 ±2
1.3 ±1.9 3.2 ±2.1 -3.8 ±4.5 0.4 ±0.8
5 d V-7-20 - -3 ±1
-4 ±1
11 ±1
-1 ±1
-0.0 ±1.0
1.6 ±1.8
-2.7 ±1.0
6.1 ±2.1
2.6 ±1.6
-0.1 ±3.9
-0.5 ±0.1
6 e V-7-20 -2 ±2
0 ±2
-4 ±1
-3 ±1
12 ±1
-3 ±1
0.3 ±0.9 -1.1 ±0.9 4.1 ±2.6 -0.5 ±0.1
7 d V-7-20 - 1 ±1
-1 ±1
11 ±1
-1 ±1
-0.4 ±1.0
0.8 ±1.8
-2.6 ±1.0
6.1 ±2.1
2.7 ±1.6
-0.3 ±3.9
0.0 ±0.2
1.4 ±0.4
8 e V-7-20 -2 ±2
0 ±2
0 ±1
0 ±1
12 ±1
-3 ±1
-0.1 ±0.9 -1.0 ±0.9 4.4 ±2.6 0.0 ±0.2
1.3 ±0.4
*: row 4 is provided just for completeness as ∆t did not pass the determinability criteria; it is not
considered in the discussion of results.
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the V-20 block show that the shifts are not sig-
ni cantly different from 0. They are depict-
ed in Fig. 4 (All the images of the same strip
have the same estimated INS/GNSS shift of
the strip associated with them.). Fig. 3 shows
the analogous pattern of the INS/GNSS shifts
before tPVA space-time ISO orientation and
calibration. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the INS/
GNSS shift parameters were contaminated
is that block con guration (c) could be neither
validated nor disregarded as the velocity dif-
ferences were apparently too small.).
To conclude, as proposed in section 4, we
conduct a tPA space ISO adjustment with a
free INS/GNSS shift per strip and the rest of
calibration parameters  xed to the estimated
values in the tPVA space-time adjustment of
test case 7. The results of this adjustment for
Fig. 3: V-20 INS/GNSS linear shifts before time calibration.
Fig. 4: V-20 INS/GNSS linear shifts after time calibration.
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from the camera internal geometric calibra-
tion parameters, from system calibration ones
and from INS/GNSS shifts. If this is achieved
by any appropriate block con guration, then
the INS/GNSS-derived velocities allow for ∆t
precisions at the tenth of a millisecond level.
We envision two main scenarios where the
proposed time calibration method can be of
practical interest. The  rst one is on the man-
ufacturers’ side for system veri cation and
calibration purposes. In this case, the con-
 guration of geometric test #ights can be  ne
tuned to serve also the needs of time calibra-
tion. The second scenario is that of end users.
In this case, systems that require some sort of
on-the-job synchronization, high demanding
speci cations, the need to verify the system
performance for whatever reason or pre-cal-
ibration for DiSO can bene t from our meth-
od. In the latter scenario, at least initially, we
recommend a conservative approach to block
con guration where scale and/or velocity dif-
ferences are big. For high-end geodata acqui-
sition systems, considering their current status
and foreseen progress, system veri cation and
calibration purposes may probably dominate
its applications. For simpler systems with low-
er cost off-the-shelve components the method
may lead to routine procedures for both veri-
 cation, calibration and production purposes.
The principle of the method, using INS/
GNSS-derived velocities to link space and
time, can be applied to other acquisition in-
struments or combinations of instruments
like line cameras or laser scanners. Of course,
new sensing geometries may require different
block con gurations than those discussed in
this paper.
Last, we con rm that the Dual-DigiCAM,
which integrates two independent cameras,
behaved as indicated by the manufacturer as
what we recovered from our estimated syn-
chronization calibration parameters was the
difference between the initial (IGI convention)
and mid (our convention) exposure times.
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7 Conclusions
We have presented and discussed in detail the
concept of spatio-temporal integrated sensor
orientation for the case of constant ∆t synchro-
nization calibration parameters between frame
cameras and the temporal reference frame ma-
terialized by the on-board INS/GNSS system.
The concept is based on the use of INS/GNSS-
derived control velocities and on the decorre-
lation of the ∆t unknown parameter from other
camera, system and aerial control calibration
unknown parameters. Indeed, we have shown
that a realistic – accurate – estimation of ∆t
requires the careful separation between it and
other calibration parameters through the ap-
propriate block con guration. We have found
that valid block con gurations can be based
on different altitude strips (d and e) or on stan-
dard blocks with pre-calibrated cameras (b).
With the available data, we were not able to
con rm that moderate velocity differences be-
tween strips (c) make it possible to separate
the camera fundamental geometric calibration
parameters (∆ƒ ∆x
0
and ∆y
0
) from the tempo-
ral ones ∆t. Cross strips are advisable because
they add more data and contribute to a better
determination of the camera geometric cali-
bration parameters.
Some block con gurations are more ap-
propriate for the situation of a manufacturer’s
 eld calibration mission prior to delivery to
customers; others are better suited to opera-
tional, on-the-job self-calibrating ISO. Some
con gurations (one INS/GNSS shift per block)
are more advisable for small-area blocks and
accurate short-range differential GNSS pro-
cessing; others (INS/GNSS shifts per strip and
velocity differences within strips) would per-
form better for large-area blocks and precise
– though probably less accurate – long-range
differential or non-differential PPP GNSS
processing.
We do not claim that the mentioned and
tested block con gurations are the only pos-
sible ones. However, we do state that an ac-
curate determination of ∆t requires separation
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Chapter 5
Fast AT
The contribution of this last paper is not the presentation or development of any
new mathematical model. Its contribution is the proposal of a new integrated
sensor orientation procedure: \fast aerotriangulation" (Fast AT).
Fast AT is an integrated sensor orientation procedure based on the use of a
limited number of ground control points, their mapping sensor measurements
and INS/GNSS-derived aerial control data for all images. It is a particular case
of the traditional ISO with fewer measurements. Figure 5.1 shows how Fast AT
lies between DiSO and ISO.
aerial control
procedure
time
DiSO
Absolute
Fast AT
Absolute
ISO
Absolute
Relative
b b b
b
Relative
ISO
b
Relative
Fast AT
Figure 5.1: Fast AT
This paper introduces the concept and discusses its performance for absolute
and relative aerial control with three actual independent data sets. All these
data sets are regularly-shaped blocks, but the performance of Fast AT for
corridor aerial mapping is discussed in [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012d].
For this research I performed the calculations and analyzed the results. I
wrote the paper with Dr. Ismael Colomina who also promoted and supervised
the research.
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a b s t r a c t
Over the past two decades, the development of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) technology,
inertial navigation technology and Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) and their application to sensor ori-
entation in photogrammetry and remote sensing has led to more precise, accurate, reliable and cost effi-
cient orientation and calibration methods and procedures. Today, most airborne photogrammetric and
remote sensing systems are equipped with GNSS receivers and inertial sensors. To a large extent and
more or less independently from the imaging geometry and sensor type, orientation is performed with
the ‘‘direct’’ and ‘‘integrated’’ methods. In this paper we introduce a new orientation method that we call
‘‘Fast AT’’ for frame images. The new method combines image measurements, ground control and aerial
control observations in novel quantitative and qualitative ways. Depending on project specifications, Fast
AT can be a robust alternative to direct orientation and, at the very least, a fast quality control tool for any
orientation task. We analyze the performance of Fast AT with analogue and digital frame imagery and
draw conclusions on its general properties.
Ó 2012 International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Inc. (ISPRS) Published by Elsevier
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and motivation
Airborne sensor orientation has evolved from classical aerial tri-
angulation – restricted to frame or matrix sensors – to modern
GNSS and INS/GNSS based sensor orientation – extended to practi-
cally all types of mapping sensors. After the initial period when the
fundamental concepts of aerial triangulation itself, self-calibration
and gross error detection were established, the development of
sensor orientation has been driven by the introduction of GNSS
and INS/GNSS (Schwarz et al., 1993) -derived position and posi-
tion–attitude aerial control, respectively. Today, the majority of
medium- and high-endmapping sensor systems are equipped with
a geodetic grade GNSS receiver and a tactical- or higher grade Iner-
tial Measurement Unit (IMU). INS/GNSS systems – possibly com-
plemented with other navigation sensors – have become time,
Position, Velocity and Attitude (tPVA) servers able to provide kine-
matic tPVA control observations to airborne and terrestrial map-
ping data acquisition systems. The tPVA control observations can
be used to perform Direct Sensor Orientation (DiSO) or, together
with measurements made on the mapping sensor data and/or on
the ground, perform Integrated Sensor Orientation (ISO). Orienta-
tion performed without tPVA aerial control will be referred to as
Indirect Sensor Orientation (InSO). Classical aerial triangulation is
a particular case of InSO.
In the case of frame cameras, the time, Position and Attitude
(tPA) control subset of the tPVA set is used in the DiSO and ISO
orientation modes. More specifically, DiSO is performed by using
tPA observations together with previously obtained IMU-to-cam-
era relative orientation values (boresight matrices and lever arm
vectors) treated as constants or observations. ISO is performed
by using the same tPA observations together with a large num-
ber of image observations. From those, usually, image observa-
tions for ground control points are measured manually by
specialized operators whereas the rest of image observations
are obtained automatically with digital image matching soft-
ware. The properties of DiSO and ISO are currently well under-
stood for the existing sensors (Heipke et al., 2002; Ip et al.,
2007; Skaloud and Lichti, 2006) and, as new sensor configura-
tions and geometries appear, their performance is either implic-
itly or explicitly being re-evaluated (Cramer, 2009; Haala et al.,
2010). DiSO is faster than ISO as it does not require the mea-
surement of image coordinates. It is also more flexible as it does
not depend on image texture or flight geometry. However, it
cannot benefit from self-calibration and relies critically on the
accuracy of GNSS and IMU-to-camera relative orientation. ISO
can include sensor self-calibration and can correct GNSS inaccu-
racies if few ground control points are available. However, it
takes longer. ISO enjoys the self-diagnosis properties of geodetic
network adjustment; DiSO does not. And while it is always
advisable to check the ISO results with independently deter-
mined ground check points, this is the only means of quality
control for DiSO.
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We note that the mathematical models and procedures of DiSO
and ISO were established in the late eighties and early nineties
(Ackermann and Schade, 1993; Colomina, 1993; Schwarz et al.,
1993) and that, other than testing the performance of GNSS and
INS/GNSS, no significant development has since taken place in
the field, as pointed out in Colomina (2007). Recently we have pro-
posed new concepts and methods to use the tPVA observations for
ISO (Blázquez, 2008): the use of tPA control observations in relative
mode and the full use of tPVA control observations in both absolute
and relative modes. The use of tPA relative control in ISO elimi-
nates the need for IMU-to-camera relative rotation parameters
and for those of GNSS shift (3D-vector parameter that absorbs
the INS/GNSS errors as those due to incorrect ambiguities)
(Blázquez and Colomina, 2012a). The full use of tPVA control –
i.e., the use of velocity observations in addition to positions and an-
gles – allows the estimation of IMU-to-camera synchronization
parameters (Blázquez and Colomina, 2012b).
In this paper we introduce a new ISO mode that we call ‘‘fast
aerial triangulation’’ (Fast AT). Fast AT is loosely related to F. Acker-
mann’s early idea of simplified aerial triangulation from the late
1980s (Friess, 2012). In a simplified aerial triangulation, the goal
is to reduce the number of tie points to a few per image. Fast AT
is closer to the concept of ‘‘minimal aerial triangulation’’ (Alamús
et al., 2002; Barón et al., 2003) for regularly-shaped blocks where
the number of photogrammetric measurements is significantly re-
duced by concentrating them in the cross strips.
The goal of Fast AT is to provide a sensor orientation method
and procedure that is almost as fast as DiSO, does not suffer from
GNSS inaccuracies or reference frame uncertainties and that, with
relative tPA control, does not require the attention of the user with
respect to IMU-to-camera relative orientation and GNSS shift
parameters. In this paper we concentrate on the analysis of rectan-
gular-shaped Fast AT blocks because, as we will discuss in the next
section, their geometry differs little from that of regular blocks. For
an initial analysis of corridor blocks, the reader is referred to
Blázquez and Colomina (2012c).
The paper is organized in two main sections: Fast AT and perfor-
mance analysis. In the next section, we introduce the concept, the
potential applications and the geometry of the Fast AT method. In
the performance analysis section, the test data, the block configu-
rations and the results are discussed. Last, we present the
conclusions.
2. Fast AT
2.1. The concept
Fast AT is a particular case of ISO characterized by the use of the
following observations:
– tPA aerial control observations, either in the absolute or relative
mode, for all images.
– Ground control point observations for a limited number (in
principle) of points and images.
– Image coordinate observations for the ground control points
only.
In other words, a Fast AT block is an ISO block when all Tie
Points (TPs) are Ground Control Points (GCPs) and where the num-
ber of GCPs is small. The concept is simple and can be performed
with existing software with no or minimal modifications.
As compared to the ‘‘minimal aerial triangulation’’ concept
(Alamús et al., 2002; Barón et al., 2003). Fast AT uses far fewer
measurements (no digital matching needed) at the expense of
being less accurate and robust. While Fast AT only requires
photogrammetric measurements for GCPs, ‘‘minimal aerial trian-
gulation’’ also requires photogrammetric measurements for
images either belonging to or overlapping cross strips.
Fast AT lies between DiSO and ISO, as it uses more observa-
tions than DiSO and fewer than ISO. Our view is that Fast AT
shares its application context and scope with DiSO; therefore,
we will analyze its properties under conditions similar to those
of DiSO. Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 1 compare the concepts of InSO,
ISO, Fast AT and DiSO. Notice that in Fig. 1, there are missing
images for Fast AT and DiSO to point out that these orientation
methods do not require physical overlap between images not
including GCPs. For the sake of thoroughness, Fig. 2 represents
an InSO block layout.
2.2. Potential applications
In general, Fast AT is of interest in situations where ISO is not
feasible or required and where DiSO is not accurate or reliable en-
ough. For instance, it may be used for ill-textured areas like for-
ested regions, deserts, wetlands or the vicinity of rivers and lakes
where image matching is difficult. Note, however, that Fast AT is
not necessarily a lower-cost alternative to DiSO, as difficult areas
for image matching tend to also be difficult areas for the establish-
ment of ground control. Fast AT may also be of interest for applica-
tions currently relying on DiSO, where accuracy and reliability
matter, and that, for some reason, cannot afford the time and/or
cost required by ISO and where the measurement or use of existing
GCPs makes sense in the context of the application. In emergency
situations like natural or man-made disasters that require rapid
mapping or georeferencing, Fast AT can be the orientation and cal-
ibration method of choice.
Fast AT can be used in combination with standard ISO proce-
dures in various ways. One possibility is that a small ISO block be
used for camera calibration and that Fast AT be applied for larger
blocks. The data acquisition for the ISO block can take place at
any time, before, in between or after the Fast AT blocks are ac-
quired. Sensor calibration parameters can then be computed
and, later on, used as constants or observations in the Fast AT
blocks. In this combination, the ISO block estimates camera and
possibly system calibration parameters while the Fast AT blocks
estimate reference frame inconsistencies, INS/GNSS errors and
possibly, system calibration parameters.This combination of ISO
and Fast AT only makes sense as long as the calibration parame-
ters estimated in the ISO block are stable for their period of use
Table 1
Observations of InSO, ISO, Fast AT and DiSO.
Observations InSO ISO Fast AT DiSO
tPA/tPVA aerial control NO YES YES YES
Ground control points YES
many
YES
few
YES
few
NO
Image coordinates YES
many
YES
many
YES
few
NO
Table 2
Properties of ISO, Fast AT and DiSO.
Properties ISO Fast AT DiSO
Precision + 0 0
Accuracy + 0 ÿ
Reliability + 0 ÿ
Cost + 0 ÿ
Time + 0 ÿ
+: high. 0: average. ÿ: low.
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in Fast AT. One example is the calibration of small- and medium-
format cameras with the Conrady–Brown model where the coef-
ficients of the radial distortion terms tend to be quite stable as
opposed to the corrections to the camera constant and principal
point coordinates. In this case, Fast AT will benefit from the sta-
ble radial calibration parameters, will mostly absorb the vertical
error generated by any camera constant parameter and will par-
tially absorb the horizontal errors generated by any principal
point parameters.
A second possibility is that, in a single block, a subset of images
be measured and processed under the classical ISO paradigm with
the usual tie point density while the complementary subset can be
measured under the Fast AT paradigm with no (or minimal) tie
points and image measurements only for GCPs, if any. This type
of mixed blocks is suited for complex terrain scenarios where Fast
AT can be used to bridge low-textured areas not suitable for image
matching or irregular ones like coast lines, river banks or islands. In
some cases, the majority of images will be oriented under the stan-
dard ISO procedure and in other cases the Fast AT procedure will be
predominant.
Last, Fast AT can be applied to rapid quality control of
photogrammetric flights and INS/GNSS trajectory validation
processes.
2.3. Mathematical models
Strictly speaking, the Fast AT concept is independent from the
particular functional models of the observation equations for im-
age coordinate, ground control and aerial control observations.
Considering the classical use of tPA aerial control observations
in absolute mode, differences in the functional models are mainly
due to the choice of coordinate systems and, to a lesser degree, the
personal preferences of the model authors. Clearly, the features
and behaviour of Fast AT shall be independent from the former
choices and preferences.
In the frame of the presented research, the new sensor orienta-
tion and calibration procedure is tested with the functional and
stochastic models presented and validated in Blázquez and Colo-
mina (2012a). In this case, we differentiate between the classical
use of tPA aerial control observations in absolute mode, absolute
Fast AT, and the proposed use of tPA aerial control observations
in relative mode, relative Fast AT.
2.4. The geometry
A Fast AT block is a particular type of ISO block and, indeed,
from a qualitative point of view, meets standard ISO criteria as it
ISO block
strip 1
strip 2
strip 3
strip 4
Fast AT block
strip 1
sub-block 1
strip 2, sub-block 1
strip 3
sub-block 2
strip 4, sub-block 2
DiSO block
strip 1
strip 2
strip 3
strip 4
image and tPA aerial control point
ground control point (GCP)
image with one or more
photo-measurements
ISO block: 23 + 13 + 23 + 13 images, photo-measurements in all images.
Fast AT block: 18 + 13 + 20 + 12 images, photo-measurements in 2 + 3 + 3 + 2 images, 2 sub-blocks,
no need for image/strip overlap, image overlap recommended in areas with GCPs.
DiSO block: 17 + 12 + 18 + 11 images, no photo-measurements, no GCPs, no overlap requirements.
Fig. 1. Conceptual layout of a classical ISO, Fast AT and DiSO blocks.
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includes exactly the same type of observations: photogrammetric,
ground control and aerial control. Like any geodetic or photogram-
metric network, the ‘‘geometry’’ of a Fast AT block is a function of
the number, quality and distribution of observations, of the
mathematical models in use and the number and distribution of
unknown parameters. A ‘‘strong’’ geometry makes it possible to
estimate more parameters than a ‘‘weak’’ one and/or to better esti-
mate them. The geometry of a Fast AT block is weaker than that of
its correspondent standard ISO block because of the latter’s higher
number of photogrammetric observations.
In general, a block’s geometry is dominated by the block config-
uration; i.e., the number, distribution, length and flying direction of
strips; the degree of image overlap and the GCP distribution (also
in general, block geometry for a given sensor orientation and cali-
bration concept can be investigated, for the various configurations
of interest, through simulated data sets and the corresponding
covariance analysis. This method is not pursued in this paper). In
the particular case of a Fast AT block, since the number of photo-
grammetric measurements is low, the degree of image overlap
has a correspondingly small – even negligible – impact on the
geometry and is no longer one of the characteristic parameters of
a block’s configuration.
In order to understand the geometry of a Fast AT block, we par-
tition the block in sub-blocks; i.e., in subsets of images that share a
common INS/GNSS 3D-vector shift parameter. Thus, in a Fast AT
block there are as many sub-blocks as INS/GNSS shift parameters.
Since shift parameters, in principle, absorb INS/GNSS errors, the
number of sub-blocks depends on the stability of the INS/GNSS er-
rors which, in turn, depends on the constancy of the visible GNSS
satellite configuration, the flying style and the INS/GNSS process-
ing method. Typical block configurations are those based on 1
shift-per-strip and 1 shift-per-block. However, in general – and
in particular for large blocks – the sub-blocks’ configurations de-
pend on the duration and dates of the flights. Note that an inter-
ruption of the INS/GNSS observation streams will result in the
termination or beginning of sub-blocks, respectively.
In the above paragraph we use the shift parameters to charac-
terize sub-blocks. In the case of aerial relative control (Blázquez
and Colomina, 2012a), because shift parameters are avoided, sub-
blocks are characterized by the images that belong to strips that
are interconnected with relative aerial control observations.
The two previous definitions of sub-blocks are consistent: rela-
tive aerial control between consecutive strips makes sense if and
only if there are no significant differences between the INS/GNSS
Table 3
Test blocks: geometric configuration.
Test block P V-7 V-20
Equipment Leica RC30 IGI Dual-DigiCAM-H/39 IGI Dual-DigiCAM-H/39
Roll Angle Left H/39 ÿ14.8° Roll Angle Left H/39 ÿ14.8°
Roll Angle Right H/39 +14.8° Roll Angle Right H/39 +14.8°
Applanix POS AV 510 AEROControl II-D AEROControl II-D
Image size 23 cm  23 cm 2  5 cm  4 cm 2  5 cm  4 cm
16329 px  16329 px 2  7216  5412 px 2  7216  5412 px
Image size (along flight direction) 23 cm 4 cm 4 cm
Image size (across flight direction) 23 cm 2  5 cm 2  5 cm
Pixel size 14 lm 6.8 lm 6.8 lm
Camera constant 153 mm 82 mm 82 mm
Flying height above ground () 1200 m 1150 m 2750 m
Scale () 1:8000 1:14000 1:33500
Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) () 11 cm 10 cm 23 cm
No. of strips 11 (7 + 4) 6 (3 + 3) 3 (3 + 0)
No. of images 131 2  120 2  60
No. of images per strip () 10 2  20 2  20
No. of Ground Control Points (GCPs) 8 8 8
No. of Ground Check Points (ChPs) 25 14 63
Overlap () 60%  60% 60%  76% 60%  64%
Coordinate reference frame l m m
InSO block
strip 1
strip 2
strip 3
strip 4
ground control point (GCP) image with one or more
photo-measurements
InSO block: 23 + 13 + 23 + 13 images, photo-measurements in all images.
Fig. 2. Conceptual layout of a classical InSO block.
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systematic errors affecting both strips, which is the criterion to set
a common shift parameter for those two strips.
In Fast AT, as in any other type of ISO block, GCPs can be shared
by more than one sub-block. In spite of this, to a large extent,
sub-blocks are independent from each other. The correction of pos-
sible INS/GNSS errors, local geodetic reference frame differences,
camera constant, principal point and synchronization errors depend
on the GCPs; that is, on their quality and on the quality of the related
photogrammetric measurements. Therefore, as empirical testing
has confirmed, a GCP should be measured on all images where it
belongs. Moreover, for obvious error propagation, reliability and
cost issues, redundant GCPs per sub-block shall be used and placed
at the ends (also at intersections) of the sub-blocks so that contigu-
ous (also intersecting) sub-blocks can benefit from the same GCPs.
According to the preceding discussion, a Fast AT block configu-
ration can be described correctly with:
– the number of images, strips and sub-blocks;
– the average number of images per strip and strips per sub-
block;
– the average number of GCPs per sub-block; and
– the average number of images where a GCP is observed.
Pavia block
Vaihingen/Enz gsd7 block
Vaihingen/Enz gsd20 block
images
photo-measurements
ground control points
check points
Fig. 3. Test blocks: layouts.
Table 4
Test blocks: precision of observables.
Observables Block Units
P V-7
V-20
Image coordinates
– rx,y 4.8 1.4 lm
0.34 0.21 px
Ground control points
– rE,N 8 2 cm
– rh 10 2 cm
Absolute position aerial control
– rE,N 3.5 3.5 cm
– rh 5.5 5.5 cm
Absolute attitude aerial control
– rc,h 5 5 mdeg
– rw 8 8 mdeg
Relative position aerial control
– rDE,DN (within strips) 4 4 mm
– rDh (within strips) 6 6 mm
– rDE,DN (between strips) 3.5 3.5 cm
– rDh (between strips) 5.5 5.5 cm
Relative attitude aerial control
– rDc,Dh (average within strips) 1 0.4 mdeg
– rDw (average within strips) 1 0.4 mdeg
– rDc,Dh (average between strips) 5 2.5 mdeg
– rDw (average between strips) 8 4 mdeg
rx,y: x and y precisions. rE,N, rh: easting (E), northing (N) and height (h) precisions.
rc,h, rw: roll (c), pitch (h) and heading (w) precisions. rDE,DN, rDh: easting, northing
and height difference precisions. rDc,Dh, rDw: roll, pitch and heading difference
precisions.
Table 5
Test blocks: number of Image Coordinate observations (ic) and Tie Points (TPs).
Test block ISO Fast AT
No. of ic No. of TPs No. of ic No. of TPs
P 4167  2 478 93  2 8
V-7 7910  2 1106 73  2 8
V-20 11781  2 2258 44  2 8
V-20⁄ 11781  2 2258 28  2 8
Table 6
Test block configurations.
Mode tPA control Self-calibration GNSS shift Boresight matrix
DiSO Absolute No No Known
ISO Absolute Ebner Block Yes
ISO Relative Ebner – –
Fast AT Absolute No Block Yes
Fast AT Relative No – –
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We conclude our analysis of the geometry of Fast AT with a list
of ‘‘Fast AT facts’’ that illustrate its behaviour and help mission
design.
– Since there are no photogrammetric measurements other than
those of the GCPs, the geometry of rectangularly/regularly-
shaped blocks is similar to that of irregularly-shaped or corridor
blocks.
– A typical Fast AT block consists of several sub-blocks, each sub-
block containing various strips, and for small projects, a Fast AT
block consists of just one sub-block.
– Each sub-block contains GCPs placed at its ends that are typi-
cally shared with other overlapping sub-blocks.
– The number and distribution of GCPs in ISO and Fast AT blocks
are the same.
– A sub-block contains a continuous, non-interrupted INS/GNSS
observation stream.
– GCPs are measured in as many images as possible (practical
experience with test blocks show a significant accuracy
improvement along with the number of image measurements
per GCP).
– Typically, a Fast AT block will share a single, known or
unknown, IMU-to-camera rotation parameter (if relative aerial
control is used (Blázquez and Colomina, 2012a) the previous
assertion does not apply).
– Fast AT absorbs INS/GNSS errors, reference frame inconsisten-
cies between the local user and the global GNSS frame, camera
calibration errors in the camera constant and, depending on the
flying direction, principal point errors (in the case of absolute
aerial control models, these errors are absorbed by the 3D shift
parameters per sub-block. In the case of relative aerial control,
the former errors vanish when using relative control
observations).
– Fast AT, by itself, does not require physical overlap between
images not including GCPs. Thus, for instance, within a strip
or sub-block, images in the usual forward constant overlap
may be missing with no effects on the block quality (the actual
image overlap is, ultimately, set by the requirements of both the
image orientation and image exploitation phase).
3. Performance analysis
We analyze the performance of Fast AT through its ground
accuracy and compare it with those of ISO and DiSO. That is, the
Root Mean Square (RMS) of Check Point (ChP) coordinate differ-
ences as compared to their pre-surveyed reference values is com-
puted for the same data sets processed with the ISO, Fast AT and
DiSO modes. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to this as the
RMS Error (RMSE) of the ChPs. In the case of Fast AT, accuracy, both
as an absolute quality measure and as a relative one with respect to
ISO and DiSO, shall prevail over precision measures because the
Table 7
RMSE of ChPs of Table 6 configurations for the P, V-7 and V-20 blocks.
Absolute aerial control Relative aerial control
Pavia block
µH (mm)
41
62
125
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
µV (mm)
35
59
265
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
µH (mm)
42
59
125
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
µV (mm)
36
67
265
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
Vaihingen/Enz gsd7 block
µH (mm)
28
31 65
ISO
Fast AT
DiSO
µV (mm)
58
62
191
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
µH (mm)
26
30
65
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
µV (mm)
51
53
191
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
Vaihingen/Enz gsd20 block
µH (mm)
50
65
133
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
µV (mm)
98
112
387
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
µH (mm)
48
62
133
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
µV (mm)
96
106
387
Fast AT
ISO DiSO
Table 8
Fast AT improvement factors a (in %) with respect to DiSO.
Block a(a,H) a(a,V) a(r,H) a(r,V)
P 75 90 80 86
V-7 109 97 90 99
V-20 82 95 83 97
V-20⁄ 14 69 48 66
a: absolute aerial control; r: relative aerial control; H: horizontal; V: vertical.
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Fast AT photogrammetric model does not account for systematic
errors and, therefore, a precision estimate does not correctly reflect
the actual behaviour of the method. The same argument holds for
the DiSO performance analysis. Therefore, as indicated, the main
performance measure for Fast AT is ground accuracy.
Halfway between a performance measure and a self-diagnosis
tool we also analyze the redundancy numbers of the GCP observa-
tions. Since Fast AT heavily relies on GCP observations, this mea-
sure is thought to be at least informative and, as we will see, a
safeguard mechanism to detect weak geometries that may deteri-
orate the quality of Fast AT.
3.1. Test data
We selected three blocks: Pavia (P), Vaihingen/Enz gsd7 (V-7)
and Vaihingen/Enz gsd20 (V-20). The first one was captured with
an analogue Leica RC30 camera (Franzini, 2006) and the two
Vaihinge/Enz blocks were captured with the dual-head medium
Table 9
Redundancy numbers (in %) of ground control observations for ISO and Fast AT.
Test block Absolute aerial control Relative aerial control
ISO Fast AT ISO Fast AT
E N h E N h E N h E N h
P 84 84 80 70 72 56 85 84 82 80 81 78
V-7 70 67 34 51 53 15 76 72 38 70 67 30
V-20 33 31 5 19 17 2 36 34 6 28 28 4
V-20⁄ 24 22 4 9 8 1 27 24 4 16 15 2
DiSO
Scale:10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Absolute Fast AT Relative Fast AT
Scale:10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Scale:10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Absolute ISO Relative ISO
Scale:10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Scale:10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Fig. 4. ChPs of P block for DiSO, Fast AT and ISO with absolute and relative aerial control.
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format, IGI Dual-DigiCAM-H/39, system camera (Kremer and
Cramer, 2008). With this choice we cover single and multiple-
head camera designs. Details on the geometric configuration of
the blocks, general layouts and the precision of their observations
are given in Table 3, Fig. 3 and Table 4, respectively. Table 5 de-
tails the number of image coordinate observations and of tie
points for ISO and Fast AT.
In addition to the P, V-7 and V-20 blocks, a variant of V-20,
the auxiliary V-20⁄ test block will be used. The V-20 and V-20⁄
blocks have the same number of GCPs but those of V-20⁄ have
been measured in fewer images (5.5 and 3.5 images per GCP
for V-20 and V-20⁄, respectively). The purpose of the V-20⁄ block
is to illustrate the relevance of measuring each GCP in as many
images as possible.
3.2. Block configurations
For the sake of a fair comparative analysis, we use the same
aerial control configurations for ISO, Fast AT and DiSO and the
same ground control configuration for ISO and Fast AT. In the
case of DiSO, only tPA aerial control observations and a previ-
ously-calibrated IMU-to-camera boresight matrix are used. In
the case of ISO and Fast AT, we calibrate and orient the images
using the tPA aerial control observations in both the absolute
and relative modes as proposed in Blázquez and Colomina
(2012a). This results in five tests for each data set: DiSO, abso-
lute ISO, relative ISO, absolute Fast AT and relative Fast AT.
We recall that the ‘‘absolute’’ mode is the traditional ISO mode
where tPA aerial control observations are provided in terms of
positions and attitudes and that in the ‘‘relative’’ mode, control
observations are provided in terms of relative – differential –
positions and attitudes.
According to our previous definition of sub-block, each test
block contains just one sub-block. Table 6 summarizes the rest of
the relevant block configuration parameters.
3.3. Results
Table 7 shows the ground accuracy performance for each orien-
tation and calibration method (ISO, Fast AT and DiSO), for each aer-
ial control mode (absolute and relative) and for each test block (P,
V-7 and V-20). In the table, for each combination of method, aerial
DiSO
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Absolute Fast AT Relative Fast AT
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Absolute ISO Relative ISO
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Fig. 5. ChPs of V-7 block for DiSO, Fast AT and ISO with absolute and relative aerial control.
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control mode and test block, the horizontal lH and vertical lV
ground accuracy measures are computed as
l2H ¼ R
2
E þ R
2
N; and lV ¼ Rh
where RE, RN and Rh are the RMSE of ChPs in the east, north and
height components, respectively. Each of the six table cells contains
two lines, for lH and lV, and each line displays the accuracy of Fast
AT with respect to ISO and DiSO.
In addition, Table 8 displays the improvement factors. For each
given aerial control mode and block, we define the improvement
factor for Fast AT with respect to DiSO as
a ¼ 1ÿ
lF ÿ lI
lD ÿ lI
ðfor lD > lIÞ;
where lI, lF and lD are the ground accuracy measures, horizontal or
vertical, for the ISO, Fast AT and DiSO methods respectively. Thus,
for example, if Fast AT performed exactly as DiSO did, the improve-
ment factor a would be 0 and if it performed like ISO, then a would
be 100%. An improvement factor larger than 100% corresponds to
the unlikely event of Fast AT performing better than ISO. Note that
Tables 7 and 8 are presenting the same results in different ways.
For the test blocks P, V-7 and V-20, Tables 7 and 8 clearly show
that Fast AT accuracy is always closer to that of ISO than that of
DiSO, with improvement factors ranging from 75% to 109% result-
ing in an average factor of 90%. The average horizontal and vertical
improvement factors are 87% and 94%, respectively, where the bet-
ter performance of the vertical component is probably due to the
capacity of Fast AT to absorb camera constant errors through the
INS/GNSS shift parameters. The average improvement factor for
the absolute aerial control mode is 91% and for the relative aerial
control mode is 89% although in absolute terms – i.e., if we com-
pare the horizontal lH and vertical lV ground accuracy measures
for absolute Fast AT and relative Fast AT – Fast AT with aerial
DiSO
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Absolute Fast AT Relative Fast AT
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Absolute ISO Relative ISO
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Scale:
10 cm
ChP - H
ChP - V
Fig. 6. ChPs of V-20 block for DiSO, Fast AT and ISO with absolute and relative aerial control.
Table 10
Accuracy (l) and precision (r) of the estimated boresight matrix for absolute Fast AT
configuration (units: arc sec).
P V-7 V-20
tx ty tz tx ty tz tx ty tz
l 22 15 3 18 5 8 5 7 2
r 3 3 6 3 3 7 3 4 11
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relative control performs better than Fast AT with absolute control.
In other words, for the three test blocks analyzed, the difference
between Fast AT and ISO, in terms of accuracy performance is 10%.
We now compare the V-20 and V-20⁄ test blocks. With the
exception of the GCP distribution, they are identical. However,
while V-20 has an 89% average improvement factor, V-20⁄ benefits
just 49% from Fast AT with a modest 14% for the horizontal compo-
nents in the absolute aerial control mode. This behaviour is related
to the GCPs in block V-20⁄ being observed in fewer images (3.5
images per GCP) than in block V-20 (5.5 images per GCP) and is
consistent with the results obtained in non-reported P and V-7 Fast
AT preliminary computations where the same number of GCPs was
used but where the GCPs were measured in fewer images.
We found that a simple measure to characterize the influence of
GCPs can be based on the redundancy numbers of the GCP obser-
vations as given in Table 9. Although the average number of images
in which GCPs are observed is an intuitive, easy-to-understand va-
lue, redundancy numbers have the advantage of including the
block geometry information. According to Table 9 and our experi-
ence after the preliminary Fast AT computations, there is a high
correlation between low GCP observation redundancy numbers
and the risk of ‘‘limited’’ Fast AT performance, particularly for the
horizontal components.
For the reasons given, we can regard V-20⁄ as a ‘‘pathological’’
block and V-20 a ‘‘normal’’ one. However, even more important
than speculating with V-20⁄ being a ‘‘pathological’’ block is the fact
that the redundancy numbers of the GCP observations seem to pro-
vide a self-diagnosis measure for Fast AT which is a valuable tool
for daily practical work. At this point in time it is risky to set
thresholds for acceptable average GCP redundancy numbers.
Moreover, the thresholds have to be set according to the sensor
geometry and based on the knowledge of typical redundancy num-
bers under normal conditions. However, as an example, our results
for the IGI Dual-DigiCAM-H/39 camera suggest that, for this partic-
ular sensor, they should be around 20% for the horizontal
components.
To complete these results and confirm our previous analysis,
Figs. 4–6 show all the coordinate differences with respect to the
ChPs in DiSO, Fast AT with absolute and relative aerial control
and ISO with absolute and relative aerial control for the P, V-7
and V-20 blocks, respectively.
Finally, we note that absolute Fast AT makes it possible to esti-
mate the IMU-to-camera boresight matrix. Table 10 shows the
accuracy (l) and precision (r) results of boresight angle estimation
for the three test blocks. In the table, l is the difference between
the boresight angles computed in absolute ISO and absolute Fast
AT methods and r is derived from the angles’ estimated standard
deviations. The quality of the boresight matrix angles estimated
with Fast AT, is indirectly and automatically validated by the re-
sults in Tables 7 and 8 and, therefore, we regard them as
acceptable.
4. Conclusions
We have introduced a new orientation method ‘‘fast aerial tri-
angulation,’’ Fast AT, and have analyzed its performance with
frame camera data sets. On average, Fast AT has improved the
ground point determination accuracy of DiSO by 90% as compared
to ISO. We have detected that the performance of Fast AT is corre-
lated with the redundancy numbers of GCP observations which
suggests that the average of GCP redundancy numbers can be used
as a self-diagnosis measure against weak Fast AT geometries.
The method is based on the measurement of just the image
coordinates of GCPs and on the use of INS/GNSS position-attitude
aerial control. Fast AT is simple and only requires a precise
photogrammetric measurement tool for the GCPs and a standard
integrated sensor orientation computer programme. As compared
to ISO, Fast AT practitioners do not need to modify their orientation
and calibration production lines. They simply need to measure less,
manually or automatically.
We do not claim that Fast AT has come to replace classical ISO
since, in the context of a mapping project, the massive image
matching step of ISO introduces neither significant additional costs
nor delays. However, because of its performance, which is closer to
ISO than to DiSO, for some applications and in some circumstances,
it can be an alternative to ISO when being fast matters more than
being highly accurate or reliable, or where image matching is dif-
ficult. On the other hand, if GCPs are available, Fast AT can consid-
erably improve upon DiSO with a marginal additional effort.
The simplicity of Fast AT and its good performance lead us to
believe that practitioners of other orientation and calibration
methods can benefit from it and that Fast AT can find its place be-
tween DiSO and ISO.
Last, we note that the Fast AT concept is not restricted to frame
cameras. Other imaging systems and, in general, remote sensing
systems can benefit from the same basic concept.
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Chapter 6
Summary and discussion
The paper [Colomina et al., 2012], reprinted in Appendix 1, presents the ab-
stractions and generalizations that form the base of the proposed network ap-
proach. The main ideas outlined are: the abstract network concept, the dynamic
networks, the new generic network model, the new approach to network adjust-
ments and the features of next-generation estimation systems. The proposed
network modeling and estimation fulll the network software needs of simplicity,
genericity, extensibility and protection of intellectual property, avoiding the
seven sins of software design: rigidity, fragility, immobility, viscosity, needless
complexity, needless repetition and opacity. The validity of the proposed network
approach is its materialization in the commercial network software, GENA, and
its use cases.
The GENA SW platform is the main tool of this research and some of
these use cases are the airborne sensor orientation and calibration models that
constitute the proposed method for a systematic approach to airborne sensor
orientation and calibration (Figure 1.2). They are presented and validated in
the papers reprinted in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5.
The papers [Blazquez, 2008] and [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012a], reprinted
in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively, present the mathematical functional and
stochastic models for using INS/GNSS position and attitude aerial control in
relative mode.
The paper [Blazquez, 2008] presents the INS/GNSS relative aerial control
observation equations for local cartesian coordinate systems while these observa-
tion equations are developed for global compound mapping-geodetic coordinate
systems in [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012a]. The stochastic model is also dis-
cussed in the latter paper.
The relative aerial control has the advantages of a more accurate stochastic
modeling and the elimination of the GNSS linear shift parameter (3D vector that
absorbs the INS/GNSS errors) and relative IMU-to-sensor orientation (bore-
sight) matrix.
While the paper [Blazquez, 2008] presents a proof-of-the-concept testing,
the paper [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012a] validates the relative aerial control
with three actual independent data sets. Analysis of the ground point accuracy
of all the performed tests reveals that relative aerial control is slightly better
than absolute aerial control, but analyzing the exterior orientation and point
estimated precisions, relative aerial control performs slightly worse than absolute
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aerial control. From the results and discussion in papers [Blazquez, 2008] and
[Blazquez and Colomina, 2012a], under the same conditions, relative aerial con-
trol seems to perform comparably to traditional absolute aerial control.
On the other hand, with respect to the mathematical models, the papers of
Chapters 2 and 3 also present: the colinearity equations for global compound
mapping-geodetic coordinate systems ([Blazquez and Colomina, 2012a]); the ab-
solute aerial control observation equations for local cartesian coordinate systems
([Blazquez, 2008] and [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012a]); and, the absolute aerial
control observation equations for global compound mapping-geodetic coordinate
systems ([Blazquez and Colomina, 2012a]).
All of these models, like INS/GNSS relative aerial control models, are devel-
oped with the aim of avoiding unnecessary re-parameterizations and so-called
preadjustment \corrections". In the case of the colinearity equations for global
compound mapping-coordinate systems, the previous \height corrections" and
\azimuth corrections" are eliminated. In the case of the proposal for traditional
INS/GNSS absolute aerial control, the re-parameterizations to go from original
Euler angles (heading, pitch, roll), that parameterize the INS/GNSS-derived
attitude, to the classical Euler angles (omega, phi, kappa), that parameterize
the sensor attitude, are avoided. For all models developed, the principle followed
was \do not touch the observations". Then, the original measurements are
directly entered into the network software.
Last, the paper [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012a] also presents and validates
the position and attitude constraint observation equations for dual-head systems.
In light of the presented results, the impact of these restrictions is insignicant in
ISO adjustments, but the addition of this model to colinearity equations in InSO
adjustments improves the estimation of the exterior orientation parameters.
In any case, the use of these observation equations does not add additional
measurements or modify the block congurations, so the user can always include
these models for all InSO and ISO adjustments of multi-sensor systems.
The papers [Blazquez, 2008] and [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012b], reprinted
in Chapter 4, present the time calibration models. To estimate a constant
time shift parameter between the INS/GNSS system and the sensor system,
the proposal is the use of the available INS/GNSS-derived velocities. In fact,
the time dimension of the airborne sensor orientation and calibration problem
is traditionally handled at the harward (HW) level by manufacturers. But,
these papers detail the observation equations to handle the time dimension
of the problem at the SW level. These proposed spatio-temporal aerial control
models exploit the full time-position-velocity-attitude solution of the INS/GNSS
systems.
The spatio-temporal aerial control is presented in the paper [Blazquez, 2008]
in absolute and relative mode. In this case, the models are developed to calibrate
a time-constant error through its impact in position and attitude. To do this, the
observation equations use the INS/GNSS-derived linear and angular velocites
for local cartesian coordinate systems. In [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012b], the
detailed spatio-temporal aerial control models calibrate a constant time error
through its impact in position. In this case, the detailed observation equations
use the INS/GNSS-derived linear velocities in absolute mode for local cartesian
and global compound mapping-geodetic coordinate systems. This last paper
also discusses the geometry and block conguration for the airborne sensor
spatio-temporal orientation and calibration.
The paper [Blazquez, 2008] presents a proof-of-the-concept testing of the
spatio-temporal absolute aerial control for local cartesian coordinate systems
with a simulated-perturbed data set (actual data set where the INS/GNSS linear
velocities were simulated) and [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012b] validates the
spatio-temporal absolute aerial control for global compound mapping-geodetic
coordinate systems with actual independent data sets (the actual INS/GNSS
linear velocities were available). Although [Blazquez, 2008] details the spatio-
temporal observation equations with INS/GNSS relative aerial control and the
spatio-temporal observation equations with INS/GNSS-derived angular veloci-
ties in absolute and relative mode for local cartesian coordinate systems, these
models have not yet been implemented and tested in the framework of this
thesis. But, the presented results demonstrate that a constant time shift can
be estimated with precision at the tenth-of-millisecond level using the available
INS/GNSS linear velocities with the appropriate block conguration to decor-
relate time errors from space errors.
Last, the paper [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012c], reprinted in Chapter 5,
presents the Fast AT procedure. This paper details the concept of Fast AT,
proposes some applications and discusses the geometry of this new procedure.
Fast AT is a particular case of ISO where the measurements are the ground
coordinates of a limited number of ground control points (GCPs), the image
coordinates of these GCPs (only) and the INS/GNSS-derived position and
attitude of all images.
Fast AT lies between DiSO and ISO and performs better than original
hypotheses. The presented results of dierent actual data sets show that Fast
AT improves the ground point determination accuracy of DiSO by 90% as
compared to ISO. The tested blocks are regularly-shaped, but similar results
(improvements of 74%) are presented in [Blazquez and Colomina, 2012d] for
weaker geometries such as the corridor aerial mapping. Moreover, the redun-
dancy numbers of GCP observations seem to be a self-diagnosis measure against
weak Fast AT geometries.

Chapter 7
General conclusions and
outlook
The research of this thesis has been developed within the framework of dierent
public and privately-funded projects:
{ ITAVERA, research and development project under contract for GeoNu-
merics, Spain;
{ InTENA, \Innovacion Tecnologica y de Negocio en Aerofotogrametra",
ref. PTR1995-0841-OP, Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovacion, Spain;
{ uVISION, \unmanned aerial vehicles & vision for geoinformation and
general Earth observation", refs. FIT-350100-2006-383 & TSI-020100-
2008-192, Ministerio de Industria, Turismo y Comercio, Spain, ref. RDITS-
CON06-1-0037, Generalitat de Catalunya, Spain;
{ GLM, \GeoLandModels", ref. PET2008 071, Ministerio de Ciencia e
Innovacion, Spain;
{ LIRA, \Mejora de tecnicas LiDAR y Radar multitemporal para el segui-
miento de posibles subsidencias asociadas a grandes obras lineales", ref.
P44/08, Ministerio de Fomento, Spain.
By conducting applied research and software development in the framework
of the mentioned projects and some others, it became clear that a new approach
to airborne sensor orientation and calibration was necessary. A more compre-
hensive approach to general network adjustment and modeling was called for,
and the classical concepts mainly established by Carl F. Gauss (1777-1855)
needed to be further developed to account for the new challenges of modern
geomatics.
All of this has a broad range of consequences, from the new sensor orientation
and calibration concepts and procedures that have been presented in the preced-
ing chapters, to the way in which network software is designed and developed.
In fact, the goal and contributions of this research were manifold. One goal
of the thesis was to create a method for a systematic approach to airborne sensor
orientation and calibration. The method consists of looking at the traditional
airborne sensor orientation and calibration from a distance that includes the
DiSO and ISO procedures as particular cases. Another goal of the thesis was to
validate the models resulting of applying the method; i.e., the new models for
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airborne sensor orientation and calibration. All these models are presented and
validated in peer-reviewed papers reprinted in the previous chapters.
The main tool of this research is a commercial SW platform \Generic Ex-
tensible Network Approach", GENA, that I largely developed for GeoNumerics
(Barcelona, Spain). It is based on the proposed network approach detailed in
[Colomina et al., 2012], reprinted in Appendix 1.
The presented method and models focus on the exploitation of the available
INS/GNSS-derived data for airborne sensor orientation and calibration and
make it possible to advance from the traditional panorama depicted in Figure
7.1 to the proposed panorama depicted in Figure 7.2. The transition from Figure
7.1 to Figure 7.2 illustrates the method. The contents of Figure 7.2 illustrates
the resulting framework and models.
DiSO ISO
b b
Figure 7.1: Traditional approach.
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Figure 7.2: Systematic approach: method and models.
The proposed investigation also aims to address a contradictory social and
economical situation in which geoinformation has become a critical infrastruc-
ture of modern society and, at the same time, geoinformation providers, both
public and private, face increasing demands { in terms of resolution, accuracy
and currentness { from a society that is not always prepared to pay for what
is being demanded. Correct mathematical models and software abstractions
add to robustness and automation that ultimately mean lower costs and social
benets.
The relative aerial control is a real alternative to the absolute aerial control
in the sense of: block congurations of relative and absolute aerial control are
the same; the relative aerial control accuracy and precision are similar to the
traditional absolute aerial control accuracy and precision. Nevertheless, the
relative aerial control formulation is simpler and less error-prone. The use of
the relative aerial control increases the robustness and reduces the complexity
of INS/GNSS-based ISO by concentrating the modeling eort on the models
and letting the user concentrate on their use.
Because of their good performance, the use of INS/GNSS-derived velocities
to link space and time provides, above all, a SW tool to manufacturers for
system verication and calibration purposes.
Fast AT is a new orientation and calibration procedure that does not involve
any additional eort of modeling or modifying SW. On the contrary, it implies
fewer measurements. Therefore, the simplicity of Fast AT and its good perfor-
mance lead me to believe that the airborne sensor orientation and calibration
community can benet from it.
The research presented fully develops a systematic approach to airborne
sensor orientation and calibration, but it also opens new avenues for research at
both the specic and general level. Thus, further specic work can and should
be performed with relation to the proposed models, for example:
{ testing the relative spatio-temporal aerial control with actual data sets;
{ testing the impact of a time-constant error in attitude using INS/GNSSS
angular velocities in absolute and relative mode; or,
{ testing the Fast AT procedure for weak geometries.
Additionally, further general research can and should be performed on the
generic approach to network modeling and adjustment such as:
{ modeling and testing the relative spatio-temporal aerial control concept
with other sensors;
{ generalizing the Fast AT concept to other sensors; and
{ reviewing the existing methods for additional parameter selection and
outlier detection in general multi-sensor networks.
Moreover, there are other models and applications for a variety of sensors,
platforms and systems that the IG team is developing to validate the abstractions
and generalizations of the proposed network approach, for example, relevant or
upcoming geomatic applications such as:
{ the ALS block adjustment or the orientation and calibration problem
of combined sensor systems (for example, LiDAR and optical cameras
[Angelats et al., 2012]); and
{ the radiative transfer modeling and radiometric calibration by means of
network adjustments ([Antequera et al., 2012]).
The future of network modeling and adjustment, however, can go far beyond
the research lines, ongoing or envisioned, indicated above. This future is related
to the research presented in the papers [Colomina and Blazquez, 2004], reprinted
in Appendix 2, and [Colomina and Blazquez, 2005] that present the time de-
pendent or dynamic network concept in comparison to the classical geomatic
network concept.
In these papers, for the rst time, the classical network least-squares tech-
nique is extended to parameters that are stochastic processes and to observation
equations that, in addition to stochastic equations, can also be stochastic differ-
ential equations. In short, the dynamic network concept is introduced to extend
the classical network concept of Carl F. Gauss, where the parameters can be
not only random variables but also stochastic processes and where the models
can be not only stochastic equations but also stochastic dierential equations.
This is a major step forward ([Rouzaud and Skaloud, 2011]) and enables a
new approach to the solution of many kinematic tasks in modern geomatics,
such as kinematic gravimetry, INS/GNSS trajectory determination in aerial,
terrestrial and mobile mapping applications or crustal motion modeling and
prediction.
The INS/GNSS trajectory determination is the rst application that faces
up to dynamic networks. In this case, the variables are not random variables;
they are position, velocity, attitude and calibration random processes, and the
classical observation equations are now the INS stochastic dierential mecha-
nization equations. The new technique has many advantages over traditional
Kalman ltering and smoothing for non real-time tasks as happens to be the case
in most geomatic applications and, in particular, in trajectory determination for
kinematic aerial and ground control determination.
Dynamic networks make up one of the largely unexplored elds opened by
this thesis and will be my next research goal.
Acronyms
ALS Airborne Laser Scanning
AT Aeriotriangulation
DiSO Direct Sensor Orientation
GCP Ground Control Point
GENA Generic Extensible Network Approach
GMES Global Monitoring for Environment and Security
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
GPS Global Positioning System
HW Hardware
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
INS Inertial Navigation System
InSAR Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
ISO Integrated Sensor Orientation
SCBA Self-Calibrating Bundle Adjustment
SW Software
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Denitions
Coordinate Reference Frame (CRF) is a pair that consists of a reference
frame and a coordinate system.
Coordinate Reference System (CRS) is a pair that consists of a reference
system and a coordinate system.
Coordinate System (CS) is a parameterization of a mathematical space.
Or, equivalently, it is a set of mathematical rules to specify the coordinates
of an element of a mathematical space. For a 2-dimensional space well-known
parameterizations are the cartesian coordinate system and the polar coordinate
system. In geomatics, a map projection is a (global or local) coordinate system
for the reference geodetic ellipsoid.
Direct Sensor Orientation (DiSO) is the determination of the sensor
exterior orientation parameters from sensor-unrelated measurements; e.g., sat-
ellite ranges (GPS) and inertial measurements (INS).
Functional Model is a (mathematical) equation or system of equations.
Geomatic Model is an extension of a mathematical model that includes
coordinate reference frames, units of measurements, thresholds and any other
information required to describe the geomatic properties of the mathematical
model entities.
Geomatics is the art, the science and the technology of acquiring, storing,
processing, delivering and managing spatially referenced information. Geomatics
entails sub-disciplines such as geodesy, surveying, positioning and navigation,
remote-sensing and photogrammetry, cartography, mapping and geographic in-
formation systems.
Georeferencing given a ground point X and its projection to a point x in
the image, is the determination of (the coordinates of) X from x, the Exterior
Orientation parameters and the Digital Elevation Model.
Indirect Sensor Orientation (InSO) is the determination of the sensor
exterior orientation parameters from sensor and ground measurements related
through the sensor geometric model.
Instrument is a device used to measure. In this thesis, it is one of the four
fundamental modeling classes (instrument, observation, parameter and model).
Integrated Sensor Orientation (ISO) is the determination of the sensor
orientation parameters from all available measurements: image coordinates of
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(numerous) points (tie points), ground coordinates of (a few) points (ground
control points), satellite ranges and/or positions (GNSS), INS/GNSS derived
trajectories.
Map Projection (MP) is a 2-dimensional coordinate system for a geodetic
reference ellipsoid. The UTM family of 120 local Transverse Mercator maps is
an example of a set of local map projections.
Mathematical Model is an abstract model that uses mathematical lan-
guage to describe the behavior of a system. In the context of this thesis, a
mathematical model is a functional model plus a stochastic model.
Model is an abstract (or actual) representation of an object or system from
a particular viewpoint.
Network Adjustment (NA) is the estimation process of unknown param-
eters from (measured) observations and (mathematical) models under a given
optimality criteria.
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) is a programming paradigm
that uses abstraction to create models based on the real world. Its main
techniques and features are encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism.
Observable (noun) is a numerical property of a physical system that can be
determined by a sequence of physical or mathematical operations. Technically,
it is a random variable.
Observation or a measurement is one of the values that an observable
or random variable may take (for example, the various repeated measurements
between A and B of a distance meter instrument { the measured distances {
are observations and the abstract concept of distance between A and B is the
observable). It is one of the four fundamental modeling classes (instrument,
observation, parameter and model).
Parameter is a random variable whose expectation and covariance have to
be estimated from known observations, instruments and models. It is one of
the four fundamental modeling classes (instrument, observation, parameter and
model).
Random Variable is a measurable function from a sample space to the
measurable space of possible values of the variable.
Reference Frame (RF) is a realization of a reference system. For geodetic
reference systems the most common realization is a list of points, whose coor-
dinates are known and whose physical location is well dened, usually through
marks or targets. ITRF96 is, for example, a realization of ITRS. A more recent
way to realize a reference system is through the orbits of a GNSS satellite
constellation, such as the GPS.
Reference Model is an abstract model or template for the consistent
development of more specic models.
Reference System (RS) is a denition. It is a set of prescriptions and
conventions together with the modeling required to dene a triad of axes at any
time.
Sensor is a device, usually electrical, electronic, or electro-mechanical, that
converts one type of energy to another for various purposes including meas-
urement or information transfer (for example, pressure sensors). In a broader
sense, a transducer is sometimes dened as any device that converts a signal
from one form to another.
Sensor Calibration (SC) is the determination of the parameters x of a
sensor model f(l e; x; x) = 0 that extends the sensor nominal model f(l e; x) =
0.
Sensor Orientation (SO) is a functional model s and its parameters o
such that
so : <3  ! <2
X 7 ! so(X) = x
where X is an object point and x is a sensor point.
Sensor Systematic Error is the dierence between a sensors given nominal
model f and a new (higher delity) model f . The new model extends f(l e; x) =
0 to f(l   e; x; x) = 0 where x are the calibration parameters.
Software Component (SC) is an object written to a specication, oering
a predened service and able to communicate with other components. Software
components often take the form of objects or collections of objects.
Software Engineering (SE) is the design, development, and documenta-
tion of software by applying technologies and practices from computer science,
project management, engineering, application domains, interface design, digital
asset management and other elds.
Software Framework is a software support infrastructure i.e., a set of
software and data items in which another software project can be organized
and developed. A framework may include support programs, code libraries,
data, specialized scripting or interface languages, or any other software to help
develop and agglutinate the dierent components of a software project.
Software Model is an abstract model that describes a computer program
or software system, usually with a special graphical modeling language.
Software Platform is a particular type of software framework which allows
other software to run.
Stochastic Model is a mathematical model that describes the probability
distribution of a random variable or stochastic process.
Stochastic Process is a set of random variables indexed by time x :=
fx(t)jt 2 T; T  <g, where < is the set of real numbers.
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Appendix 1. Next
generation network
adjustments
This appendix reprints the paper that presents the theoretical basis of the next
generation of network adjustment and estimation methods. The detailed theory
is materialized in the commercial SW platform \Generic Extensible Network
Approach", GENA, developed for GeoNumerics within the framework of the
ITAVERA project. This software was the main tool used in the work of this
thesis research and is based on:
{ the abstract network concept,
{ the dynamic networks,
{ the new generic network model,
{ the new approach to network adjustments, and
{ the features of next generation estimation systems.
The abstract network and dynamic network concepts that are developed in
sections 1, 2 and 3 of the paper provide the network software with simplicity,
genericity and extensibility. While section 4 of the paper is devoted to generic
and extensible network software architectures, based on the detailed generic
network model, the proposed approach to network adjustments and, in general,
the presented features of the estimation systems.
I largely developed the software necessary for this research with Dr. Jose
Antonio Navarro who has also developed parts of the GENA SW platform. I
also developed and discussed the ideas with Dr. Ismael Colomina, who had the
main ideas and promoted and supervised the research. Dr. Ismael Colomina
also wrote the paper with contributions from the rest of the authors.
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ABSTRACT:
Orientation and calibration of photogrammetric and remote sensing instruments is a fundamental capacity of current mapping systems
and a fundamental research topic. Neither digital remote sensing acquisition systems nor direct orientation gear, like INS and GNSS
technologies, made block adjustment obsolete. On the contrary, the continuous flow of new primary data acquisition systems has chal-
lenged the capacity of the legacy block adjustment systems —in general network adjustment systems— in many aspects: extensibility,
genericity, portability, large data sets capacity, metadata support and many others. In this article, we concentrate on the extensibility
and genericity challenges that current and future network systems shall face. For this purpose we propose a number of software design
strategies with emphasis on rigorous abstract modeling that help in achieving simplicity, genericity and extensibility together with the
protection of intellectual proper rights in a flexible manner. We illustrate our suggestions with the general design approach of GENA,
the generic extensible network adjustment system of GeoNumerics.
1 INTRODUCTION
Orientation and calibration of photogrammetric and remote sens-
ing instruments in their various modes, from direct to integrated,
from geometric to radiometric, is a critical capacity of modern
mapping systems and continues to be an active field of academic
research. One of the key components of this capacity is the more
than 200 year old method of network adjustment based in turn on
the even older least-squares estimation method. Contrary to what
the introduction of electronic light sensors made us fear or hope,
digital cameras did not kill block adjustment for sensor calibra-
tion. Contrary to what the introduction of navigation technolo-
gies, mainly GPS and INS, made us fear or hope, INS/GPS did
not kill block adjustment for sensor orientation. Furthermore,
even in the strict navigation domain, there are environments and
circumstances, where navigation cannot be performed only with
“navigation instruments” and where the “imaging instruments”
—in principle not designed for navigation purposes— have to
come to the rescue. Thus, concepts like vision-aided navigation
and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) have be-
come fundamental in the field of robotics navigation (Leonard
and Durrant-Whyte, 1991, Smith et al., 1986).
In the geomatic field, it is well known that the network adjustment
method started with geodetic surveying for horizontal terrestrial
networks at the beginning of the 19th century. In the second half
of the 20th century it was applied to geodetic photogrammetry for
global 3D networks (Schmid, 1974), to close-range photogram-
metry (Brown, 1956, Brown, 1971), to aerial photogrammetry
(strip, independent model and bundle adjustment), and reached
remote sensing with the SPOT satellites (Kratky, 1989). Airborne
laser scanning (Kager, 2004, Frieß, 2006, Skaloud and Lichti,
2006), terrestrial mobile mapping (Jansa et al., 2004), radiative
transfer modeling and radiometric calibration (Chandelier and
Martinoty, 2009, Honkavaara et al., 2009), and spatio-temporal
orientation and calibration (Bla´zquez, 2008, Bla´zquez and Colo-
mina, 2012b) are recent new beneficiaries from the method.
The network adjustment method has also stepped into the realm
of INS/GPS post-processing. Indeed, until recently, the method
was used for static problems; i.e., to estimate unknown parame-
ters that are not time dependent (random variables) and that are
related to observations by observation equations (stochastic equa-
tions). However, in 2004-2005 (Colomina and Bla´zquez, 2004,
Colomina and Bla´zquez, 2005) we introduced the “dynamic net-
work” concept where unknown parameters can be both time inde-
pendent (random variables) and time dependent (stochastic pro-
cesses), and where observations can be related to parameters by
both static observation equations (stochastic equations) and by
dynamic observation equations (stochastic differential equations).
Classical [static] networks are a particular case of dynamic net-
works. The dynamic network (DN) method is an alternative to
Kalman filtering and smoothing (KFS) for non real-time estima-
tion tasks. DN is more flexible than KFS and supports models
involving unknowns at different time epochs. The DN method
has been proposed for airborne gravimetry (Te´rmens and Colo-
mina, 2004) and for trajectory determination in terrestrial mobile
mapping (Rouzaud and Skaloud, 2011).
That DN and KFS are two different ways to solve the same prob-
lem indicates that the network adjustment method is also a mod-
eling technique, where problems are formulated in terms of four
fundamental entities: instruments, observations, parameters (ran-
dom variables and stochastic processes) and models (stochastic
equations). Consequently, we will talk about “network modeling
and adjustment” rather than network adjustment and will shortly
refer to it as the “network approach” or “network method.” Anal-
ogously we will talk of “network software” when referring to net-
work modeling and adjustment software.
From a software point of view, the long and successful history
of the network approach is that of one of changing requirements.
In geomatics and everywhere else, changing requirements, be-
yond certain point and in the absence of software development
methods, can make clean software designs become a tangle. It is
understandable then, that the big success of the network method
has translated into the big challenge of the network software. Un-
fortunately, though understandably and not always (Colomina et
al., 1992, Elassal, 1983), most network software packages are
designed, developed and commercialized for niche geomatic mar-
kets (geodetic surveying, surveying, aerial photogrammetry, close-
range photogrammetry, satellite-based remote sensing, aerial laser
scanning, terrestrial laser scanning, terrestrial mobile mapping
systems, etc.). This fragmentation makes software development
and evolution unnecessarily expensive, error-prone and does not
let different geomatic measurement techniques be easily integra-
ted. Moreover, with today’s wave of new sensing techniques and
observation platforms, refactoring1 and/or patching the software
is too long and expensive an option every time that a new instru-
ment or configuration appear.
In general, changing of requirements together with old, legacy, or
poorly designed code make the software to rot. Because of this
(Martin, 2002), some software designs are said to suffer from
the seven deadly smells, namely: rigidity, fragility, immobility,
viscosity, needless complexity, needless repetition and opacity.
Rigidity means that changing one part of the system forces chan-
ges in other parts; fragility that changes in one part cause bugs in
unrelated parts; immobility that system components cannot easily
be isolated for reuse; viscosity that doing things right is harder
than doing things wrong; needless complexity that there is infras-
tructure or abstraction without immediate, direct benefit; needless
repetition that there is repeated code that could be unified under
a single abstraction; and opacity that the code is hard to read or
understand.
These problems affect most software systems and that network
software aged in the past is understandable. Today, however, soft-
ware engineering is a mature discipline and the drifting of the
requirements cannot longer be blamed for the degradation of the
design. The capability to cope with changing user requirements is
a system design requirement of modern software systems which
translates into one of the fundamental challenges of software de-
sign: achieving simplicity and extensibility.
The above considerations make us believe that modern network
software shall be generic and extensible. In software engineering,
the algorithms of generic software are written in terms of abstract
types that are instantiated as required for specific types provided
as parameters. Extensible software is software prepared for future
growth.
Last not least, there is the design challenge of promoting the use
and growth of software while protecting the intellectual property.
It is frequently the case that new instrument models cannot be in-
cluded into the established network software: the one who knows
the instrument and its model does not have access to either source
code or extensible software and may not be interested in provid-
ing the models for integration into existing network software. The
one who owns the software may not be interested in extending it
if sales are not guaranteed, particularly if it is not extensible. Be-
yond generic and extensible, network software shall be designed
in a way that balances fast circulation and growth, fair compen-
sation of everyone’s effort and protection of knowledge and intel-
lectual property.
This paper discusses how the previously identified needs of net-
work software
– simplicity,
– genericity,
– extensibility, and
– protection of intellectual property
1Refactoring is the disciplined practice of changing the structure of
code without changing what it does.
Figure 1: The GENA reference model and inheritance scheme.
can be achieved and illustrates the process by referring to Geo-
Numeric’s network software GENA. GENA stands for Generic
Extensible Network Approach, is a product of GeoNumerics and
the Institute of Geomatics has developed a significant part of it
under contract.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 discuss
software simplicity, genericity and extensibility, section 4 is de-
voted to generic and extensible network software architectures,
section 5 provides references to use cases where the same soft-
ware system (GENA) was used for different network types and
section 6 summarizes the article ideas.
2 BALANCING SIMPLICITY AND EXTENSIBILITY
Software simplicity and extensibility have to be balanced. For
a correct, consistent and complete software system, simplicity is
obviously harder to achieve than complexity. Simple and exten-
sible design requires correct domain models and well tuned ab-
straction levels. Correct domain modeling requires technical spe-
cialization as well as context awareness. Abstraction requires an
additional effort to find common traits and behaviors of domain
entities. Insufficient or needless abstraction leads to complex sys-
tems. Wrong abstraction leads to non extensible systems. Correct
abstract models are, therefore, the key to simple and extensible
systems.
In GENA, the main abstract model is the fundamental reference
model based on four abstract classes: instruments, observations,
parameters and mathematical models (figure 1). In other words,
the fundamental data types of GENA are grouped in four cate-
gories: instruments, observations, parameters and mathematical
model types. A concrete type, like for instance “GNSS receiver”
will inherit from the abstract data type “instrument.” A new in-
strument would probably generate measurements (observations)
different from others. These measurements would be probably re-
lated to some unknown parameters of interest like points or orien-
tation parameters and to some other unknown parameters like the
self-calibration ones. The relation between the observations and
the parameters, possibly with the participation of the instrument
constants, is materialized by the mathematical models (stochastic
equations).
“All” what has to be done to deal with a new instrument or system
of instruments is to identify the instrument and its characteristic
values, to characterize the type of its related measurements, to
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model
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model
MM math
model
TM technical
model
GM
geomatic
model
SWM SW
model
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computer
model
Figure 2: A modeling hierarchy in a network software system.
identify the parameters and the mathematical models that relate
them. Once this is done, specific classes that inherit from the
fundamental reference model can be reused or newly developed
(figure 1). In other words, extending GENA to cope with new
types of instruments, measures or mathematical models reduces
to creating new data types. This is “all.”
In practice, however, there are other aspects that count beyond the
mathematical models and the other fundamental modeling enti-
ties (instruments, observations and parameters). In GENA, these
“other aspects” correspond to other abstraction levels and models
as depicted in figure 2. Thus, easy extensibility of input and out-
put components, extensibility of metadata specification, support
for physical units in the input and output (IO) tasks and internal
computations and standardization of analysis tools, from outlier
detection to numerical convergence criteria have to be tackled.
In this case, it is “simplicity” for the developer of extensions that
prevails. The approach taken by GENA is that, once the modeling
entities are built, its software framework shall provide resources
so that the above and other possible tasks are solved in a trans-
parent (automatically, not known to the developer and user) or
generic (activated by the data types or data type codes) way.
3 BALANCING GENERICITY AND EXTENSIBILITY
Balancing genericity and extensibility is deciding and designing
what shall be newly coded —an extension action— and what
shall work automatically upon reception of a data type argument
—a generic behavior.
Extensibility and genericity are mutually dependent. In object-
oriented design, for instance, the effective construction of a new
data type requires the implementation of its interface. Thus, if the
system design is based on correct abstract models, the standard-
ized interface of the abstract data types guarantees that specific
data types provide the necessary and sufficient information for
other software components to behave generically.
In GENA, the four fundamental abstract data types provide the
interface that allows the IO, least-squares estimation, numeri-
cal control, quality control, etc. components to behave generi-
cally. The specific, instantiated data types are grouped in “model
toolboxes.” The set of all generic components are grouped in
the GENA software platform that does not change when new
instruments/measurements have to be modeled and the models
have to be coded. Thus, in GENA, the balance between extensi-
bility and genericity is achieved by the “GENA model toolboxes”
and by the “GENA platform.” The model toolboxes, or more to
the point the four abstract data types, their interface and the in-
heritance mechanisms, contribute the extensibility capacity. The
platform provides the genericity capacity.
4 ON THE SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK AND
ARCHITECTURE FOR GENERICITY AND
EXTENSIBILITY
A software framework is a set of software libraries that expose a
well defined application programming interface (API). The goal
of a software framework is to facilitate the development of appli-
cations, products and solutions by isolating the domain develop-
ers from low-level programming details. In other words, a soft-
ware framework is an abstraction in which software providing
specific —and in the application domain context generic— func-
tionality can be used for the medium- and high-level development
of domain-specific applications.
The software architecture of a system is an abstraction that de-
scribes the software components, the relations among them and
the properties of both components and relations.
In order to describe our vision of a modern network software, we
further describe the modeling concepts of figure 2 through the
following definitions.
Mathematical Model (MM): is an abstract model that uses math-
ematical language to describe the behaviour of a system. In the
context of this article, a mathematical model is a functional model
plus and stochastic model.
Geomatic Model (GM): is an extension of a mathematical model
that includes coordinate reference frames, units of measurements,
thresholds and any other information required to describe the ge-
omatic properties of the mathematical model entities.
Technical Model (TM): In our context, a technical model is the
difference between a geomatic model and a mathematical model.
Software Model (SWM): is an abstract model that describes a
computer programme or software system, usually with a special
graphical modeling language.
Computer Model (CM): is a computer program that simulates an
abstract model of a particular system. (In a network adjustment
system, for instance, the network computer model simulates the
[abstract] network geomatic model.)
With the above definitions, we can now define the Network Model
as a computer model of a physical reality; i.e., a computer model
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of a of a set of measurements, the involved instruments and un-
known parameters, and the mathematical models that relate them.
(Note that the network model is a function of each particular net-
work.)
Thus, in GENA, the mathematical models are materialized in the
GENA model toolboxes, the generic GENA software platform is
built with libraries of the GENA software framework that materi-
alize the technical model and the software model corresponds to
the software structure which includes the “network” data type.
The network data type models a network object that is both tran-
sient —exists as an entity during a network adjustment— and
persistent —remains as a file after a network adjustment. The
concept of persistent network objects or network files is instru-
mental in designing network-centric architectures as opposed to
traditional process based ones (figure 3). In a network-centric
architecture, input data are set into the network, the network is
adjusted and, later on, the adjusted data can be extracted and ad-
justment reports can be generated.
4.1 Generic and dialectal man-machine interfaces
Most software systems communicate to other software systems
and to human beings. To cover these two interface actors, the
following types of interfaces are usually employed:
– Application Programming Interface (API);
– File Interface (FI);
– Command Line Interface (CLI); and
– Graphical User Interface (GUI).
In general, the API is used to communicate to other software sys-
tems, the GUI to humans, and the FI and CLI to both.
We will not devote a special attention to the API, as it can be seen
as one more component of the generic software framework. We
will also not discuss the CLI. A CLI uses to accept a number of
arguments and behave generically with respect to them. The GUI
and FI are of interest because
(a) the GUI interacts with a human operator who cannot be
asked to behave generically, and
(b) ideally, the extension of the network software through the
creation of new data types should
(b.1) not require the coding of new IO software and
(b.2) allow for the use of existing standards or de facto stan-
dards with a reasonable coding effort.
In the GUI case, if we assume that the FI can be generic, partic-
ularly for production environments where productivity and spe-
cialization are high, a reasonable approach is that
(a.1) the GUI is built around the generic FI (the GUI speaks the
language of the generic platform when communicating “in-
wards” to the platform), and
(a.2) the GUI adapts to the particular domain environment (the
GUI speaks the language of the domain —surveying, pho-
togrammetry, remote sensing, etc.— when communicating
“outwards” to the user),
which translates into building specific GUIs if the size of the tar-
geted user segment and market permits.
In the case of the FI, for the input of measurements and the output
of adjusted measurements, residuals and parameters, it is possible
to specify formats parameterized by the network data types —
therefore generic formats— that can be used in the IO operations.
These formats can be generic or open because of their ability to
represent any kind of network data type, which paves the way to
automated, uniform IO.
The generic format specification can always be the same no mat-
ter the network data to read or write. However, the specific format
to read or write depends on the particular data type. In the case
of GENA, its generic software platform —also taking care of IO
operations— may retrieve the particular characteristics of each
network data type interrogating these in execution time. This
makes the formats closed and fully operational in spite of their
openness (genericity and extensibility). Moreover, in GENA,
the format specification for instruments, observations, parame-
ters and [formal input of] model data are the same. In this way,
for instance, the adjusted calibration parameters output of one ad-
justment can be read as input instrument calibration constants in
the next one.
The addition of new network data types implies no change in
generic network platforms. The characterization of new network
model data types as described in section 2 is enough to integrate
these in the FI. This contributes to simplicity and mitigates the
burden of the unavoidable development of software bridges to
legacy and/or external formats.
4.2 Generic metadata
Bridging the gap between genericity and a truly operational FI
goes beyond giving the generic platform the ability to delegate
to the network data types the responsibility of providing with the
specific details related to IO. Lack of data metadata is behind
many delays and data processing accidents.
The FI must also make room for metadata describing key aspects
of the data included. Some of these aspects will be structural ones
while other will describe variable traits of the information.
Structural metadata must describe aspects so important as the
identification of the network data types included in the files —
so the built-in, automated IO mechanisms may be triggered cor-
rectly and automatically. Variable metadata takes care of no less
relevant aspects that, however, may not be considered as struc-
tural traits of data, as, for instance, the physical units used in
a particular measurements data set, or the coordinate reference
frames in use, or the role played by a parameter —constant or
variable— in a particular adjustment.
4.3 Generic numerical kernel
Scientific computing can also benefit from modern computer sci-
ence and software engineering (Dubois, 1997). And, although
modern programming languages generate executable code that is
no faster than that generated by old FORTRAN and C, the use
of their programming mechanisms and available libraries often
result in higher performance. That said, the numerical kernel of
a network software platform has to implement the functions of a
robust non-linear least-squares (RNLLS) estimator for large data
sets of observations and parameters —i.e., threshold-monitored
iteration of the cycle linearization, solution (for parameters and
residuals), detection and removal of outliers, covariance estima-
tion, variance component estimation, etc.— in one of its many
possible forms.
Once the numerical- and statistical-control threshold abstractions
are defined to let the generic convergence- and statistical-monito-
ring algorithms work, the construction of a generic RNLLS esti-
mator is a common practice in numerical analysis and program-
ming. There are many examples thereof like the generic subrou-
tines, functions or methods to find polynomial roots, solve differ-
ential equations or optimize functions. In the case of GENA, we
follow the standard generic numerical approach where the math-
ematical functional model g, where g(`+ v, x1, . . . , xn) = 0, is
passed as a function argument with standardized interfaces to re-
trieve, given observations ` and parameters x1, . . ., xn, the value
of g and its jacobian matrix with respect to `, x1, . . ., xn. Also, in
the case of GENA, for the sake of modeling simplicity and flexi-
bility, the Gauß-Helmert formulation (g(`+ v, x1, . . . , xn) = 0)
is preferred over the more restrictive Gauß-Markov one (`+ v =
f(x1, . . . , xn)) and a mechanism to numerically compute jaco-
bian matrices is provided.
In general, there is the open issue of parameter initial approxi-
mations’ generation for the initialization of the iterative RNLLS
solver. Most non-trivial mathematical models in geomatics are
non-linear. Generally speaking, there is no universal method to
compute initial approximations for non-linear problems, even not
to network adjustment problems restricted to geomatics. Thus, in
the best of cases, a generic RNLLS initializer may be provided as
part of the generic network platform with applicability limited to
a subset of models and circumstances.
4.4 Generic numerical and statistical control
Numerical and statistical control for various purposes is an essen-
tial feature of a RNLLS solver. Making numerical and statistical
decisions, like declaring numerical convergence or divergence,
or accepting or rejecting a measurement, is not a minor issue for
disparate data sets and network geometries. Therefore, the ab-
stract data types shall be able to provide this information to the
generic algorithms. In most cases this design aspect corresponds
to the technical model (TM, see figure 2) as answering questions
like “how small is small?” depends on technical domain aspects;
for instance, a correction to an Earth reference frame transfor-
mation parameter can be considered small below few millimeters
whereas a correction to a camera principal point may only be
acceptable below few micrometers. These, and other similar ab-
stractions for the TM are often neglected in spite of their practical
relevance.
5 USE CASES
The generic and extensible approach discussed throughout the pa-
per has been demonstrated in practice by using GENA for various
orientation and calibration tasks: simultaneous orientation and
calibration of frame camera and laser scanners (Angelats et al.,
2012), radiative transfer modeling and camera radiometric cali-
bration (Antequera et al., 2012), new camera orientation methods
like the use of relative aerial control (Bla´zquez and Colomina,
2012c), spatio-temporal calibration of frame cameras (Bla´zquez
and Colomina, 2012b), or quasi-direct orientation (Fast AT) (Bla´z-
quez and Colomina, 2012a). Also, the similar and early approach
reported in (Colomina et al., 1992) has been successfully applied
to geodetic surveying, airborne photogrammetry, satellite remote
sensing and to airborne gravimetry simulations with the dynamic
network method (Te´rmens and Colomina, 2004).
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The construction of modern network adjustment software able to
cope with today’s continuous flow of new geomatic instruments
is a typical software engineering task of dealing with changing
requirements where simplicity, genericity, extensibility and per-
formance have to be balanced. In the article, we have tried to
demonstrate that this software engineering task is, above all, a
modeling exercise where the identification of a network’s abstract
data types is the main part. We have illustrated the preceding
statement with the GENA fundamental reference model that is
based on four abstract data types: instruments, observations, pa-
rameters and models. If a complete and correct collection of ab-
stract data types is provided, it is possible to construct software
that is both generic and extensible. We have illustrated this with a
software architecture concept that separates the common network
adjustment functions from the particularities of each instrument
and its associated measurements and models. The concept con-
centrates the common functions in a generic network adjustment
platform and the instruments’ particularities in model toolboxes
that, in the GENA case, include the specific instrument, observa-
tion, parameter and model data types.
The proposed concept, as indicated, has been implemented in
GeoNumeric’s GENA software platform and used, with the cor-
responding specific model toolboxes, for different network ad-
justment use cases including radiative transfer modeling and ra-
diometric calibration, spatio-temporal orientation and calibration
of cameras, orientation and calibration of airborne laser scanners,
and combined orientation and calibration of airborne laser scan-
ners and cameras.
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Appendix 2. Dynamic
Networks
It is (wrongly) believed that the derivation of GNSS position and INS/GNSS
position-velocity-attitude trajectories requires the use of the \predictor-Kalman
lter" approach. This is only true for real-time applications, whereas network
adjustment-based solutions can be used to take advantage of additional tie
information like cross-over points, for better exploitation of velocity and co-
ordinate update points and can deliver information { like actual residuals of
INS measurements { for quality control.
This appendix reprints the paper in which this dynamic network concept
is presented. The proposed concept extends the classical geomatic concept of
network. A dynamic or time dependent network is a classical network that
incorporates stochastic processes and stochastic dierential equations. The
dynamic networks are the real challenge of the proposed network approach
(Appendix 1).
For this research, I discussed the ideas and developed the theory with Dr.
Ismael Colomina, who also outlined his ideas and wrote the paper with my
contributions.
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ABSTRACT:
Modern photogrammetry and, more generally, the current technology for Earth observation are dependent on various
forms of data processing. After the sensing or acquisition step, the data are available in digital format and all what
has to be done is to calibrate, to orient and to extract georeferenced information. In this context, data processing for
trajectory determination, sensor calibration and sensor orientation follows various patterns, all of them particular cases
of the general time dependent parameter estimation problem defined by the equation f(t, ℓ(t) + v(t), x(t), x˙(t)) = 0,
where f is the mathematical functional model, t is the time, ℓ(t) is the time dependent observation vector, v(t) is a
white-noise generalized process vector, x(t) is the parameter vector and x˙(t) the time derivative of x(t). A number of
different approaches to estimate parameters x(t) from data ℓ(t) has been developed according to the particular form of
the above model equation. ℓ+ v = f(x), f(ℓ+ v, x) = 0, f(t, ℓ(t) + v(t), x(t)) = 0 and x˙(t) = f(t, ℓ(t) + v(t), x(t))
are examples of model equations leading to network and Kalman filter/smoother solution strategies. Although these
two procedures have proven to be well suited to their respective model equation structure, the paper discusses some
of their limitations and alternatives, particularly for time dependent problems. The proposed family of methods uses
numerical techniques that integrate the rigorous least-squares method and the finite difference methods for the solution
of the Boundary-Value problem of Ordinary Differential Equations. Although we do not claim that this has to substitute
existing, proven techniques, the paper indicates how hybrid static and dynamic data processing can be easily integrated
with this new approach.
1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, trajectory determination 1 for navigation, geode-
tic positioning and remote sensing orientation is mainly
based on two parameter estimation methodologies: least-
squares network adjustment—the network approach (NA)—
and Kalman filtering and smoothing —the state-space ap-
proach (SSA). It is known that Kalman filtering is a gen-
eral form of sequential least-squares. However, in practice,
there is no much connection between the two approaches
other than some output estimated parameters following the
network approach being used as input observations for a
second estimation step following the state-space approach.
And vice versa. It must be mentioned that the GPS re-
search related community has since long been faced to
the problem of making a decision between classical least-
squares, Kalman filtering and smoothing and some inter-
mediate approaches (Xu, 2003). The dilemma holds for
both the processing of moving object trajectories and for
the processing of stationary or quasi-stationary objects. For
the family of problems just mentioned (static, quasi-static
and kinematic) there are examples of successful applica-
tion of both the state space approach and of the network
approach. To illustrate the statement, we cite two “clas-
sics” that have had and still have a significant impact in ge-
omatics in the past decade. The GLOBK system (Herring,
2003) uses Kalman filtering and has been successfully ap-
1In this paper trajectory determination is understood as the determina-
tion of a time series of positions, velocities and attitudes.
plied to time-dependent precise networks for deformation
monitoring originating from VLBI and GPS. At the oppo-
site end, the GPS aircraft trajectories for Earth observation
applications like aerial triangulation or LIDAR aerial sur-
veys were determined under the network approach (Frieß,
1990).
The goal of the ongoing research behind this paper is not
to devise a “unified” algorithm that package both classi-
cal least-squares and state-space estimation in “one.” The
approach is rather pragmatic —numerical, algorithmic and
software oriented— as the theories of least-squares estima-
tion (Koch, 1995) and state-space estimation (Maybeck,
1979a, Maybeck, 1979b) are well established. The actual
goal is to interpret stochastic dynamic models —i.e., dif-
ferential or difference equations— and their time depen-
dent unknown parameters —i.e., stochastic processes— in
a way that, for the time dependent parameter estimation
problem, both the network approach and the state-space
approach are applicable. We do not claim that both ap-
proaches be fully interchangeable. We do claim that in
some circumstances, it might be advantageous to apply the
network approach to the estimation of time dependent pa-
rameters. As well, we claim that time dependent problems
in geomatics do not necessarily require a SSA treatment.
In addition to the numerical, algorithmic, software data
modelling and software use potential advantages of a uni-
fied approach, there are a number of estimation problems
that might benefit from it. They include the modelling
of trajectories for airborne and spaceborne imaging lin-
ear arrays, the calibration of inertial instruments (angular
rate sensors and accelerometers) with “cross-over” type
of observation equations and the modelling/estimation of
geodetic networks for monitoring and prediction purposes.
It has to be mentioned that a parallel research effort is be-
ing conducted by A. Te´rmens for inertial strapdown kine-
matic airborne gravimetry (Te´rmens and Colomina, 2003,
Te´rmens and Colomina, 2004) for an optimal calibration
of accelerometers.
The key idea behind this investigation is that a stochas-
tic dynamic model (a stochastic differential equation) and
its stochastic processes can be transformed through dis-
cretization into a family of stochastic difference equations
and discrete time processes. Those, in turn, can be seen as
a family of observation equations and parameters that can
be processed under the network approach.
The paper begins by reviewing some definitions and con-
cepts from the theory of stochastic processes and stochas-
tic differential equations. We take this approach because
of the available sound theory that includes continuity the-
orems and numerical solution methods consistent with the
stochastic nature of the problem. Then, the state-space and
the network approaches are defined and compared. Once
this is done, in section 6 we define time dependent net-
works in a way that generalize the traditional least-squares
based networks. Here, the scope of the concept of a dy-
namic or time dependent network is precisely defined. The
algorithmic and software implementation implications of
section 6, should be clear at that point. However, we un-
derline them in section 7 for readers not familiar with the
development of network adjustment systems.
2 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
A stochastic process is a parametrized collection of ran-
dom variables defined on a probability space (Ω,F , P )
(Law ler, 1995). The parameter space T is usually the time
or a time interval. In other words, a stochastic process x is
a set of random variables indexed by time
x := {x(t) | t ∈ T, T ⊂ R}
where R is the set of real numbers. In this paper, and in
most applications, the parametrizing, indexing or tagging
subset T is either N , the set of natural numbers, or R. If
T = N , x is called a discrete time process and in the other
case, T = R or T = [a, b] ⊂ R, it is called a continu-
ous time process. The set where the random variables take
values, typically Rn, is called the state space.
From the definition, it is clear that for each t ∈ T , we have
a random variable ω −→ x(t)(ω) := x(t, ω) for ω ∈ Ω.
But the function x(t, ω), for a given fixed ω, can be seen
as a function of t, t −→ x(t, ω) for t ∈ T . This function
is a path. We introduce the concept of a path because it is
close to our intuition in INS and GPS trajectories, satellite
orbits, etc. When we look at a trajectory, ω can be seen as a
point or one of our repetitive experiments and thus x(t, ω)
would represent the position of the point at time t or the
result of the particular experiment.
A fundamental stochastic process is the Brownian motion
(or Wiener process or continuous random walk) named af-
ter a 19th century botanist who observed that pollen grains
on a liquid described an irregular trajectory. Its formal
derivative is called white noise. White noise is formally
considered a stochastic process to facilitate the visualiza-
tion and interpretation of the continuous idealization of
discrete time processes whose random variables are inde-
pendent, normally distributed ones. (Sometimes, in the en-
gineering literature, it is said that the white noise process is
a helpful concept that does not exist in the world of math-
ematics. In fact, this statement is wrong. White noise ex-
ists as a generalized stochastic process (Øksendal, 1993), a
slightly more complex concept than a stochastic process.)
The stochastic analogs of ordinary differential equations
(ODE) are the stochastic differential equations (SDE). The
theory for SDE can be found in (Øksendal, 1993). SDE
arise naturally from real-life ODE whose coefficients are
only approximately known because they are measured by
instruments or deduced from other data subject to random
errors. The initial or boundary conditions may be also
known just randomly. In these situations, we would ex-
pect that the solution p of the problem be a stochastic pro-
cess. We will call p = p(t, ω) a prediction. Under certain
[non-restrictive] hypotheses p has a number of properties
including that it is t-continuous (Øksendal, 1993, pp. 48-
49).
Assume now that we have managed to predict the stochas-
tic process p —the system— over a time interval [t0, tf ].
In our application, determining p reduces to determine an
estimate of the path E(p(t)) and estimates of the process
auto-covariance functions
C(t1, t2) := E
(
(p(t1)− E(p(t1)))(p(t2)− E(p(t2)))
T
)
.
Assume further that we are able to relate p through some
linear model—the observation equations— to another pro-
cess z —the observations— so we have additional infor-
mation of p. A natural question arises: can we improve
our estimates of p with the additional information z?. The
answer, in general, is yes, and the tool is the well known
filtering and smoothing. Filtering at time s refers to find-
ing a best estimate for the system pˆ(s), t0 < s < tf given
the observations z in the interval [t0, s]. Smoothing, refers
to finding the best estimate for pˆ(s) at any time by using
the information of z all over [t0, tf ]. Saying that pˆ(s) is
best means thatE
(
‖p− pˆ‖2
)
is minimal over all solutions
of the system SDE that verify the observation equations
(see (Øksendal, 1993, pp. 58-59) for a detailed description
of the probability function associated to the SDE and to the
observations white noise processes).
3 THE STATE-SPACE APPROACH
We will call state-space approach (SSA), the methodology
and principles of solving the above problem of prediction,
filtering and smoothing for time discrete processes (sec-
tion 2).
The SSA is the well known Kalman filtering and smooth-
ing published by R.E.Kalman in 1960 (Kalman, 1960) and
discussed in numerous textbooks from different points of
view (Maybeck, 1979a, Øksendal, 1993). Equivalent later
formulations in terms of sequential least-squares can be
found in (Teunissen, 2001). The SSA has been success-
fully applied to precise navigation for surveying applica-
tions (Scherzinger, 1997).
We borrow the state-space name from the state-space rep-
resentation of a dynamical system. A state vector is a min-
imal set of variables whose values are able to describe a
system. The optimal solution to the prediction-filtering-
smoothing (section 2) is obtained through one of the recur-
sive algorithms of the Kalman filter type.
In the prediction-filter cycle, the most important entity is
the state vector. All the rest are subordinated parameters.
In a way, the state vector dominates the scene which, in
some situations, may represent a problem. One example
is the difficulty in the feedback of the results of adaptive
Kalman filter steps to a correct scaling of the inertial obser-
vations (angular rates and linear accelerations) in the iner-
tial navigation equations. (In the network approach (NA),
this reduces to a classical estimation of variance compo-
nents). Another example of the weaknesses of the SSA
is the estimation of gravity error states in the inertial nav-
igation equations. We may estimate the gravity error of
our gravity model in better or worse ways, depending on
a number of instrumental, modelling and mission related
factors. But we cannot impose that the gravity error esti-
mated at time t1 at point x1 is the same as the gravity error
estimated at a later time t2 at point x2 if x2 = x1 —the so-
called cross-over points— as discussed in (Te´rmens and
Colomina, 2003, Te´rmens and Colomina, 2004).
4 THE NETWORK APPROACH
In geomatics, a network is a set of instruments, observa-
tions and parameters that are inter-related through mathe-
matical models. The mathematical models are the obser-
vation equations. To solve the network is to perform an
optimal estimation of its parameters in the sense of least-
squares; i.e., the expectation of the parameters and their
covariance is known. Moreover, their covariance is mini-
mal (Koch, 1995). The network approach exhibits superior
performance when the connectivity that observations cre-
ate between the unknown parameters is high.
In the network approach, our network will be solved in a
grand, single adjustment step where all parameters, time
dependent and independent, will be simultaneously esti-
mated. This is giving us some hint on how to implement
the network approach for time dependent networks in a
computer programme. We discuss this in sections 6 and 7.
An [unknown] random variable —a time independent par-
ameter— is to the classical network approach what an [un-
known] stochastic process—a time dependent parameter—
is to the state-space approach. In the following, the names
“time dependent parameter” and “stochastic process” will
be used indistinctly.
Note that the state-space approach can be used, as well, for
the estimation of time independent parameters as they can
be modeled as stochastic constant processes. A stochastic
constant takes the same value c over time. c may or may
not be known before the estimation process; but once it
is estimated it will not change over the time period where
the stochastic process is defined. An example of a random
constant is a GPS ambiguity —integer or real— in a phase
observation equation.
Note, as well, that a stochastic dynamic model (stochastic
differential equation) can be transformed into a set of sto-
chastic difference equations. Then, the family of stochas-
tic difference equations can be seen as a set of observation
equations and the network approach can be used. To dis-
cretize a stochastic dynamic model, we propose the differ-
ence methods (it is the “natural” way to do it). We are
aware of limitations and/or inferior performances of the
numerical difference methods for the solution of ODEs.
However, the comparative analysis between difference met-
hods and other more sophisticated numerical methods (vari-
ational methods, multiple shooting, ...) is usually done
in the context of deterministic ODE (Stoer and Bulirsh,
1992). But, while the extension or generalization of the
difference methods for deterministic ODE to the SDE is
straightforward, the extension of the other mentioned meth-
ods is less obvious. In future investigations we will explore
these numerical issues. Further, we refer the reader to the
specific literature on the numerical solution of SDE (Kloe-
den and Platen, 1999).
5 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In the previous sections we have looked at the SSA and the
NA as different approaches to, essentially, solve the same
problem. Before we introduce and discuss time dependent
networks we summarize their main advantages and disad-
vantages from a geomatic perspective.
NETWORK APPROACH
• Advantages:
1. Support for connectivity of parameters regard-
less of time.
2. Support for both traditional networks and for SDE.
3. Possibility to compute the covariance of a lim-
ited number of selected parameters.
4. Variance component estimation.
• Disadvantages:
1. Large system of linear equations.2
2The matrices are essentially of the band-bordered type and we can
apply sparse matrix techniques, fill-in reduction techniques and memory
paging to solve the system of linear equations.
2. Real-Time parameter estimation not feasible in
general.
STATE-SPACE APPROACH
• Advantages:
1. Real-Time parameter estimation capability.
2. The state vector dominates the scene.3 That is,
there is a clear definition of what the system is.
• Disadvantages:
1. Connectivity of parameters through static obser-
vation equations is not supported.
2. Filter divergence.
3. Computation of covariance matrices for all the
state vectors cannot be avoided.
The above list is by no means comprehensive but, in our
opinion, the only situation where the SSA is clearly su-
perior is real-time parameter estimation. This statement
should not be taken as a recommendation. In real life
problems, other factors may be taken into account. For in-
stance, in INS/GPS trajectory determination, a SSA based
software engine can be applied to both real-time and post-
processing computation modes. This aspect may be funda-
mental before making implementation decisions.
6 TIME DEPENDENT NETWORKS
A time dependent network is a network such that some of
its parameters are time dependent; i.e., that some of its pa-
rameters are stochastic processes. Analogously, we define
that to solve a time dependent network is to perform an
optimal estimation of its parameters which include some
stochastic processes. (However, this is easier said than un-
derstood and done. In this section we clarify the meaning
of the above statement and in section 7 we suggest some
implementation mechanisms.) We recall that optimality in
estimating a stochastic process means to estimate the best
expectation function path xˆ(t) in the sense of having min-
imal E
(
‖x− xˆ‖2
)
as mentioned in section 2.
Note that we are asked to solve for more information in
time dependent networks that in time independent ones.
Accordingly, as it was to be expected, we will be given
more information before the estimation process. This new
information is the dynamic observation model for the ran-
dom process. If we now rename our traditional observa-
tion equations as the static observation model(s), then the
global picture of time dependent networks becomes clear
and clean.
An static observation model is an equation of the type
f(t, ℓ+ v, x(t)) = 0 (1)
3For some models this advantage could be a disadvantage. See sec-
tion 3 for a related discussion.
where v is a normally distributed variable of null expecta-
tion. A dynamic observation model —or a stochastic dy-
namic model— is an equation of the type
f(t, ℓ(t) + v(t), x(t), x˙(t)) = 0 (2)
where v(t) is a white noise process. In more global terms,
we will refer to the family of static observation equations
as the network static model. And to the family of dynamic
observation equations4 as the network dynamic model. Typ-
ically, a particular dynamic model (2) will be given for
t ∈ S′ where S′ ⊂ S. Note that a dynamic observa-
tion equation may include time independent parameters
and that a static observation equation may include time de-
pendent parameters but not its derivatives. Note, as well,
that the static model may be of the form (1). This is not
only consistent with the concept of an static observation
equation but necessary when it contains a time dependent
parameter.
The dynamic model is a key component of a time depen-
dent network. Indeed, all what we know about x(t) before
solving the network is that x(t) is a stochastic process. In-
deed, the static model contributes to the determination of
x(t). However, without the dynamic model there is no “dy-
namics” in the process; i.e., we cannot guarantee that the
set {xˆ(t)|t ∈ S′} is a continuous path. In principle, strictly
speaking, mathematical continuity does not tell us much
about the roughness or smoothness of the solution path but
practical experience proves its effectiveness. (The lack of
dynamic modelling results, in practice, in somewhat rough
solutions for xˆ(t). A typical example of this is found in
the determination of GPS trajectories under the network
approach when compared with the same trajectory deter-
mined under the state-space approach which are, usually,
smoother.)
Note, last, that in practice, we do not have to compute the
auto-covariance function; we just have to provide a mech-
anism to compute it if requested.
We illustrate the above simple definition with two exam-
ples: a geodetic monitoring network and an airborne imag-
ing network (block) with INS/GPS aerial control. These
two examples are time dependent networks as they include
dynamic observation models and time dependent param-
eters. Note, for instance, that the orientation parameters
of a block can be seen as a set of time independent, unre-
lated parameters {pi|i = 1, . . . , n} or as a time dependent
parameter {p(t)|t ∈ [a, b], a, b ∈ R}.
The airborne network (block) with INS/GPS aerial con-
trol is a time dependent network because its unknown ori-
entation parameters position, velocity and attitude depend
on the time. The “flight” is a stochastic process. This
one is a stochastic process over [t0, tf ], where t0 and tf
are the initial and the final time of the flight respectively.
The stochastic process is just defined over a finite time pe-
riod and we cannot predict the system beyond tf because
4In this paper no distinction is made between “equations” and “mod-
els” (both terms including the stochastic and functional components). We
will use both terms as appropriate to highlight the parallelism between
the dynamic and static aspects of the problem.
INS/GPS observations are required for the dynamic ob-
servation equations. The general network model is made
up of the dynamic observation model —INS observation
equations— and the static observation model —GPS ob-
servation equations, ground control points and the pho-
togrammetric collinearity equations.
The geodetic monitoring network is a time dependent net-
work in that it is a network of observed and measured
points at given epochs and we want to know the situation
of the network points within the time observation epochs
and in future time epochs. We have the measured points at
epochs [t0, t1, · · · , tf ] and we want to determine the po-
sition of the network points at epoch tf + ∆t. This is, in
principle, a stochastic process over [t0, +∞). This model
is made up of the static observation model—GPS static ob-
servation equations, known control point equations, known
constant 3D coordinate differences for points in a same tec-
tonic plates, etc.— and the dynamic observation model —
known variable coordinate differences according to some
geophysical deformation model.
7 A UNIFIED APPROACH
The implications of the definition of time dependent net-
works of the preceding section are obvious. However, for
the sake of clarity we underline them under the theoretical,
algorithmic, software and production viewpoints.
7.1 A unified theoretical approach
The classical network is a set of instruments, observations
and parameters. They are related through static observa-
tion models. The network approach is a procedure to es-
timate the parameters. The inputs are the values of ob-
servations and, if needed, the initial approximations of the
parameters. The outputs are the estimated values of the pa-
rameters. On demand, the network approach can generate
the covariance of the parameters and/or the auto-covariance
function.
The time dependent network concept that we propose in
this paper is a set of instruments, observations and time
dependent and independent parameters. They are related
through static and dynamic observation models. A time de-
pendent parameter generates a set of equations, one equa-
tion for every time epoch. Now, the network approach is a
procedure to estimate both time dependent and time inde-
pendent parameters. The inputs are the values of the obser-
vations and, if needed, initial approximations of the param-
eters (note that, in this case, initial approximations are for
time dependent and independent parameters). The outputs
are the estimated values of the parameters including the
stochastic processes. On demand, the network approach
can generate the covariance of the parameters and/or the
auto-covariance function. We insist on the parallelism of
the time dependent and time independent network con-
cepts.
We claim that the time dependent network concept pro-
posed provides a unified theoretical framework that cov-
ers the estimation of time dependent and time indepen-
dent parameters. The time dependent network is based on
static and dynamic observation models. The time indepen-
dent network is (solely) based on static observation mod-
els. Thus, the classical network can be seen as a particular
case of the new time dependent networks.
This unified approach is the basis for the reasonable de-
velopment of time dependent network determination soft-
ware, which is at the same time rigorous and simple. We
discuss this aspect in the next section.
7.2 A unified algorithmic and software approach
A modern well designed software system of the class we
are discussing here is based in the object-oriented paradigm.
Combining object-oriented design and the previous theory,
a simple and powerful time dependent network determi-
nation software can be generated. This software system
shall include these fundamental entity classes: observa-
tion, instrument, parameter and model. See (Colomina et
al., 1992) for a related discussion and modelling in time
independent networks.
The observations may have an associated time (time epoch
of the observation). We call them time-tagged observa-
tions. However, we emphasize that our observations, al-
though time dependent, are stochastically independent as
they are only subject to a white noise process. In principle,
it should not come as a surprise that for a time dependent
networks, all what we have to do is to generalize time de-
pendent parameters and dynamic observation models from
time independent parameters and static observation mod-
els, respectively.
common math and modelling base
NA SSA
Figure 1: Unified SW approach
Interestingly enough, in our unified software approach, the
mathematical foundation libraries are not much different
from the classical approach. This applies both to internal
software aspects and to interface aspects. Moreover, with
minor changes, most of the organizational parts and dis-
crete mathematical components of existing [well designed]
network adjustment packages can be kept. Even more in-
teresting is the fact that the NA and SSA computational
engines can share the same model libraries, as the estima-
tion engines work with the same models, their software im-
plementation and their external interfaces. In other words,
the parallel development and maintenance of an NA and an
SSA engine within the frame of a general system is possi-
ble.
7.3 A unified exploitation approach
Unified theoretic frameworks lead to simple and efficient
algorithms and software. Unified software approaches lead
to simple and efficient exploitation procedures. In partic-
ular, an eventual software implementation of the concepts
presented, would lead to common shareable input/output
formats for a number of estimation engines.
A benefit of a unified approach is that we can follow dif-
ferent strategies and that we can combine them. In some
situations, one approach should be preferred. In other situ-
ations we can combine them. For a family of problems, one
approach may be preferred for calibration tasks whereas
the other may be preferred for orientation tasks.
Note, as mentioned in section 1, that the output estimated
parameters of a static network may be used as input obser-
vations for a time dependent network. Similarly, an SSA
engine can be used to generate initial approximations for a
NA engine. In all the cases, it is clear that interoperability
is easier to achieve with a unified approach.
8 CONCLUSION, ONGOINGWORK AND
FURTHER RESEARCH
In this paper we have defined in a precise way the con-
cept of time dependent networks. The proposed concept
extends the classical unified (from geodesy, photogramme-
try and remote sensing) geomatic concept of network. In
short, a time dependent network is a classical network that
incorporates stochastic processes —that we call time de-
pendent parameters— and dynamic models —that we call
dynamic observation models. We have related time depen-
dent networks and their solution approaches to the exist-
ing Kalman filtering/smoothing and network methodolo-
gies —what we call the SSA and the NA solution appro-
aches— and have discussed their advantages and disadvan-
tages. Last, we have given some hints on how this unified
approach can be exploited at the software development and
data processing levels.
We are currently developing an experimental software pro-
totype that implements the concepts presented in this pa-
per. Further research will be related to the numerical so-
lution of SDEs for geomatic applications and to their op-
timization in terms of speed and memory/disk storage re-
quirements.
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